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Preface

This is a book about how humans learn. Our focus is on classroom learning although
the principles are, as the name of this book indicates, universal. We are concerned
with learning from pre-school to post-graduate. We are concerned with most busi-
ness, industrial and military training. We do not address how infants learn how to
speak or walk, or how grown-ups improve their tennis swing. We do address all
learning described by the word “thought”, as well as anything we might try to teach,
or instruct in formal educational settings.

In education, the words theory and model imply conjecture. In science, these
same words imply something that is a testable explanation of phenomena able to
predict outcomes of experiments. This book presents a model of learning that the
authors offer in the sense of scientists rather than educators. Conjecture implies that
information is incomplete, and so it surely is with human learning. On the other
hand, we assert that more than enough is known to sustain a “scientific” model of
learning.

This book is not a review of the literature. Instead, it is a synthesis. Scholars and
many teachers likely have heard much if not most or even all of the information we
use to develop the unified learning model. What you have not read before is a model
putting the information together in just this way; this is the first one.

We do indeed pick and choose from the available knowledge to create this syn-
thesis. What we do not do is overlook certain facts or data, or shape the data to fit
our model. To the best of our knowledge, we are able to account for all of the known
data about learning.

We do not necessarily account for anecdotal information. For example, there are
many legends regarding autistic savants. If savants really do spontaneously show
skills in the absence of learning activities, then our model is wrong. There are abun-
dant anecdotal reports of such savant skills. When studied closely, however, savants
appear to learn in the same way as other humans. Autistic savants seem to be flawed
in not being able to learn as broadly as most of us can. We speculate that these
savants become narrowly skilled not because of special gifts but only because those
narrow skills are the ones that they can most easily attain.

Why did we write a book? Our goal is to reach those entrusted to guide the
learning of other people. Teachers are an understandably skeptical audience. If the
truth be told, teachers have been trained in so many ideas (fads) that controvert
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their experience that they don’t really believe much that is labeled with the term
theory. This model has something very important going for it, however. It explains
and predicts how learners in classrooms actually do behave and learn. Teachers will
see that right away. What’s very important is that, in a very critical and fundamental
manner, the model informs us about ways we can try to help our students learn
better.

It’s one thing to tell a story that classroom teachers can believe; it’s quite another
to tell one that scholars and researchers of teaching and learning will find acceptable.
That left us with a serious challenge; could we create one book that addressed both
groups? We decided that, rather than write two books or a series of papers, we would
write a book in which the chapters had extensive, detailed notes and comments. The
notes are aimed at researchers, and include citations and arguments used to justify
what appears in the text.

This book has six authors. Duane Shell is an educational cognitive psycholo-
gist. His knowledge provided the background from which most of the rest of the
model was developed. David Brooks is a chemist who once studied the mecha-
nisms of enzyme action. That work involves figuring out the details of atoms and
molecules that one never sees; he is trained in developing models about how things
that he can’t see actually work. It was Brooks’ insight accounting for motivation that
opened to path to the unified learning model. Guy Trainin and Kathy Wilson both
are educational psychologists who prepare classroom teachers and study strategies
for effective teaching. They checked the entire manuscript to ensure that no claims
about classroom teaching were made that did not enjoy research support. Doug
Kauffman is an educational psychologist who studies how feedback and motiva-
tion impact students’ academic engagement and achievement. Lynne Herr is both
an instructional technology consultant and a technical writer. She worked to make
a book in which very complex technical content is co-mingled with more ordinary
content understandable to those well-trained teachers for whom cognitive science
is new.
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Chapter 1
The Unified Learning Model

The Unified Learning Model (ULM) is a model of how people learn and a result-
ing model of teaching and instruction. The academic literature is filled with models
about learning, teaching and instruction. The most obvious question then is, “Why
do we need another theory/model of learning?” Our answer is that the current litera-
ture contains only limited theories about isolated specific learning and instructional
phenomena. As a result each of these theories explains some, but not all learning
phenomena. In addition, each tends to have its own vocabulary. The result is a
hodge-podge of specific learning principles and teaching guidelines that often seem
in conflict with each other.

The ULM, as its name suggests, is a unifying synthesis of these existing theo-
ries. The ULM is not based on some revolutionary new research findings on how
people learn. In fact, while recent advances in neurobiology and brain science have
enlightened our understanding of the underlying neural mechanisms involved, we
have known how people learn for a long time. There are very mature and well
researched areas within the broad field of learning and teaching. What the ULM does
is bring these disparate topic areas together under a single umbrella. It connects them
together with simplicity and clarifies the ways in which they are interconnected.

The ULM accomplishes this by focusing on the basic processes and components
of learning. Our contention in this book is that the components of the ULM underlie
all learning phenomena. Hence, all current models and theories of learning, teach-
ing, and instruction can be subsumed within the ULM. Our goal with the ULM is
to replace the current diverse and confusing array of learning concepts and termi-
nology with a scientifically grounded concise set of core learning principles. If you
understand these ULM principles, you understand how learning occurs and how this
learning can be facilitated by teaching and instruction.

Following what is commonly referred to as Occam’s Razor (or the rule of par-
simony), we aim to suggest a model that is simple while explaining all observed
phenomena.1 So what are the components that underlie all learning phenomena? In
the ULM there are three: working memory, knowledge, and motivation.

1D.F. Shell et al., The Unified Learning Model, DOI 10.1007/978-90-481-3215-7_1,
C© Springer Science+Business Media B.V. 2010



2 1 The Unified Learning Model

Working Memory

The centerpiece of the ULM is working memory. Working memory is where tempo-
rary storage and processing of information happen in the brain. Suppose someone
were to read to you a series of single digit numbers at a rate of one per second
(for example, “one, three, seven, four . . .”). You then are expected to recite back
those same digits. Most of us can recall around seven digits without error. With just
a little practice, we can do much better – say 15–20 digits. The number of digits
is a crude measure of your working memory capacity, and “the place” where you
do this is called your working memory. Working memory is central to all current
models of cognition and neurobiology. In the scientific literature, one cannot talk
about thinking, attention, decision making, brain functioning, or, most importantly,
learning without talking about working memory. Understanding working memory
is the key to understanding learning. So you may ask, “If working memory is so
important, why have I never heard much about it?” “Why isn’t working memory the
primary topic in every pre-service or in-service education course?” We have asked
these questions ourselves. Our answer is this book.

The way working memory functions dictates how learning happens and what
instructional methods and techniques facilitate or hinder learning. A science of
learning, teaching, and instruction must be based to a great degree on the science
of working memory. The ULM is this working-memory-based science of learning.
We will spend considerable time discussing how working memory operates, how
working memory produces learning, and how the operation of working memory can
be influenced through teaching.

Knowledge

The ULM, however, includes more than working memory. The second core compo-
nent of the ULM is knowledge. In the scientific literature of cognitive psychology,
cognitive science and neuroscience, knowledge means something very different than
the way educators typically think of the term. Educators usually think of facts and
general concepts when they hear “knowledge.” For example, think of the first level
of the original Bloom’s Taxonomy, the “knowledge” level. A revision of the origi-
nal taxonomy calls this the “remember” level.2 In the scientific literature, however,
knowledge means everything that we know. It not only means facts and concepts,
but also problem solving skills, motor behaviors, and thinking processes. Every cat-
egory of Bloom’s Taxonomy, then, is knowledge to a cognitivist. Knowledge is kept
(or stored) in long-term memory. Psychologists generally just call this memory and
drop the “long-term” modifier. Memory is the cognitive term for the brain and ner-
vous system, thus knowledge is everything we know or can do that is stored in our
memory.

Knowledge has a two-fold role in the ULM. First, knowledge is the goal of the
ULM. The purpose of learning is to increase the many facets of our knowledge.
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Learning has occurred when our store of knowledge is increased or changed. In one
very important sense, knowledge is the outcome or result of the operation of work-
ing memory. It is working memory’s product. Knowledge, however, has a second
function. Knowledge influences how working memory operates. The things working
memory can do are affected by existing knowledge. In relation to learning, you may
have heard of this as “the prior knowledge effect”: the more you know about some-
thing, the easier it is to learn something new about it. So knowledge is a process of
working memory as well as its product. We will devote much time to discussing how
knowledge is increased, how it becomes more sophisticated, how it moves through
Bloom’s hierarchical taxonomy, and how this increasing knowledge impacts future
learning.

Motivation

The third and final component of the ULM is motivation. Educators are immedi-
ately aware of how important student motivation is in the classroom. Motivation is
discussed often in education. It is framed in terms of things like interest and pref-
erence or building students’ self-confidence and self-esteem or rewards or goals.
Motivational ideas and constructs are seemingly everywhere, and motivation is
currently one of the most highly researched topics in education.

The ULM has a very specific role for motivation. Motivation is the impetus for
directing working memory to a task; in our case, directing working memory to the
task of learning. To our knowledge, the ULM is the only model of learning or
motivation that explicitly links motivation to working memory.3 Motivation is an
inherent component of working memory operation and plays a critical role in effec-
tive and efficient allocation of working memory to learning. Understanding how
motivation works in conjunction with working memory will help teachers under-
stand how the various motivational constructs they have heard about actually work to
motivate students to learn. So we will spend much time examining how motivation
and working memory operate.

Three Principles of Learning

The ULM is founded on three basic principles of learning:

1. Learning is a product of working memory allocation.
2. Working memory’s capacity for allocation is affected by prior knowledge.
3. Working memory allocation is directed by motivation.

These three principles of learning form the foundation for a complete theory of
instruction and teaching. Simply put, teaching that follows these principles will be
effective; teaching that does not follow these principles will be ineffective.
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The remainder of this book is divided into two sections. The first will cover the
three basic components of the ULM to explain how working memory, knowledge,
and motivation work to produce learning. This is the underlying model of learning
that forms the foundation of the ULM and from which the three basic principles
are derived. The second will use the three basic principles of learning to develop
recommendations for successful teaching and instruction.

Notes

1. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Occam%27s_razor (Accessed March 22, 2009).
2. The original taxonomy is found at: Bloom, B. S. (1956). Taxonomy of educational objec-

tives: The classification of educational goals. New York: D. McKay. The revised taxonomy
is found at: Anderson, L., & Krathwohl, D. (Eds.). (2001). A taxonomy for learning, teaching,
and assessing: A revision of Bloom′s taxonomy of educational objectives. Columbus: Merrill.
The original levels were labeled knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis,
and evaluation. The labels in the revised taxonomy are remember, understand, apply, analyze,
evaluate, and create.

3. Hayes offered a framework that included motivation and working memory together as part
of a scheme for understanding writing. The ULM is a general learning model that applies to
all learning (not just how to write) and makes specific the role of motivation in the learning
process. Hayes, J. (2000). A new framework for understanding cognition and affect in writing.
In R. Indrisano & S. J. Squire (Eds.), Perspectives on writing: Research, theory, and practice
(pp. 6–44). Newark, DE: International Reading Association.
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Chapter 2
Learning

Understanding how neurons work together to generate thoughts
and behavior remains one of the most difficult open problems in
all of biology, largely because scientists generally cannot see
whole neural circuits in action.

Meisenböck1

What is learning? A seemingly simple question, but the answer is both simple and
complex. At its most basic, learning is a relatively permanent change in a neuron.
Over the past half-century, scientists have uncovered most of the basic biological
and chemical processes involved in learning at the neural level. Learning results
when the synaptic potential of a neuron, the likelihood of a neuron transmitting an
electric potential, is systematically changed.2

As you might expect, the biological and chemical processes involved in this
change are extremely complex. Luckily, in the same way that an engineer build-
ing a bridge doesn’t need to deal with the subatomic structure of the atoms that
make up the materials she is building with, educators do not need to deal with the
underlying biochemistry of the neuron to develop effective teaching and instruc-
tion. The ULM, however, derives its principles of learning from the neurobiology of
learning. So this is where we start.

The Neurobiology of Learning

The brain and nervous system exist in large part to take in information from the
world and use that information to direct motor action in the world. Although the
brain and peripheral nerves do perform other basic and often automatic functions
such as control of physical, hormonal, and body regulatory functions, like heart
beat, we are concerned with those parts of the brain and nervous system involved in
higher learning and behavior, that is, the parts that matter for school learning.

These parts of the brain are situated primarily in the cortex. Once we move
beyond the brain areas involved in basic biological functioning, the vast majority
of the remainder of the brain is devoted to gathering sensory inputs and generating
motor actions. The brain has two primary jobs. One is to take in and save infor-
mation about the world from the senses (hearing, taste, touch, smell, vision, and

7D.F. Shell et al., The Unified Learning Model, DOI 10.1007/978-90-481-3215-7_2,
C© Springer Science+Business Media B.V. 2010
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internal feedback from those internal sensors that sense how things are “working
together” called proprioceptive feedback).3 The other is to produce motor outputs
that generate functional behaviors in the world like finding food, building shelter,
and speaking. Most of the higher brain areas of the cortex are devoted to sensory
input areas (the occipital lobe for vision; the olfactory cortex for smell, etc.) and
motor control areas (including one-to-one mapping of physical areas of the body
like fingers on the motor cortex itself). The remainder of the cortex is devoted to
specialized functioning like language or is available as a general memory area.

Much of early infancy is devoted to the development of sensory and motor areas
for things like learning to interpret visual input and learning basic motor skills like
crawling and walking. The developmental biologist and psychologist Jean Piaget
extensively studied this period of what he called the sensory motor stage of develop-
ment. Most of the learning in this period is driven by biological maturation of neural
and body areas, and involves gaining understanding of what sensory input means in
relation to objects and other people in the outside world, as well as gaining control
of coordinated motor behavior. During this period there is extensive development
of fine motor control in the cerebellum. There is also extensive development of spe-
cialized cognitive processing areas like Broca’s and Wernicke’s areas for speech and
language processing.

While learning and development in infancy is a fascinating field of study, we
will not consider it in any depth. The processes that underlie learning in the ULM
are operative at this age, but the child does not yet possess language or other sym-
bol systems that are the currency of school learning. While the ULM accounts for
all learning including early years, our intent in this book is to focus on school
learning.

The Operation of the Neuron

For all of the biochemical complexity underlying how a neuron works, its operation
can be described in simple terms: A neuron “fires” or produces an electrical output
in response to having been “fired upon” by other neurons. All neurons have an input
end and an output end. The input end can be connected to (receive input from) one or
many other neurons. Once this input passes a threshold, the neuron sends an electri-
cal potential that produces release of biochemicals (neurotransmitters) at the output
end that are input to the neurons with which it is connected. These connections are
called synapses.

It is this basic operation of the neuron that defines what it means to “learn.”
Learning occurs when the firing ability of a neuron is changed. This can occur
within the neuron by changing the firing threshold or by increasing the amount of
input being received. Again, the actual underlying biochemical processes involved
in neural learning are very complex, but these neural processes are driven by very
simple mechanisms.

Stated simply, neurons are changed by activity. The internal mechanisms of the
neuron are changed each time the neuron fires. The more the neuron fires, the easier
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it is to fire again. Similarly, the connections between neurons are changed with each
firing. When neurons that are connected together fire together (simultaneously or in
sequence), the connections are strengthened.

At birth, the brain contains massive numbers of neurons and neural connections.
As noted previously, the majority of these are specialized neurons that record sen-
sory input and direct motor movement. Regardless of what role an individual neuron
plays, however, all follow the same learning mechanism. If it is fired, its ability to
fire again is increased; if it is not fired, its ability to fire again is decreased. As the
brain matures or “develops”, the pattern of neurons and how they are connected is
determined by what neurons and neuronal connections fire or don’t fire. Neurons
grow or die and neuronal connections are created or eliminated based on which are
active.

One of the best examples of this is spoken language. Among all languages com-
bined, there are approximately 800 phonemes (meaningful vocal sounds) used.
At birth, humans can vocalize all of these phonemes. Any specific language (like
English or French) only uses a subset of these phonemes (in English it is approxi-
mately 44 depending on dialect). As a child learns her native language, the neural
connections that produce the phonemes in that language are strengthened and those
not in the language are weakened. Over time, the ability to produce phonemes
that are not part of the native language is diminished or even lost. This in part
accounts for the difficulty that persons learning a second language in adolescence
or adulthood can have with accurate pronunciations and why their speech often has
a pronounced accent. Although phoneme neurons can regrow or restrengthen as the
second language is learned, they may never fully recover to the level of a native
speaker, which is why an adult language learner may never be able to speak without
an accent no matter how strong their language fluency.

The Architecture of the Brain

The human brain has an identifiable anatomy. Areas of the brain are in the same
location in all people. Most of these areas contain neural groups that perform cer-
tain functions. For example, the occipital lobe toward the back of the skull processes
visual sensory input from the eyes. Although the gross anatomy of the brain is a
result of genetics, the actual neural connections themselves mostly result from learn-
ing – that is neurons firing or not firing. So while it may be accurate to say that vision
or language are processed in specific regions of the brain, how a region processes
information is determined by how the neurons in that region have been strengthened
or weakened through past firing. This notion explains why brain surgeons often
map the functional brain regions during surgery and especially prior to removing
tissue4; we’re all the same, but we’re all different, too. Our brains show a remark-
able plasticity. In the event that a procedure ends up with tissue being lost, it remains
possible for other tissue to acquire the lost knowledge through subsequent patterns
of neural firing using an area of the brain that is not generally associated with that
function.5
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In response to the “nature vs. nurture” argument of whether the brain (or behav-
ior) is primarily due to genetics or biology or due to experience, we can safely say
that it is both. While the brain does come prewired to receive input from the world
in certain ways (the cones and rods in the eyes respond only to certain parts of the
light that is in the world and the occipital lobe processes these in specific ways) or
produce a defined set of motor movements (the human arm and leg can only move
in certain ways but not in others in response to neural signals), the actual things
that we see (what we come to recognize as objects or meaningful visual entities) or
movements we can do (such as dance or catch a ball) are the result of our experience
which has produced specific patterns of neural firing.6

It is proper to say that the macro architecture of the brain is genetic, but the
micro-architecture is environmental. Because the macro architecture is common to
all people, it also is proper to say that differences between people are due to dif-
ferences in micro-architecture. One person doesn’t differ from another because she
somehow has a unique anatomical structure that someone else doesn’t have. For the
most part, one person differs from another because she has a different pattern of
neurons and neural connections within each of her brain areas. The vast majority of
these differences in patterns are due to learning.

What Is Knowledge?

Knowledge, as we use the term in the ULM, is entirely the result of the micro-
architecture of the brain. While it may be possible to locate the processing of
something like numbers and mathematics to a rather specific anatomical region of
the brain, the ability that one has to do computation, algebra, calculus or other math-
ematics is not a result of having or not having this anatomical region; everyone has
this region. It is due to neural patterns in that region having been strengthened and
weakened in ways that correspond to learning algebra, calculus, etc. The strengthen-
ing and weakening of neurons is learning. Thus, the micro-architecture of the brain
and as a result, virtually all of our knowledge is the result of learning.

It also happens that brain tissues can acquire new micro-architectures as the need
arises. For example, amputation of an extremity can lead to “reassignment” of the
brain tissue that once took care of input/output from the amputated extremity to
another task.7

How Learning Works

We have stated that learning is the change in a neuron that strengthens or weakens its
ability to fire. But, how does this neuronal change happen? We have broadly noted
that it happens because the neuron fires, but what exactly determines when a neuron
fires?
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Each of our sensory and internal homeostatic regulatory systems has a dedicated
input area (the occipital lobe for vision for example). These input areas have some
dedicated neural storage areas and the neurons in these are fired, and hence strength-
ened or not strengthened, based on the direct pattern of input from the sensory organ
to which they are connected. These mechanisms account for gross sensory recog-
nition and discrimination processes and require no further neural systems. While
these neurons are following the same neural learning mechanisms, we are not really
concerned with this basic level of processing in the ULM.

We are concerned with the next levels. We receive a tremendous amount of sen-
sory (and internal proprioceptive) input at any one moment. The knowledge present
in a sensory input area is extremely low level. It is something like boundary dis-
criminations between light and dark areas that define the presence of an object in
the visual field. There is no knowledge of what this object might be in the sensory
area. Sensory areas simply aggregate their specific component pieces into an output
that is sent out of the sensory area to the rest of the brain.

The place where this sensory output is sent is working memory. Working memory
does not have a clearly defined anatomical area. It appears to be a collection of brain
regions in the prefrontal cortex along with other structures such as the hippocampus.
Each of the sensory (and proprioceptive) input areas generates neural output that is
sent as input to working memory. There is too much of this sensory input to deal
with at the same time, so a primary function of working memory is to choose what
of this input will be ignored and what will be processed. The general term for this is
attention. Working memory is where, at a given moment in time, we attend to some
inputs and not others.

Sensory input that is attended to in working memory is a candidate for being
stored in the long-term permanent memory neurons of the brain. Most of these areas
are in the cortex and are collectively referred to as long-term memory or just mem-
ory. Although the full transfer process in the brain is not well understood, input that
is attended to activates neurons in a temporary memory area, possibly the hippocam-
pus as well as some others, that create a neural representation of the sensory input in
working memory. This information is maintained over a few hours interval through
what is known as long-term potentiation, a process that keeps the temporary neural
pattern active so that it doesn’t disappear. In other words, long-term potentiation is
a state of storage in between permanent or long-term storage and fleeting or momen-
tary storage. If the neural pattern does not decay, it activates a neural pattern in the
cortical region that produces a permanent memory trace of the original input. As this
trace learning occurs in the cortical neurons, their patterns of connectivity become
changed.8 Psychologists use the term storage to describe the process of turning a
specific input into a permanent trace.

Meaningful Learning

It is reasonable to ask at this point, “so what?” Yes, a “trace” of the sensory input
has been laid down in the cortex, but what good is this? An isolated memory of
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a single sensory image, say a round object, isn’t really very useful. How is this
“knowledge?” We will grant that if all working memory did was to create random
isolated, stored sensory inputs (images, sounds, smells, etc.), it wouldn’t be worth
much. But, working memory does much more.

Suppose that the sensory input attended to in working memory was something
you had attended to before. In this case, there would already be a neural pattern in
the cortex that was the same as this input. When this happens, the neural pattern in
the cortex is fired or activated. Rather than create a new memory, working memory
“recognizes” the pattern as a known and the existing memory is strengthened. If
a sensory input occurs frequently, the strength of the cortical neural pattern can
become large and the speed at which working memory can “recognize” it (or match
it to an existing pattern) gets faster. The general term for this process of matching
working memory input to long-term memory neural patterns and activating them is
retrieval. American adults usually can decide quickly that a round object is an apple
as opposed to another similarly sized object like a baseball, or distinguish a Granny
Smith apple from a green tomato.

Now, let’s assume that rather than a single sensory input, there were two sensory
inputs in working memory. When this neural pattern is stored, both sensory inputs
will be part of the pattern. Now at a later time, one of these sensory inputs is attended
to. This will trigger retrieval of the pattern, but it won’t be just this one sensory input
pattern that is activated and retrieved, it will be both of the originals. This is because
both were stored together originally. Remember, neurons are chained together so
that the activation of one “fires on” any other neuron it is connected to. This chained
firing of the one sensory pattern match will activate the second. When you see an
apple, you almost certainly also are firing up what you have stored under “sphere.”

Let’s next assume that one of the original sensory patterns was attended to in
working memory, but there was a third new sensory pattern in working memory
with it. The original sensory pattern would “retrieve” the two patterns in long-term
memory that are connected and because these are now active, the new sensory pat-
tern in working memory would be connected to them. The resulting neural pattern in
long-term memory would now have all three sensory patterns and could be retrieved
by the presence of any of the three.

This process can chain together sensory input and existing cortical neural patterns
virtually infinitely. This is how our knowledge of things and concepts are built.
The entire process runs by pattern recognition. We “understand” what something is
because a pattern of sensory input in working memory matches a pattern of neurons
in cortical long-term memory. When one part of a chain is matched, the entire chain
is activated because patterns are linked by chaining of neurons. The process of match
and retrieval is called spreading activation.9 You see the Granny Smith apple, but
you also seem to be able to link the visual input to input from smelling and tasting it.

While we often speak of bits of knowledge being “stored together,” as in the
case of the taste, odor, and appearance of a Granny Smith apple, it is not neces-
sary that this storage takes place in side-by-side brain structures. They only need
to be linked. It has been pointed out that “Knowledge of how distinct brain regions
contribute differentially to aspects of comprehension and memory has implications
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for understanding how these processes break down in conditions of brain injury or
disease.”10 There are cases when, as the result of an accident or disease, parts of
prior knowledge are lost because the links connecting the knowledge are disrupted.

We have sketched out the building of neural connections and patterns for sensory
input. The sight of the apple becomes connected to its taste and smell. The same pro-
cesses are at work in motor behavior and in connecting motor behaviors to sensory
patterns. For example, random movement of an arm becomes a purposeful skill like
hitting a tennis ball with a racquet. The arm movements become chained to memory
patterns of tennis balls, the court, and the opponent such that the incoming sensory
image of the ball in flight retrieves the changed patterns of visual recognition and
motor movements needed to hit the ball. We make sounds and learn to sequence
them to make words and sentences and ultimately connect them to the complex
knowledge of reading and writing. We will consider such learning processes in
greater depth in subsequent chapters.

The Centrality of Working Memory

We hope it is becoming apparent why working memory is the centerpiece of the
ULM. Learning doesn’t happen without working memory. If working memory were
unlimited and could attend to lots of sensory inputs at once, learning would be fairly
fast and easy. We have already noted that there is too much sensory input coming
in at one time to attend to all of it. We can’t attend to it all because working mem-
ory has limited capacity. It can queue up very few things at once: only about four.
Also, it can attend to only one thing at a time. Working memory is the bottleneck
of learning. This places significant constraints on just how quickly large bodies of
chained together neural patterns can be created. Much of the ULM is devoted to
understanding working memory capacity limits and their learning and instructional
implications.

Motivation

The final consideration for learning is motivation. The brain areas associated with
working memory have substantial connections with the brain areas associated
with emotions. This means that working memory is receiving significant input from
emotions. These emotional inputs can affect attention and how the capacity that
working memory has is allocated.

Attention requires effort. Try concentrating on something and only that for 30 s.
This will become increasingly difficult as your attention will start to drift and you
will have to “work” to maintain your concentration. Although attention does not
need to be directed and controlled in this way all the time, it is clear that directed
sustained attention requires effort. We need students to pay attention in classrooms.
Motivation is the psychological construct that is used to describe those things that
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impel and sustain us in putting forth effort. In the ULM, we focus on motivation
in the context of working memory. Motivation in working memory is derived from
emotional inputs as well as from knowledge that has been stored about previous
performance, goals, rewards, and ourself. These motivational influences determine
the effort level that is put into learning.

General Rules of Learning

This brief overview of the neurobiology of learning can be summarized using five
general rules. These form the foundation for the ULM.

1. New Learning Requires Attention

No sensory input is stored in long-term memory without passing through working
memory. It is fundamentally true to say that what is stored in long-term memory
is what working memory was attending to. Teaching and instruction, therefore, are
about getting students to “attend” to things.

2. Learning Requires Repetition

Learning is more than just storage. Remember that neurons are strengthened by
activation. While it is technically true to say that a sensory input is learned at the
moment it is stored in long-term memory, if that long-term memory neural pattern
is never reactivated, it will remain very weak and may ultimately decay away to
nothing. To create a long-term memory that becomes a lasting piece of knowledge,
a specific long-term memory pattern must be retrieved. And it must be retrieved
over and over. Knowledge that isn’t used is lost. It will not be enough to simply
have students memorize (store) a fact. That fact must be used. For example, research
has repeatedly shown that when learning new vocabulary, repetition and use in a
variety of contexts greatly improves learning.11 The educational implication is that
teaching needs to include retrieving and for skills, practice.

3. Learning Is About Connections

What is stored together stays together; what is retrieved together stays together.
Knowledge is not contained in a single neuron. Knowledge is a connected pattern
of neurons. Higher, more complicated forms of learning, like concept formation
or skill development, are essentially about connections. They are about insuring
that the things that should be connected are connected and the things that shouldn’t
be connected aren’t. This means that effective teaching and instruction are about
insuring that students are attending to the proper connections.
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4. Some Learning Is Effortless; Some Requires Effort

This seeming paradox is actually a byproduct of basic neural learning mechanisms.
Sensory and proprioceptive inputs are continuously coming into working memory.
Working memory continuously attends to some of this input, stores some of it, and
retrieves things based on pattern matches to this input. This ongoing input, attention,
storage, and retrieval cycle doesn’t require a person’s effort. It typifies most “every-
day” learning, especially memory for our own day-to-day life. You probably didn’t
have to exert any conscious attention or effort to “learning” (storing in memory)
what you ate for breakfast.

On the other hand, deliberate learning of some specific information or skilled
movement is difficult.12 For example, you may have to reread the instructions to
operate the espresso machine you used yesterday for the first time. In these cases,
we don’t want working memory to attend to just any old thing or what is generally
happening to us; we want working memory to attend to a particular thing. This,
as we noted previously about concentrating on something for 30 s, requires effort.
Since school is about deliberately learning specific information and skills, learning
in school will be difficult. Transferring what you do learn in school to new appli-
cations requires even more effort. Although we want students to like school and be
interested in what we are teaching, we should not forget that school is difficult. If
learning was effortless, we wouldn’t need teachers or schools.

5. Learning Is Learning

All neurons learn the same way. This does not mean that all students learn every-
thing equally. There may not be different ways of learning, but students are certainly
motivated by different things and aided by different prior knowledge patterns.
Because differential motivation will influence working memory attention and pro-
duce differential learning, teachers and instructional designers need to pay attention
to different ways of motivating and engaging different students. Also, instruc-
tion and teaching methods may affect learning differently for students. Learning
is first and foremost a product of how students are attending (allocating) working
memory. No teaching or instructional method produces exactly the same working
memory allocation or connection to prior knowledge for all students. So no sin-
gle instructional or teaching method can guarantee the same learning results for all
students.

You might immediately think to yourself, say, that people from different cultures
learn differently. We are asserting that, at the level of the neuron, human learning is
human learning. We grant all of the things that come from prior experience. It is cer-
tain that what we already know impacts what we can learn next or most easily. We do
not grant that the cellular details are different in any way. Most important, regardless
of our prior experience, new learning requires allocation of working memory.
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Our Last Words on the Neurobiology of Learning

A chef creating a gourmet meal doesn’t need to deal with the molecular struc-
tures of the foods being cooked. Similarly, educators do not need to deal with the
underlying biochemistry of neurons to develop effective teaching and instruction.
In classrooms, we don’t directly contact a student’s neurons. (At least we don’t
yet.) We deal with knowledge and learning in the context of things in the world,
both physical and social; language, mathematics, science, physical education, his-
tory, and so on. The rest of this book will deal with learning in the context of these
things.

But, the way working memory attention and capacity influence how children
learn to read or acquire skill in math problem solving, the way knowledge of his-
tory or science is understood, and the way students are motivated all are due to the
way neurons in the brain work. Teaching and instruction work when they create
conditions that ultimately trigger these neural learning mechanisms in students.
The five rules of learning derived from the micro context of the neurobiology
of learning apply also to the macro context of learning in the real world of
classrooms.
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Chapter 3
Working Memory

Working memory is central to all learning. This is embodied in the first principle
of the ULM: Learning is a product of working memory allocation. As we sketched
out in our discussion of the underlying neurobiology of learning, working memory
allocation involves attention and capacity limitations. In this chapter, we elaborate
how these operate.

Working Memory Capacity

Interest in working memory can be traced to George A. Miller, a psychologist
whose distinguished career was recognized by the awarding of the National Medal
of Science in 1991. In 1956, Miller published one of the most famous and widely-
cited papers of all time: “The magical number seven, plus or minus two: Some limits
on our capacity for processing information.” In this paper, Miller summarized many
studies of sensation and memory and concluded that people seem to have a limited
capacity for short-term memory of sensory input, a capacity of about 7 ± 2 things.1

As the study of memory and cognition began to flourish in the 1970s, numerous
scientists started examining Miller’s limit. Alan Baddeley and his colleagues were
among the most prominent of these researchers. Baddeley and Hitch coined the term
working memory for this limited short-term capacity.2

Current models of working memory generally agree that working memory has
two main components:

• A working memory storage area for temporarily and briefly holding elements of
sensory input and/or knowledge retrieved from long-term memory.

• A processing system encompassing attention and other cognitive actions that
operate on (i.e., change) the content of the temporarily-stored elements.

The working memory storage area corresponds most closely to Miller’s original
memory capacity. Further study of this capacity has reduced Miller’s original 7 ± 2
down to approximately 4.3 Working memory storage capacity seems to be a function
of span and possibly speed:

19D.F. Shell et al., The Unified Learning Model, DOI 10.1007/978-90-481-3215-7_3,
C© Springer Science+Business Media B.V. 2010
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• span, the absolute number of individual elements (things like sensory input or
retrieved knowledge) a person can retain at one time, and

• speed, how fast a person can do some type of cognitive action or processing on
the elements being temporarily retained before they decay and are replaced with
new elements.

Working memory storage can be limited by not having any span left because all
available holding places (often called slots) are occupied or by not being able to
process everything that is in span before it is erased. Just think about the last time
you sat in a professional development session, and the speaker rattled off a series of
effective ways to teach students how to comprehend what they read. Unfortunately,
she did this without including the slide with those recommendations listed in her
PowerPoint presentation. You wanted to remember each of them, but there were six
intriguing suggestions in her list – an overload for your working memory span. You
try to write down what you do remember, but find that you only partially recall the
last one – your retrieval for all the words you want to write in your notes is not fast
enough to hold them in working memory. You resort to glancing at your neighbor’s
notes to try to refresh your memory about what you wanted to write.

Studies of working memory processing are recent. As a result, today more
is known about how the storage component functions than how the processing
component functions. The primary component of working memory processing is
attention (sometimes called controlled attention). Attention generally refers to how
many of the elements in working memory storage can be focused on at any time
despite distractions and interference. Think of this as reflecting how well you can
maintain concentration. Processing largely involves combining temporarily stored
elements. Learning is about connections; processing capacity determines how many
simultaneous connections can be made between temporarily stored elements. These
connections transform or change the original elements into something new. The four
elements limit appears to be the capacity for processing or combining in attention
or, the same as the number of storage elements.4

How Working Memory Functions

At the neural level, working memory is receiving a continuous stream of inputs from
the senses. Since working memory can hold only about four elements in its tempo-
rary storage, all of the incoming sensory input can’t be saved. There are pre-working
memory selection mechanisms in the sensory processing areas that influence what
does or does not get into the available four slots in working memory. The neurobi-
ology and cognitive operation of these are beyond our scope here. Suffice it to say
that they tend to work based on novelty (i.e., patterns of sensation that are new) and
salience (i.e., how strong or large is the sensation-like a loud noise). Once something
is in working memory’s temporary storage, however, the processing component of
working memory determines what happens to it.
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Think about something as simple and common as being awake in the world.
Sensory sensations are continuously coming at you. As soon as one sensory input
is put into temporary storage, another different input is waiting to be put there. To
accommodate the continuous nature of the real world, working memory only tem-
porarily holds information for a very brief period of time. After this time period,
sometimes called a cycle, the temporary contents are “erased” and new input comes
in. Without something intervening, inputs would flow continuously through work-
ing memory as they were happening. To differentiate or focus on some piece of
this input, something in working memory has to stop the continuous flow. This
something is attention.5

When we attend to something in temporary storage, the attended element is not
erased; it is held in storage beyond the normal temporary memory cycle. New input
is blocked from replacing it in temporary storage. If one or two elements are receiv-
ing attention, there still is reduced room for new input. If attention were focused on
the entirety of temporary storage, however, all input would be blocked. Blocking
all new input often proves dangerous; a tree might pick that very moment you are
attending to the temporarily stored elements to fall on you. That’s why driving a
car and speaking on a cell phone is dangerous. Most driving situations require min-
imal resource allocation. If the cell phone conversation requires many resources,
however, those needed for driving may become unavailable leading to an accident.
Attention can be redirected from current temporary contents to new sensory input.
On the other hand, most of us have had experiences of reading a “page turner,” a
book we just can’t seem to put down, and discover that we have read way past our
normal bed times – something for which our bodies pay the price of being very tired
the next day.

Recent brain research has identified a buffer area that is a part of working mem-
ory that allows the current temporary memory contents to be held while new input
enters temporary memory for immediate attention. Working memory can “task
switch” between temporary memory and the temporary memory buffer.6 Think back
to when you were reading a page turner – and were interrupted by a spouse or child
or roommate. A momentary interruption, perhaps where you exchange a brief greet-
ing, might not disturb you. Responding to a question, however, would most likely
cause you to “lose your place” in the reading.

Attention does not just pick from random sensory inputs; it directs sensory
input. When sensory information is attended, working memory can signal the
senses to focus on the area where that attended sensation came from. If some-
thing “catches your eye,” working memory will direct your eyes to focus on that
and collect more input. Attention to something in temporary storage prioritizes
any related sensory information. We experience this focused chaining of sensory
input, attention, redirection of the sense, new sensory input, continued attention,
new redirection of the sense, and so on, as concentration. As this concentration is
going on, the blocking of other sensory inputs can be quite profound. Think about
reading the page turner. One of the authors can remember being so absorbed and
focused on reading a book, that his grandmother kept trying to call him to din-
ner with increasing volumes of shouting until finally a very loud scream broke
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his concentration and caused him to be in trouble because he didn’t come when
called.

Working memory does not deal with just sensory input. Working memory inter-
acts with long-term memory. A key aspect of working memory is that it activates
or retrieves knowledge from long-term memory. While taking in and attending to
sensory input is a critical function of working memory, activation of long-term
memory knowledge is even more important. Our ability to utilize our experience,
or even more basically to make sense of incoming sensory input, is dependent on
long-term memory activation. If this were not so, then each input would be treated
as something new and unfamiliar, and we would never accomplish anything.

Pattern matching is the basic mechanism of working memory and long-term
memory interaction. When a sensory input in temporary memory is the same as
something in long-term memory, the long-term memory is retrieved. Not only is
the specifically matched long-term memory retrieved, but anything connected to it
also is retrieved. In this way, working memory connects the outside world to our
internal store of knowledge. Sensory input triggers retrieval of long-term memory
knowledge, which can then be attended to and processed on by the processing com-
ponents of working memory. This is how we can see 7 + 9 = ___ and retrieve
the knowledge from long-term memory that this is a mathematics equation and the
answer is 16.

Pattern matching can evoke complex patterns. For example, when a teacher sees
a student choosing a book, the student activates one set of knowledge, and the book
activates a different set. The teacher is then likely to pattern match the book and the
student, asking herself the question, “Is this book appropriate for this student?”

Learning Principle 1: Working Memory Allocation

The ULM holds that learning is a product of working memory allocation. In the
ULM, we combine the temporary storage and processing components of working
memory into the overarching framework of allocation. For working memory to be
allocated to a task, two criteria must be met. Slots must be available for sensory
input or retrieved memory. Then, attention or processing has to be directed toward
the slotted element. We are using the term allocation in the everyday (rather than
strictly scientific) notion of attention as expressed by William James back in 1890:

“Every one knows what attention is. It is the taking possession by the mind, in clear and
vivid form, of one out of what seem several simultaneously possible objects or trains of
thought. Focalization, concentration of consciousness are of its essence. It implies with-
drawal from some things in order to deal effectively with others, and is a condition which
has a real opposite in the confused, dazed, scatterbrained state which in French is called
distraction, and Zerstreutheit in German.”7

James’ description embodies both aspects of working memory capacity, namely
selecting elements that are temporarily stored and directing attention and processing
to the selected elements.
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In the school classroom or other educational setting, it is impossible to clearly
separate the temporary storage and processing components of working memory.
When we tell a student to “pay attention,” we want them to both take the instruc-
tional information into temporary storage and attend to it or process it in ways that
get the processed information stored in long-term memory. When we say in the
ULM that the key to learning is working memory allocation, we are expressing the
need for both storage and processing of that material in working memory. The way
working memory allocation produces learning is embodied in three of the five rules
of learning set forth in Chapter 2.

Rule 1: New Learning Requires Attention

The first way working memory allocation produces learning is through attention.
It appears that when working memory processing attends to something it has tem-
porarily stored, it is more likely to be permanently stored. That is, it is placed into
long-term potentiation and then perhaps into long-term memory. Table 3.1 comes
from think-aloud protocols of individuals reading. In this study, the participants
were asked to recall information from an article approximately 15–20 min after the
reading had been completed. All are verbatim.

In a think-aloud, the research participant is asked to verbalize anything that
comes to mind. Think-aloud researchers have argued that think-aloud verbalizations
reflect what is being attended to in the current contents of temporary working mem-
ory. What is notable in these short segments is how close the recalled answers were
to what was verbalized in the think-aloud during the actual reading. This seems to
indicate that attention, by itself, is sufficient for later recall. Very recent research has
shown that neurons activated during learning are reactivated during recall, strength-
ening the view that what was stored by attention is what is retrieved.8 We have no

Table 3.1 Think-aloud and subsequent recall

Think aloud statement Recall

The father seems to ask more for
someone to do the task and the
mother seems to want . . . she’ll
just do it herself

The mothers were more apt to
doing(sic) the tasks themselves
and the father(sic) were more
willing to ask the children.

Mothers take on more housework
than fathers.

Mothers do a lot of the household
tasks.

Hum, what kind of perceptions do
kids have of household jobs? How
come just 3, 6, and 9?

This article deals with children’s
perceptions of household tasks
during grades 3, 6, and 9.

So regular jobs, sometimes jobs, and
never jobs.

3 categories: tasks they often did,
tasks they sometimes did, and
tasks they never did.
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way of knowing how long this memory was retained. The 15–20 min interval was
within the time frame of long-term potentiation, so it is possible that no long-term
memory was created.

Rule 2: Learning Requires Repetition

Working memory allocation can also increase learning by repetition. In the preced-
ing think-aloud example, attention was focused on some information once. What if
attention were focused more than once? Attention keeps a temporary memory ele-
ment from being erased. A single act of attention, however, can only hold an element
for a few temporary memory cycles. What if we kept repeating our attention focus?
This would keep putting the element back into temporary storage over many more
cycles. The term for this in the learning and study strategies literature is rehearsal. In
a think-aloud, we would detect this as someone repeating something to themselves
over and over. We don’t quite know exactly how rehearsal works at the neural level.
Is it just time in temporary storage that matters, is it repetition in temporary stor-
age that matters, or is it actually retrieval and restorage in long-term potentiation
that matters? Whatever the details of the mechanism, we know that rehearsal cre-
ates permanent long-term memories. This is the foundation of rote memorization.
Information that is attended to repeatedly is stored in long-term memory. The prob-
lem with rote memorization as a learning strategy is that it usually short changes
the learner. Those additional connections likely to facilitate retrieval in similar con-
texts are not made. Transfer to related or novel contexts at a later time is much less
likely.

Repetition does not have to be continuous. Although we think of rehearsal as
repeating things over and over continuously, the rehearsal effect appears to operate
for the duration of long-term potentiation. Nuthall and Alton-Lee used an exten-
sive array of observational and tape-recorded tracking measures to follow children
during school lessons, including out-of-school times.9 They then traced back end-
of-the year final exam answers to the lessons where they were being taught. They
found that for most information to be answered correctly in the final exam, it had
to appear a minimum of four times in verbalizations or other activity that indicated
the information was being attended to. They further found that information needed
to reoccur at least once within a day to be retained. In the language of the ULM, the
information had to be brought into working memory multiple times within contigu-
ous days to be learned. These repetitions likely involve retrieval or reactivation of
the long-term potentiation areas, with the multiple repetitions sufficient to transfer
the long-term potentiation to long-term memory.

The final way repetition works is over an extended time period. When working
memory processing attends to some sensory input and activates/retrieves knowl-
edge from long-term memory through pattern matching, the long-term memory
knowledge that is retrieved is strengthened. (A neuron’s firing potential is increased
every time it is activated). Extended repetition leads to faster and more consistent
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retrieval of the information. This is common practice; think of learning the mul-
tiplication tables, learning lines in a play, or memorizing a chemistry or physics
formula. While at some level, these are “rote memorizations,” they may be highly
meaningful. Extended repetition makes them more accurately recalled and more
usable.

Extended repetition is critical for retrieval. Knowledge is retrieved based on pat-
tern matches. To be usable or to transfer to different settings outside the classroom,
even rote knowledge, like a math formula or economics fact, must be connected
to a variety of retrieval cues. An example of this comes from elaborated repetition
based on work done in primary grade classrooms, where word learning is crucial in
laying the groundwork (or neural connections) for later complex knowledge devel-
opment. Beck and McKeown advise using an instructional progression from their
Text Talk project that begins with contextualizing a word by talking about its use in
the story (“In the story you will hear about how the farmer trudged home after a long
day of work.10 That means that he walked heavily, like he was really tired.”) Then,
the teacher explains the meaning of the word. (“When you trudge, you walk like
your legs are tired from working and they feel heavy.”) Next, the children repeat the
word, articulating it clearly to form a clear mental representation (Say trudge with
me: trudge.”) Subsequently, to think about transfer, the word is used in contexts that
are different from the book (“You may trudge back to your tent, if you have been
out hiking all day.”) (“You might trudge if you walked through a path with a lot
of thick, heavy mud that stuck to your boots.”) Teachers would then push up the
level of students’ thinking, by having them make a few evaluations using the word
(“Would you trudge to the kitchen, if you just finished taking a nap and were full of
energy? Why or why not?”) The students would then offer examples of their own
(“I trudged home after I . . .). Finally, the word’s mental representation would be
further supported by asking a question that incorporates its meaning. (“What word
means to walk heavily, as if you were exhausted?”) Within this instructional format,
students hear and say the word repeatedly in ways that strengthen their long-term
memory knowledge of the word and increase the number of visual, auditory, and
contextual retrieval cues for pattern matching.

Rule 3: Learning Is About Connections

Working memory doesn’t just focus attention; it also processes information. When
processing occurs, the result is likely to be stored in long-term memory. Craik and
Lockhart were the first to note what they called “levels of processing.”11 Similar
concepts emerged in the literature with labels such as deep processing, trans-
fer appropriate processing, encoding specificity, and deep versus surface learning
strategies. All of these frameworks were based on a common property of working
memory: information in working memory that is changed or altered is better remem-
bered. Contrast this with the repetition effect. In repetition, the processing attends
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to something that is in temporary memory and stores a copy of it. The temporary
memory element is not changed in any way from its original state. When working
memory processes temporarily-stored information, however, the original temporary
memory element is changed from its original state into something different. Think
about the difference between trying to learn something verbatim versus trying to
remember the basic idea or gist of it. How often are students told to remember
the idea by “putting it into your own words?” Often when students have memorized
knowledge with few connections, replacing some words with synonyms operational-
izes “in your own words.” Any time working memory manipulates temporarily held
contents, the result of that manipulation appears to be stored, at least into long-term
potentiation. That is, even if it is not permanently stored, it is retrievable for some
time (possibly hours) after the manipulation takes place. In the research and practice
of study strategies, we see the levels-of-processing concept as strategies directed at
paraphrasing and summarizing information that is to be learned. Most recently, in
the cognitive load literature, this act of processing has been termed germane load.
Germane cognitive load is related to how information is presented in instruction. If
the information to be learned is presented in a way that promotes appropriate pro-
cessing of the information, then it is considered to be part of the germane cognitive
load for the learner.12

Connections are at the heart of Pavio’s well-known dual coding theory.13 While
auditory and visual information come in through separate sensory systems and are
stored separately, subsequent activation of either one leads to activation of the other.
This is the rationale supporting some teaching approaches that are used when work-
ing with students with specific language disabilities. Students are asked to say the
word to be spelled, say each letter name as they write the word, and pronounce the
word again as they look at it. The students are getting both visual and auditory input
as they learn the word to help facilitate later retrieval when they see it in print or
need to write it.14

The processing effect ultimately is about connections between things.
Information in the sensory input that is coming into temporary storage is connected
in a certain way. Working memory processing can break down existing connections
as well as create new connections. A paraphrase or summary is a different way
of connecting the current information in working memory. Nuthall and Alton-Lee
found that remembrance of information was enhanced by it being connected to other
information.15 Most study and note-taking systems, from creating matrices to draw-
ing concept maps, are based on facilitating connections between the information
that is being learned.

The capability of working memory processing to create connections also allows
working memory allocation to connect new sensory information to existing knowl-
edge. When pattern matching retrieves knowledge from long-term memory, any-
thing that is currently in temporary memory with that retrieved knowledge can
be connected to it and stored with it. This ability to connect pieces of knowledge
together underlies how working memory allocation can create the integrated knowl-
edge structures talked about in the literature as concepts, propositional networks,
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schema, production systems, or neural nets. We will have more to say about the
nature of these integrated knowledge structures in Chapter 4.

Expanding Working Memory Capacity

We have talked about the temporary storage capacity as being about four elements.
We have noted that those elements can be sensory inputs or retrieved long-term
memory knowledge. But, we haven’t really talked about the exact nature of an
element. As a working memory capacity test, try the following:

Read each row. After the row is finished, look away for 5 s. Then, without looking
back, recite the row. Check your accuracy.

x g c w
m q p t x r
z p w x m v b t
m t p j w s d l q z

As the number of letters increased, you probably noticed yourself having more dif-
ficulty recalling the letters. If you could recall the last row or even the last two rows
accurately, consider yourself unusual. Now try this test, doing the same as before.
Read the row, look away for 5 s, and then recite the row.

dog farm rocket
onion frame car rodeo

You probably didn’t have much trouble remembering the first line and most likely
didn’t have much trouble with the second line either. But count the number of letters.
The first line of dog, farm, rocket has 13 letters. The second line of onion, frame,
car, rodeo has 18 letters. In the first test, the maximum number of letters in any line
was 10 and you were probably beginning to have trouble with the third line of 8
letters.

From this example, it seems fairly clear that an “element” that is filling a slot in
temporary storage is a variable thing. Temporary memory can hold four or a few
more letters, but it can also hold four or a few more words, even if these words add
up to far more than four letters.

The generic name in the scientific literature for these variable elements is a
chunk. A chunk is a connected grouping of knowledge. Accordingly, we can say
that working memory has four slots, and that each slot can accommodate one chunk.
We will discuss chunks in more detail in the next chapter on knowledge. Suffice it
to say for now, a chunk is associated with meaning. Chunks are individual entities
(like specific sounds or visual input) that have been connected together into a single
meaningful entity, such as letters combining to form a word. The meaningful nature
of a chunk can be seen in the following.
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Like the previous exercise with letters, look at the following list of numbers, then
look away for 5 s, then try to recite the numbers.

6
0
2
5
7
1
2

Fairly difficult. Now look at the following.

602-5712

This seems easier to remember now. What is the difference here? The list of
numbers is the same list of numbers, but the second is arranged in the well-known
form of a telephone number. Many telephone numbers are meaningful; think of your
home or work phone number. Also, we routinely have to deal with phone numbers so
we are well practiced in seeing and using numbers in this form. Essentially, we are
used to seeing certain number combinations as a “telephone” chunk. We recognize
that the Greek letter π (pi) often represents the chunk 3.141. . .. In language learning,
word families or onsets – sounds before the vowel in a word – and rimes – the
rest of the word (m-ap, tr-ap, ch-ap, str-ap) are chunking examples that help us
recognize words quickly and spell them with less effort once we understand how
they work.

Chunks dramatically expand working memory capacity. We really don’t know
the limits of how big a chunk can be. We also don’t fully know whether they
are retrieved into temporary memory as a single group or as serially connected
or chained spreading activations or some combination of these. Chunks do dra-
matically increase the amount of knowledge that working memory has available
in temporary memory for processing. As we will discuss in the knowledge chapter,
chunks underlie most development of skill and expertise.

Chunks reflect the two-way interaction between working memory and long-term
memory. It isn’t just that working memory retrieves knowledge from long-term
memory. The knowledge that is retrieved actually affects the span and efficiency
of working memory processing.

Working memory appears to be a biological entity, something that has a physical
realization in the brain. Although the basic capacity of working memory is likely a
function of genetics and basic brain architecture, long-term knowledge chunks can
expand it. Working memory capacity is not fixed. While we each have about four
slots, the capacities of these slots grow as a result of chunking. Dehn has addressed
many of the issues connected with measuring working memory capacity.16
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Working Memory as Consciousness

When we go back to William James’ quote (p. 22), he singles out consciousness
as a property of attention.17 It is tempting to think of working memory as the seat
of our consciousness, our awareness of ourselves, our thinking, and our behavior.
Most likely, this notion is not correct. While we might be able to make a case
that anything we are conscious of is in working memory, we certainly are not con-
scious of everything that happens in working memory. Operation of the attention and
processing components of working memory can occur without our self-awareness.
Similarly, elements can be moved in and out of temporary memory without our
awareness. In a sense, to be conscious of the contents of short-term memory or
working memory processing, we have to direct working memory’s attention on
itself.

Similarly, working memory is not necessarily voluntary. As with consciousness,
we can exert some deliberate control over what is being input into temporary mem-
ory, where attention is directed, and how we are processing what is in temporary
memory. But, these working memory operations can operate without our voluntary
initiation and sometimes in spite of our intentions. While we might want to pay
attention to our teacher in class, our attention may go back to the scene earlier in
the day when our dog was hit by a car or to the funny skit that opened Saturday
Night Live. Sensory input mechanisms are providing continuous feeds and pattern
matching in working memory that are operating continuously to retrieve long-term
memory knowledge. These things happen whether or not we are trying to control
them.

It is important that voluntary control on working memory allocation is possible,
however, because that is what allows education to be possible. Because a student can
control working memory allocation, we can set up teaching and learning conditions
that help students direct their working memory allocation to specific learning mate-
rials. We can, in fact, conceptualize teaching and instruction as the management of
voluntary working memory allocation.

Basic Rules of Working Memory

We can summarize this chapter on working memory into the following set of rules.

Storage Rules

1. If something in working memory is attended to, store it in long-term memory
(the attention effect).

2. If something is in working memory for multiple cycles, store it in long-term
memory (the repetition/rehearsal effect).

3. If something in working memory is processed, store it in long-term memory (the
levels of processing effect).

4. If things are in working memory together, store them together in long-term
memory (the connection or association effect)
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Retrieval Rule

1. If something in working memory is the same as something in long-term memory,
retrieve the long-term memory contents (the pattern matching effect).
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Chapter 4
Knowledge

The second core component of the ULM is knowledge. Knowledge is everything
we know or can do that is stored in the neurons in our long-term memory. Within
the educational and cognitive literature, there are a multitude of terms that refer
to knowledge. In 1991, Alexander, Schallert, and Hare attempted to identify and
organize the knowledge terms being used in literacy research.1 They identified 26
distinguishable categories of knowledge terms each of which subsumed a number
of related specific terms. It is safe to say that since then, the number of knowledge
terms in the literature has expanded.

One of the goals of the ULM is to provide a more parsimonious portrayal of
knowledge that is more usable by educators. The road to this parsimony is through
the ULM’s anchoring in neurobiology. This is where we begin.

Long-Term Memory in the Brain

As we use the term in the ULM, knowledge is the micro-architecture of the brain.
Knowledge resides in the firing potentials and interconnections of neurons. We have
discussed the role of working memory in storage and retrieval of knowledge. What
do the effects of these look like in the actual long-term memory areas of the brain?

As it turns out, we do not know nearly as much about the actual neurobiology of
knowledge as we do about the operation of working memory or basic sensory and
motor processes. There is little hope, therefore, of being able to directly observe the
dynamics of the changing neural connections and especially the formation of chunks
and broader neural interconnections. The reason that Eric Kandel, who studies these
systems, used snails to model neural interconnections was that these animals do
learn but have only a few thousand neurons.2 In contrast, we are thought to have
about 100 billion neurons in our brains.3 We can make certain inferences about what
knowledge must look like neurobiologically from our understanding of neuronal
learning. The number of neurons in a human brain is vast. We can draw on work in
neural network or connectionist modeling to aid our understanding of knowledge.
Neural net models are mathematical and computational models (i.e., computer sim-
ulations) of neural functioning. They have been developed to help understand the
way actual neurons strengthen, weaken, and connect during learning. They also

33D.F. Shell et al., The Unified Learning Model, DOI 10.1007/978-90-481-3215-7_4,
C© Springer Science+Business Media B.V. 2010
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have been used to understand how pattern matching retrieval works. Neural nets
also underlie many “expert” computer systems that perform a variety of real-world
tasks in science, industry, and medicine.

Neural nets have been especially important in providing a bridge between our
macro-understanding of learning and knowledge (derived from a century of edu-
cational and psychological research) with studies from neurobiology. Neural nets
have shown that virtually all of the findings from educational and psychological
research can be realized in a model that functions like neurons in the brain function.
The computational and mathematical complexities of neural net models are beyond
the scope of this book. The ULM’s portrayal of knowledge and how knowledge is
learned, however, is based on a combination of neurobiology and neural network
findings. Interested readers are directed to Elman et al.’s Rethinking Innateness for
a reasonably readable description of neural nets.4

Storage in Long-Term Memory

Knowledge exists if it has been stored. Storage based on the first rule of learn-
ing (attention in working memory) produces a permanent change in neurons in
long-term memory. This storage is at the chunk level. Sensory input in work-
ing memory cannot be represented with a single neuron. Instead, it will always
be some integrated cluster or network of neurons that form a chunk. Once this
chunk is stored, the neurons in the cluster that form the chunk will all have sim-
ilar higher potential for firing. Depending on how this chunk was stored, the
chunk may be permanent. Integrated sensory patterns, like specific sights, sounds,
smells, and tastes, can be recalled after extensive time periods. A chunk that
was stored with an emotional connection (which we will discuss later) can exist
permanently even if not subsequently retrieved for many decades. For example,
the smell of cotton candy can bring to mind a pleasant trip to the circus during
childhood.

Retrieval from Long-Term Memory

As we have already noted, neurons are changed by activation. Activation involves
repetition. Neurons in long-term memory change in accordance with the second
rule of learning (repetition), just like new information in working memory. In
long-term memory, repetition is produced by retrieval. Neurons fire when a pat-
tern match occurs in working memory. The cluster of neurons corresponding to
a matched chunk fire; and as a result, this cluster of neurons subsequently has
a higher firing potential. Each time the chunk is retrieved, the firing potential
increases. The aggregate result is that the more a chunk is retrieved, the eas-
ier it becomes to retrieve it. This corresponds to the well-known dictum “use it
or lose it.”
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The repetition/retrieval effect is important because, although storage will pro-
duce a chunk in long-term memory, the extent of its enhanced firing potential will
remain small if it is not repeatedly retrieved. It may be too small to actually be
selectively retrieved by pattern matching. Pattern matching in working memory is
rarely exact. It would be rare that a sensory input would be a perfect match to some-
thing stored in long-term memory. What is retrieved is what matches best. Best is
determined by the strengths of the firing potential in the chunks that most closely
match. We may see a creature – and retrieve a dog, one we’ve never seen before,
but a composite of many different dogs that we have seen. Non-repeated chunks
may technically be in long-term memory, but may never be retrievable. Insufficient
strengthening through retrieval may account for much of the “tip of the tongue”
phenomenon.

Connection in Long-Term Memory

While we recognize that any meaningful piece of knowledge is a chunk formed
by an interconnected cluster of neurons, there is a broader aspect of connection
in long-term memory. Think about a ball; any ball will do. You probably get a
“picture” in your mind of something like a baseball, football, or soccer ball. Now,
think about the ball, and close your eyes and let your mind wander for a few
seconds.

You probably started to get a series of thoughts. Maybe you thought about ball
games you had played recently or as a child, or games you had watched on TV or at
a stadium. Maybe you thought about friends you played or watched with or playing
“catch” with your parent. Maybe you thought about playing with your children.
Maybe you thought about a large dance event and the gown you wore. Maybe you
remembered positive or negative feelings. Our point here is that whatever ball you
chose to think about, there were a lot of other thoughts that seemed to be connected
to it.

While a chunk is one kind of connected grouping of neurons, there are other
types of connections in long-term memory. The basic distinction between a chunk
and other connections is that a chunk is a single entity. It might be a relatively small
thing, like the visual image of a ball. Or it might be something quite large like our
understanding of what a bird is or what “balls” in general are. We often refer to these
larger chunks as concepts. But, regardless of how complex these chunks/concepts
might be (our concept of bird could be quite complex after taking an ornithology
class), they define something that is a unitary whole – a single thing.

One of us uses a task where we ask someone to say quickly as many names of
animals as possible. Invariably that retrieval comes in waves. Usually the person
says the name of an animal, for example lion, and then names soon thereafter but in
rapid succession other animals that are connected to the first in long-term memory
such as other cats often found as zoo animals (tiger, leopard, cheetah, etc.). Then
there will be a pause as an animal from a different category is activated, and then
another burst of names of animals of that type.
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Connections can exist between these separate chunks as when you were thinking
about your ball earlier. Ball could be connected to another memory of a specific ball
game or of friends. Ball might be associated with these, but clearly these are not part
of the “ball” chunk. These other memories are not balls.

The micro-architecture of the brain, our knowledge, is made up of these connec-
tions. We interconnect specific information about individual things into larger and
larger chunks. We interconnect chunks into associated groupings sometimes called
schema in the literature. The building of these connections is basically what school
is all about.

The Location of Knowledge in the Brain

We have noted that, in the biological sense, long-term memory results from groups
of interconnected neurons that fire concertedly and which themselves are connected
to other groups in a broad interconnected association network.5 Consider the prob-
lem of hearing someone speak on the phone. Usually the listener has two problems.
One is to decide who is speaking, and the other to comprehend what is being said.
Recent studies show that these processes are performed in separate brain regions.6

When you decide who is speaking, the meaning to you of what is said may change
drastically based upon your relationship with the speaker.

Knowing the biological facts about the separated storage of knowledge that we
deal with in the context of single, coherent events, however, probably isn’t very
helpful for writing a lesson plan or determining how to teach algebra to a particular
student. Fortunately, we can draw on educational and psychological research that
has looked at both functional and structural distinctions between different kinds of
knowledge and memory and learning issues surrounding them to guide us.

Episodic Memory

One of the oldest and most basic distinctions in memory research, both cognitive
and neurological, is between episodic and semantic knowledge. Episodic knowledge
(episodic memory) refers to our knowledge of our own lives. It is sometimes called
autobiographical memory. We have mentioned a key aspect of episodic memory in
the fourth rule of learning, namely, learning is sometimes effortless but sometimes
requires effort. Episodic knowledge may be learned without effort; it just happens.7

Keeping an account of what we are experiencing is something that has obvious
significance from a survival perspective. If we couldn’t remember what we were
doing or where we were at when important things like finding food and shelter or
avoiding predators took place, we wouldn’t be alive long.

Episodic knowledge is attended to automatically in working memory. Episodic
knowledge can be very detailed. It contains very specific sensory information such
as sights, sounds, and smells. It can be strongly connected to internal sensations
such as pain and emotional feelings. It also is highly situated. Our lives happen in
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specific places at specific times, and episodic knowledge is highly contextualized to
those environmental surroundings. While episodic knowledge would form a highly
elaborated chunk in the ULM framework, the chunks formed by episodic knowledge
do not appear to be long lasting. If I ask you what you had for dinner last night, you
will probably have no problem answering. But, how about what you ate two nights
ago? A week ago? How about a year ago?

As we move farther back in time, our episodic memories become more and more
difficult to retrieve. Unless one year ago there was a special occasion, like a birthday
or an anniversary, you are not likely to remember what you had for dinner at all. You
will also notice another thing about trying to recall older episodic memories. The
farther back you go, the more you actively have to try to reconstruct the event. For
example, try to remember what you had for dinner a week or two weeks ago. You
probably can’t just recall this directly, but you can find it by trying to reconstruct
your day. You might recall, “I was at work, then I stopped at the store, then I. . ..”
With a little work, you might be able to get to the meal. At longer time frames,
this reconstruction becomes more extensive. You may not even be able to retrieve
specific memories, but instead start to rely on recall of things you typically do, or
what the “usual Tuesday” looks like.

Some excellent evidence about the working of episodic memory comes from
studies of so-called eyewitness testimony. Among the oft-held pieces of folk wis-
dom is that eyewitness testimony is of high quality.8 In fact, clever attorneys often
successfully manipulate eyewitness testimony. In an experiment when the word
“smashed” was used instead of, say, “contacted,” subjects a week later were more
likely to report seeing broken glass at an accident scene even though none was
shown in the test video.9

We can understand why episodic memory works this way if we consider the first
two rules of learning. Episodic memories in all of their detail are stored because they
are attended to, apparently automatically, in accordance with the first rule of learn-
ing. The second rule of learning is that, unless a memory (knowledge) is repeated, its
strength will decay. By its very nature, episodic memory doesn’t repeat. Remember,
it is situated to specific time and place. As one “never steps in the same river twice,”
one is never again at the same place and time in his or her life. So episodic memories
decay because they aren’t repeated.

However, your life does have stable elements. Barring some rearranging of fur-
niture by your roommate, your residence will have the same furnishings in the
same place this evening as they were this morning. The furniture will have this
arrangement every day for the immediate past and future. By the second rule of
learning, these repeated commonalities of experience will produce a lasting mem-
ory. Essentially we create an episodic chunk that reflects the repeated elements of
our experience. These lasting commonalities are what have variously been called
schema, scripts, or habits. Our daily lives are ordered primarily because our episodic
experience may be represented as a “routine” where events and objects have con-
stancy across time. The permanence of these schemata can be seen by our ability to
recall what our residence was like when we were children, even if that was many
years ago.
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The permanence of these episodic schemata does not mean that we can actually
recall specific episodic experiences from the past. What they allow us to do is recon-
struct past memories, like recalling what we had for dinner 2 or 3 weeks ago. When
we recall our past, we primarily build it out of our general schema. Elizabeth Loftus
has examined this reconstruction.10 It is actually quite easy to reconstruct episodic
memories of things that didn’t really happen to us.11 This is because we have lost
the original specific detailed episodic memory itself and are constructing from more
general schema of our life.

We enjoy sharing stories of our lives with others, and these are based on episodic
memory. We can relay a rich picture of significant moments in our lives and allow
ourselves to “relive” them. Moreover, we can create mock episodic memory from
what has been called “vicarious experience” when we read an engaging, rich novel
or watch a movie. As a result, Solomon described literature as a way of educating
our emotions.12

Semantic Knowledge

Semantic knowledge broadly refers to all of our knowledge (memory) that is not
about our own life. In other words, all knowledge that is not episodic. Although
this might seem like a rather broad class of knowledge to be labeled semantic, the
distinction between semantic and episodic knowledge originally arose in literacy
research and the term was drawn from language in that field.

Semantic knowledge is what we teach in school. It is the primary knowledge
focus of the ULM. In the school context, semantic knowledge often goes by
other names such as discipline knowledge, domain knowledge, content knowl-
edge, subject matter knowledge, or simply the specific subject: reading, writing,
literacy, math, social studies, science, and so forth. It is broadly reflected in
the categories of Bloom’s Hierarchy: factual knowledge, conceptual knowledge,
application, analysis, synthesis, and evaluation.13

The common underlying characteristic of all semantic knowledge is that it isn’t
about us. While semantic knowledge may be situated in or about specific contexts,
times, and places, unlike the situating of episodic knowledge, this situated con-
text is not our personal experience. Semantic knowledge is not about either us or
our lives; 2 + 2 = 4 for everyone. Because of this, semantic knowledge does not
have the automatic attention mechanism that seems to be true of episodic memory.
Focusing attention on semantic knowledge generally requires something beyond
simply experiencing it; it requires effort.

Semantic knowledge also lacks the initial rich detail of episodic memory.
Episodic memory begins with a richly detailed experience; that is, it begins as a very
large chunk. Most of the situated richness wanes over time, however. Basically, it
is a chunk that gets smaller and smaller and ultimately is merged into an aggregate
script. Semantic knowledge tends to begin as single or isolated pieces of informa-
tion, like a single fact about history, such as Columbus landing in the Americas
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in 1492. With time, this is built up into larger and larger chunks and integrated
networks of chunks, such as a narrative about the settlement of the Americas.

Both the need to focus attention deliberately and the need to build chunks from
the bottom up require cognitive effort. The fourth rule of learning can be elabo-
rated as learning episodic knowledge is effortless but learning semantic knowledge
requires effort. Because learning semantic knowledge requires effort, motivation
becomes a key element in semantic learning as we will discuss in detail in the next
chapter. Semantic knowledge is initially part of an episodic experience. We will have
an episodic memory of sitting in the classroom, reading the book, doing an activity,
watching a demonstration, and so forth. This episodic memory of our experience of
learning as part of our life is not itself the semantic knowledge that an educational
activity is trying to teach. While the semantic knowledge may be part of an episodic
memory, if that semantic knowledge is going to be learned, it needs to be distin-
guished and separated from episodic connections. If it isn’t, then it will just become
part of our general episodic schema about, say, Mr. Jones’ third-grade class. We will
remember being in the class but not the actual semantic content that was taught.

Perhaps, more importantly, strong emotions may be connected to episodic mem-
ory. If we have negative episodic emotions about school in general, or our experience
in certain classes in particular, we may connect these to the semantic knowledge
being taught in those classes. When we don’t like a subject or have something
like “math anxiety,” it probably isn’t because of anything about the actual semantic
knowledge of math (or some other domain). It is more likely because we had a bad
or upsetting emotional experience in the class when that subject was being taught.
Our bad episodic experience gets connected to the semantic knowledge and keeps
being retrieved each time we access this semantic memory. Again, we will discuss
this later in Chapter 5.

Declarative and Procedural Knowledge

Two kinds of semantic knowledge have been differentiated in the cognitive lit-
erature: declarative knowledge and procedural knowledge. These are sometimes
referred to as “knowledge what” and “knowledge how.” Generally, declarative
knowledge refers to what we would commonly think of as facts and concepts. Our
general knowledge of what things are and what they mean. Procedural knowledge
refers to “behavior” both in the sense of muscle movements and in the cognitive
sense of thinking. While both declarative and procedural knowledge follow the basic
rules of learning, there are meaningful differences in how these operate.

Declarative Knowledge

We can split declarative knowledge into two broad categories: objective knowledge
and symbolic knowledge. Objective knowledge is knowledge of objects and actions
in the outside world as we experience it through the senses. Objective knowledge is
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the long-term memory representation of sensory input. We can think of the “truth”
or accuracy of objective knowledge as being how accurate a copy of the object or
action we have stored in our long-term memory. It is easy to think of this as just
rote memory. However, remembering sensory experience accurately is not a triv-
ial task. As we noted, many studies of “eye witness” testimony in law have shown
that basic rote memory of an event can vary widely across multiple witnesses.9

As much as we might talk in education about students “constructing” their own
meaning, there are many occasions where gaining a very accurate representation
of an actual object or system in the world is a legitimate and meaningful learn-
ing goal. We would all certainly want our physician’s diagnosis to be based on an
accurate knowledge of the properties of body organs and observable symptoms, for
example.

Declarative knowledge is also our store of socially transmitted symbolic knowl-
edge. It includes the meaning of words, moral codes and laws, and our theoretical
explanations for phenomena in the world. It includes the laws of physics, as well as
knowledge of mathematics, art, music, and literature. These are the things we learn
primarily in school or other formal educational settings. Symbolic knowledge tech-
nically comes into working memory through the senses, at least initially. Socially
transmitted knowledge, as Vygotsky recognized, is not “sensory” knowledge. It is
not a copy of a visual, auditory, or other sensory stimulus.14 The meanings conveyed
by the words, pictures, or observations are based on symbol systems like language
and mathematics. The “truth” or accuracy of symbolic knowledge derives from rules
and relationships within the symbol system rather than from any object or action in
the outside world.

Even our objective knowledge is both sensory and symbolic. We simply don’t
have much, if any, knowledge of the world that isn’t paired with a symbolic, usually
language, definition. Our sensory knowledge of what a tree looks like as a visual
memory (and maybe smells and feels like as other sensory memories) is coupled
with the word “tree” which labels the object, along with a host of other verbal
descriptors and labels for colors and smells and so on. One of the first learning
theories to note this combined sensory and symbolic nature of objective declarative
knowledge was Pavio’s “dual coding” theory.15 Pavio showed that knowledge that
had both visual and language representation was learned better if the knowledge was
presented in both forms to the learner.

Both objective and symbolic knowledge are learned through allocation of work-
ing memory by the first three rules of learning: attention, repetition, and connection.
The basic unit of declarative knowledge is the chunk.

Building a Chunk

A memory chunk is an interconnected knowledge unit that we imagine as taking one
“slot” of available working memory. In one study of memory, researchers took an
original visual pattern and made various distorted copies.16 Participants each were
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shown several of the copies, but not the original pattern itself. When then given a
group of pictures and asked to identify which they had seen, they most often picked
the original pattern even though they had never actually seen it. Why would this
happen? If we think about how neural learning works, we have an answer. Because
the alterations only occur on one or two copies, the repeated common elements
in the copies are those from the original pattern. So elements of the original pattern
keep getting strengthened while the alterations, which don’t repeat, are consequently
weakened. The resulting memory chunk for the picture will actually be more like
the original pattern than any of its copies.

Think of teaching a child about trees. All trees have some things in common, but
each individual tree is unique. As we show a child more and more trees, the common
things will become strengthened and the unique things will become weakened. As
a result, the child will come to have a chunk for tree that reflects what we might
think of as the “essence” of treeness: the underlying distinguishing characteristics
of trees. The philosopher Plato wrestled with this question. To Plato and subsequent
philosophers, it was unclear how sensory inputs, which were all very unique, could
possibly produce a true knowledge of something. Plato proposed that we were born
with the knowledge of the “forms” or essence of things. Other philosophers, such as
Aristotle, proposed various “inductive” mechanisms that extract this essence from
the sensory input.17

These ancient philosophers, however, did not know anything about how neurons
learn. They did gamble, but they did not understand much about probability – the
laws of chance. They certainly didn’t understand how neurons implement probabil-
ity laws. Probability is based on frequency counting. Things that occur with high
frequency have higher probability. If we knew the actual frequencies of things, say
what percentage of dogs have long hair versus short hair, we could predict exactly
how likely they were to occur. We might venture an informed guess about how likely
it will be that the next dog we see will have long hair. Since we can’t actually see
all of the dogs in the world and count the long and short haired ones, we have no
way of knowing the exact frequency. Things are never this simple. We might be in
a neighborhood where homeowners have a special preference for, say, short-haired
dogs.

We could take a local “sample” of dogs, count the long- and short-haired in
the sample, and then estimate that the actual frequency would be close to what
we observed in our sample. This logic underpins most research in psychology and
education; we use the characteristics of a sample to infer the characteristics of every-
one. If we took a different local sample, we would get slightly different frequency
of long- and short-haired dogs. We could use this to “update” our overall count. A
mathematical theorem known as “the law of large numbers” says that, as we take
more and more samples, the cumulative frequency distribution of the samples gets
closer to the actual frequency distribution.

Where we live in Nebraska, our children have a significant sample of thun-
derstorm and tornado experiences. Because the frequency of these events is fairly
high, they have good understanding of storm phenomena. They have very weak and
unique representations for earthquakes, however.
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While this discussion of probabilities, frequencies, and samples may seem
unrelated to how a chunk gets built, it is relevant because neurons operate accord-
ing to the law of large numbers. Let’s return to trees. Each time we take in a new
sensory input of a tree, the tree chunk is retrieved (activated). We can think of this
as a sample. The “essence” of trees is the accumulated connected experiences in
long-term memory. The frequencies of all characteristics of a tree in the chunk are
strengthened (counted) or weakened by whether they are present or not in the new
sensory input “sample.” As we repeatedly get new sensory inputs of trees and keep
retrieving the chunk, we are taking another sample and adding to the counts of
some characteristics based on the current tree sensory input. The neuron chunk is
keeping the equivalent of a running total of the cumulative frequency of all char-
acteristics. The law of large numbers says that, as we take more and more of these
sensory input “samples” of trees, the closer our neuron chunk cumulative frequency
gets to the actual frequency of these characteristics in all trees in general. The term
general is restricted to one’s world of experiences (whether personal or through dif-
ferent media). That is, if you live in the desert and see only short, dry trees, a first
encounter with a giant redwood may register very differently. This is why children
who have limited experiences have weaker and fewer knowledge chunks and often
find reading comprehension difficult.

This applies to symbolic knowledge as well as objective knowledge. Children
learn their native language through hearing it used repeatedly. This leads to chunks
that contain the basic underlying phonetic, grammatical, and semantic rules of the
language. Exposure to the language repeatedly in the environment is sufficient for
this learning, even if parents or others do not do some systematic teaching or correct-
ing. Studies have shown that the chunks of language rules children build are actually
more rule-based than the language itself. Children will extract the basic rule, such
as add “s” for plurals, so well that they have to be taught the exceptions (such as
mice for the plural of mouse rather than mouses). The law of large numbers seems
to strip away legitimate exceptions to the basic rule as the frequencies are updated
in the declarative chunk.

In the ULM, we do not need any kind of special explanation or inductive learning
mechanism to explain how a chunk becomes a general concept or rule. We can
understand how seeing many different altered copies of a visual pattern becomes
a memory of the pattern itself that has never actually been seen. The operation of
neurons as a counting mechanism combined with the law of large numbers will
produce a general knowledge chunk out of specific sensory input both for objective
and for symbolic components of declarative memory. The way to create an accurate
declarative knowledge understanding of anything is to provide enough repetitions
of the idea being learned.

You might well ask, “What if we don’t have time to repeat things enough for the
law of large numbers to work? The law of large numbers may work great for things
we experience every day, like seeing trees or hearing our native language spoken, but
in school we have too much to cover to provide extensive repetitions.” The answer
to this can be gleaned from the notion of a chunk as a frequency count of the char-
acteristics in a declarative concept or rule. The initial exposure to the knowledge,
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either sensory or symbolic, will establish the initial pattern of strengths when the
chunk is stored the first time. The closer this pattern is to the pattern that typifies the
knowledge, for example, the closer the altered pattern is to the original pattern, the
more accurate the chunk will be. That is, the more like the “original pattern” your
declarative knowledge chunk will be, the less alteration through repetition will be
needed to get close to the real frequencies. From an instructional perspective, there-
fore, the better the quality of the initial teaching or instructional materials (that
is, the closer the information in them matches the traits of the concepts, facts, and
rules we want students to learn) the faster students will create accurate declarative
knowledge chunks. They will need repetition, but they will need fewer repetitions
to create a representative chunk. The ultimate goal of declarative learning is the
formation of integrated chunks.

Procedural Knowledge

As described, declarative knowledge can be complex. It allows us to recognize
things, make judgments, classify things, discriminate differences, and identify sim-
ilarities. These types of recognition and classification capabilities can be quite
complex. Regardless of this complexity, declarative knowledge doesn’t produce an
action either in behavior or in thought.

Procedural knowledge is knowledge that produces action. The most obvious and
observable action is a motor behavior. Procedural knowledge is what directs motor
outputs that produce behavior. Action, however, includes purely cognitive outputs.
We experience some of these as thought. Other cognitive actions include retrieval
from long-term memory. Declarative knowledge is retrieved by spreading activation
from a pattern match to the contents of working memory. But declarative knowledge
can also be retrieved by the action of procedural knowledge.

Declarative knowledge simply exists as a memory waiting to be retrieved (acti-
vated). Procedural knowledge is purposeful or goal directed. It directs certain
cognitive events and motor behaviors to happen, and that accounts for the descrip-
tion of procedural knowledge as “knowledge how.” Procedural knowledge is how
we are able to do things.

Although procedural knowledge involves motor behavior, it isn’t simply mus-
cle movement. We have alluded previously to infant development being a period
of gaining motor control; the ability to coordinate our body movements in space.
Just as declarative knowledge is not simply a sensory input, because it involves
connecting sensory input to symbolic meaning, procedural knowledge is not sim-
ply a movement. Procedural knowledge may involve creating knowledge structures
that turn movement into coordinated action sequences to achieve specific results.
Also, procedural knowledge may involve creating coordinated sequences of cog-
nitive actions or thinking that do not have specific physical movement as their
outcome.

A good way to conceptualize procedural knowledge is to think of it as an “If–
Then” relationship. If something is present, then do something. If a ball is coming at
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my head, then raise my hand and catch it (before it hits me). In the cognitive science
literature, these are sometimes called “Condition–Action” rules. If some condition
is present (it is raining), then take a specific action (open an umbrella). Note that
the “If” part of procedural memory is a declarative knowledge chunk. Procedural
knowledge is the way that declarative knowledge gets used. When we want a student
to learn a skill such as solving an algebra equation, or balancing a chemical reaction,
we need to turn her declarative understanding of the rules involved into procedural
knowledge.

Examination of procedural memory was actually one of the earliest topics stud-
ied in the psychology of learning. In those days, procedural memory was studied as
a stimulus–response or S–R connection. This was the foundation of what became
known as behavioral psychology. Because behaviorists lacked the tools to exam-
ine knowledge at the cognitive and neural levels, they focused on observables,
connections between observable sensory stimuli (sights, sounds, and so forth) and
observable motor and physical behaviors. Because these observables did not require
consideration of “inside the head” thoughts, behaviorists conducted much of their
research with animals where experimental research conditions could be better con-
trolled than in research done with humans. Behaviorists performed some of the
most famous studies of learning. Pavlov won a Nobel Prize for showing that dogs
could learn to salivate to the sound of a bell if the bell was paired repeatedly with
food.18 His learning paradigm is known as classical conditioning. B.F. Skinner stud-
ied what was known as operant conditioning and showed that the rate at which rats
(or pigeons) would press a bar for food was dependent on whether presses were
rewarded (Skinner called it reinforcement) with food every time or randomly.19 He
also showed that animals could learn to press or not press depending on whether
certain stimuli (like a green or a red light) were present.

While these studies never dealt with cognitive issues directly, they did illustrate
the same principles. Animals “learned” to salivate, press bars, or run mazes as a
function of repetition and connection. To get dogs to salivate, Pavlov had to have
the bell sound just as food was given, and he had to repeat this connection. The
amount of salivation to the bell (strength of the learning) increased as repetitions
increased. If the bell was no longer paired with food, the bell would continue to
produce salivation for a while, but the amount would decrease over each repetition
until it stopped. You may already have noticed that these descriptions from behav-
iorism seem very similar to our description of neurons learning. Brain researchers
have confirmed that neural learning follows the same processes as classical condi-
tioning. The same neural learning processes underlie discrimination learning, where
an animal learns to respond when one, but not another, stimulus is present (e.g.,
press a bar for a red but not a green light). While the ULM accounts for classi-
cal and operant conditioning, cognitive research has expanded our understanding
of procedural knowledge far beyond the simple behaviors examined by behavioral
researchers.

Procedural knowledge is learned through attention and repetition in the same way
as declarative knowledge. In humans, we may be concerned with observable stimuli
and behavioral responses, as when we want students to be quiet or do something
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when the teacher gives a signal. In relation to subject matter, we are generally con-
cerned with learning as knowledge in memory. We are concerned with connecting
declarative knowledge to the knowledge representation of a behavior. What is dif-
ferent about establishing procedural knowledge is that the repetition involves both
a chunk and an action.

Building a Procedure: Proceduralization

The end point of declarative knowledge learning is a memory chunk that accurately
reflects the frequencies (probability of occurrence) of the specific characteristics of
the knowledge. The end point of procedural knowledge is something else. There is
more involved than just a cumulative frequency count. We are not simply trying to
store an accurate representation of an object or symbolic rule. Procedural knowledge
exists to produce an action that achieves some outcome in relation to the real world
around us. Procedural knowledge is goal directed.

Think about what is needed to open an umbrella when it rains. First, we need
the declarative knowledge to know what rain is and what an umbrella is. Then
we need the procedural knowledge to know how to operate the umbrella’s open-
ing mechanism. If we fully elaborate this action, we might have something like the
following:

If something hits my head and it is water, then it is raining.
If it is raining, then I will get wet.
If I don’t want to get wet, then I need an umbrella.
If I don’t have an umbrella, then find one.
If I have an umbrella, then find the opening mechanism.
If I have found the opening mechanism and I recognize how to operate it, then

open it.
If I have found the opening mechanism and I don’t recognize it, then figure out

how to open and open.

Something as simple as using an umbrella requires an extensive chain of possible
conditions and possible actions that will vary depending on the results of previ-
ous actions. Learning to put together a procedural chain is not simply establishing
an accurate cumulative frequency count of something. It is establishing a chain of
actions that lead to a desired outcome or goal.

In educational settings, we are concerned with complex skills such as reading,
writing, and mathematics. We are also concerned with developing skills in prob-
lem solving in science, history, and other fields. As procedural knowledge, these
skills turn out to be very much like the example of opening an umbrella. We want
students to develop chains of actions in response to certain states of the world
(conditions) that move through alternative outcomes to acceptable results. Consider
reading about characters in a story like Cinderella and her evil stepsisters. You can
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comprehend the story better if you recognize that you need to compare and contrast
these characters’ characteristics. If you have appropriate procedural knowledge, you
may be able to use a strategy like constructing a Venn diagram to show this analysis
visually.

The key to understanding proceduralization is understanding the role of out-
comes or results. Let’s think about learning to catch a ball. If we see a ball coming at
us, this sensory input goes into working memory. From working memory, a pattern
match retrieves (activates) the relevant declarative knowledge about balls and move-
ment. Assuming we don’t just sit there and let the ball hit us, some kind of action
will occur. If nothing else, we will probably reflexively duck or put up our hand.
Executing these actions requires that motor neurons be activated to send signals
to the muscles. This activation retrieves these into working memory. These motor
neurons are firing at the same time that the sensory input and activated declarative
knowledge is present. Recall the “working memory association rule.” Things that
are in working memory together are connected and stored together. A connection is
made between the declarative knowledge and the action.

The more this connection is repeated, the stronger it will become. How does the
connection that succeeds in catching the ball get differentially strengthened? We can
make a variety of responses to the ball. Only some of these, however, will result in
us catching it. Since we want to catch the ball, we will try to repeat the actions that
result in a catch. As we repeat the successful actions more than the unsuccessful
actions, the catch action will ultimately become the one that is most strengthened.
This doesn’t really require that the neurons somehow “know” whether the action
worked or not. It simply requires that the action that works be repeated more often
while the declarative and sensory knowledge is active in working memory.

This process works the same for cognitive knowledge. Suppose we want a child
to learn that 2 + 4 = 6. When the sensory input of 2 + 4 appears, declarative knowl-
edge about what the numbers and symbols mean is activated. An answer is given.
Any answer other than 6 will not be repeated as often because it doesn’t solve the
problem; ultimately the answer of 6 gets strengthened.

This process is the same for more complex types of math and science problem
solving, just with longer chains. Consider an algebra problem. In this case, the solu-
tion may not be a simple answer; it might require the first step to be simplifying the
equations by factoring. There might be many steps, but ultimately there are a limited
number of sets of steps that lead to a correct answer. Each intermediate step pro-
duces an output that becomes new declarative knowledge that forms the condition
for the next step. As the entire chain is repeated successively, all of the connections
leading to an appropriate answer are strengthened and alternative steps that do not
lead to a correct answer become weakened. If there are several sets of steps that can
work, the one chosen that is successful is strengthened – while others that might
also work are weakened. Sometimes we end up strengthening a successful approach
when other approaches might be more effective.

This process of creating procedural knowledge is also one by which wrong pro-
cedures can be reinforced even if they are wrong. For example, when students learn
to read and use books with controlled vocabulary and illustration, they may learn
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to read words based on the first letter and the picture – a procedure that will not be
effective down the road.

The creation of procedural knowledge involves differential strengthening through
repetition of the connection between the condition and a suitable action out of all of
the possible actions. Our everyday term for this kind of repetition is practice. Like
declarative knowledge, this selection of the correct condition – action link can be
facilitated by teaching and instruction that facilitates doing the correct action from
the start. This is why, for example, golf instructors say that you are better off going
to an instructor before you try to play than after you have played on your own for
a while. The instructor can get you to swing with the right motions from the start
rather than having to deal with both strengthening new, appropriate motions while
trying to eliminate existing inappropriate ones, which will want to keep happening
until the new ones get a higher strength value.

This also explains why it can be better to have students observe a teacher mod-
eling work through an example, and be closely guided during the initial learning
rather than have them work things out on their own. Establishing and strengthening
appropriate condition – action chains from the beginning will facilitate speed and
accuracy of learning as they practice.

Automaticity

The ultimate goal of procedural learning is what is known as automaticity. The
early stages of proceduralization require active attention in working memory. Let’s
go back to catching a ball. Initially, we will see the ball. The sensory image will
pattern match our declarative knowledge chunks about balls and their movement,
and about ourselves and our body positions relative to the ball. We will probably
be aware of thinking, “there is a ball coming at me.” We may even become aware
of thinking “catch it before it hits me.” This is because working memory is actively
involved in processing the sensory input and retrieving the relevant declarative and
procedural knowledge. In school, kindergarteners have to think about making the
letter M; sometimes they even subvocalize “up, down, up, down.”

This active involvement of working memory has been called controlled cognitive
processing.20 The problem with this type of controlled processing is that, while we
are thinking “catch it before it hits me,” the ball is still moving and may in fact hit
us before we can react. Controlled processing is slow in relation to the real world.
While this isn’t necessarily a problem with executing a math formula, it can be a
real problem when we need to take action in response to something happening in
the world around us – such as avoiding potential injury from a fast-moving ball.

As we have discussed, one outcome of repetition is faster retrieval. As procedural
chains are repeated (practiced) two things happen. First, unsuccessful condition–
action links are successively weakened, so that the procedural chain becomes more
simple and direct. This will increase speed because there are fewer and fewer
“mistakes.” Second, repetition increases neuronal firing speeds so that condition–
action links are executed faster. Although we don’t completely understand how this
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happens, at some point these more streamlined and speeded-up procedures no longer
appear to need active working memory; they no longer need to be controlled.21 We
can speculate that this may be a function of the procedure becoming so accurate at
achieving its intended outcome that there is no longer any need to check whether it
did or didn’t work. Its probability of success becomes almost 100%. While kinder-
garteners have to make each letter very carefully and consciously, we adults pay
almost no attention to the way we form our letters – we just write.

A procedure that has achieved automaticity can more or less run by itself.
Automaticity dramatically increases speed of the action. Essentially, once the initial
sensory input in working memory pattern matches and retrieves the first declara-
tive condition chunk, the entire chain in the procedure fires without further working
memory involvement. At this point the action becomes what is often called habitual
or a habit.

The important point here is that automatization frees up slots of working memory
that are not being used for those tasks that once did take up slots. That is, we needn’t
say to ourselves “up, down, up, down” as we write each M. Yes, you can walk and
chew gum at the same time.

When two activities require controlled processing at the same time, the outcomes
are different. In spite of the claims often made by student “gamers” and believers
in multitasking, we are not really able to divide our attention between two things
at the same time. Working memory can switch back and forth; it cannot deal with
two controlled processes at once.22 Therefore, it’s a good choice when state legis-
latures pass laws concerning the use of cell phones while driving. If the cell phone
conversation starts to demand working memory allocation, the driving may become
unsafe.

When procedures become automatized, however, it is very difficult to apply any
new learning or changes to those procedures. Learning requires active attention in
working memory. Once started, automatized procedures run independent of atten-
tion in working memory. They often require sensory input, but they may not need
this to be continuous. An automobile driver can attend to a conversation or listen to
the radio. A baseball player chasing a fly ball, however, can’t (or at least shouldn’t)
simultaneously think about world events. If driving conditions deteriorate as the
result of conditions like heavy traffic or freezing rain, drivers often turn down their
radios and ask passengers to hold their thoughts. Experienced passengers, especially
those who also drive, often do this without being asked.

To change an automatized procedure, it must be “unautomatized.” It must be
brought back into working memory attention. Ericsson calls practice to change pro-
cedures deliberate practice .23 One must deliberately focus active attention during
practice to keep procedures from simply executing automatically. If they continue
to execute automatized, nothing will really change. Instead, the existing procedure
will keep becoming strengthened. Tiger Woods, a world-famous and eminently suc-
cessful golfer, became convinced that the nature of his stoke needed to change if
he ever were to improve his accuracy. During the months while he was changing
his swing, the quality of his game suffered. In the end, he emerged with what golf
professionals regard as a better swing.24 This effort on Woods’ part is a dramatic
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example of deliberate practice. What Woods does every day is to exemplify classic
deliberate practice.

Building Larger Knowledge Networks

Up till now, in our discussion of declarative and procedural knowledge, we have
dealt with “single” chunks and procedures. While a single declarative chunk might
be quite large and a procedure that accomplishes a single action might involve many
chained condition–action steps, these can still be thought of as a unitary whole: a
single thing or action. In life, however, we rarely deal with only one thing or action
at a time. Our homes are made up of numerous objects that we need to recognize
and relate to simultaneously using our declarative knowledge. We rarely do one dis-
crete action and then stop and go on to another discrete action. Instead, we perform
sequences of actions, like catching a ball and then throwing it to someone. We do
drive while carrying on conversations with our passengers.

Connecting declarative and procedural knowledge into larger networks that link
chunks together or link procedures into associations that don’t lead to automaticity
is a function of the third rule of learning: connections. Because it is difficult to
structure experiments or observations of the formation of these larger connections,
we know quite a bit less about the details of how they occur neurobiologically than
we do about the more direct neural strengthening and close association connections
in chunks and procedures. This requires a bit more speculation about the underlying
mechanisms.

While frequency is a property of these larger associations, the resulting connec-
tions do not appear to be based solely on strengthening through repetition. Larger
networks appear to require not just strengthening and weakening through frequency,
but also an active inhibition or weakening. Instead of just decaying over time, a neu-
ral connection is actively decreased. The brain has mechanisms that actively inhibit
neural firing and weaken firing potential. Discussion of the neurobiology of these
mechanisms is beyond this book and still not fully understood. We draw upon evi-
dence from cognitive and psychological studies of both memory and schema theory
as well as neural net simulations. These are discussed in the next two sections.

Declarative Networks

Declarative knowledge is structured in hierarchies. Hierarchical arrangement is key
to neural net models. The physical architecture of the brain also shows hierarchical
structuring of neural connections. Why is knowledge ordered hierarchically? The
reasons seem to include efficiency and parsimony. Say, we have a terrier named
Fido. Fido is a dog that is a specific breed, that is a member of the dog species,
that is a mammal, and that is an animal. From a practical standpoint, a hierarchical
arrangement of these relationships is efficient. For example, if a dog is a mammal,
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then we don’t need to store core mammal knowledge, such as “vertebra,” in the dog
chunk. When dog is activated, we can get everything in the mammal chunk along
with it because of spreading activation through the hierarchy.

This allows more parsimonious storage and access to information common to
many chunks. Many other animals besides dogs are mammals. If we store what is
common to all of them in the mammal chunk, we only have to store this knowledge
once. All associated animal chunks can access the knowledge in the mammal chunk.
Otherwise, we would have to store all of this knowledge in each of the separate
animal chunks, which would produce considerable duplication and redundancy of
knowledge.

How would neural operation produce a hierarchical structuring of knowledge?
Consider a single chunk that a child might have for “animal.” There are lots of things
that animals have in common. As we have already said, the child’s animal chunk
will differentially strengthen and weaken elements based on repetition. But, at the
same time, each specific animal is also reoccurring, so the child is having repeated
contacts with, say, dogs and cats. Both are obviously animals based on common
characteristics, but both are clearly different based on other characteristics. We don’t
want the differences to be eliminated. Within a single chunk, these two compet-
ing tendencies cannot be realized. We cannot maximize both the common elements
and the distinct elements in a single overall frequency count. To accomplish both
strengthening commonality and delineating difference, we need to count both. This
is doable in a hierarchical arrangement of multiple chunks. The common elements
to both cats and dogs can be counted in the animal chunk and the elements spe-
cific to each can be counted in separate cat and dog chunks. Cat and dog can access
their commonality from the animal chunk and can maintain their difference in their
respective individual cat and dog chunks. The connection of the cat or dog chunk to
animal is strengthened each time they are retrieved together. The differentiation of
cat from dog can be achieved by specific inhibition connections between them, con-
nections that increase the inhibition each time one occurs without the other, thereby
weakening the overall association between them. Synaptic connections can increase
or decrease the likelihood of neural firing, which in turn is a function of the type
of receptors and neurotransmitter employed at the synapse. Strengthening a con-
nection, then, can lead to either an increase or decrease in the likelihood of firing.
In fact, though cases differ widely, it is thought that most synaptic connections are
inhibitory.25

Procedural Networks

There is less discernable networking of procedural knowledge. If we remember that
the end point of procedural knowledge is automaticity, it seems logical that we
wouldn’t want automatized chains becoming too large. Behavior has to be adaptable
to the changing environment in the world around us. This would preclude having
too much action chained into tightly connected sequences. Rather than organize
into larger, associated groupings like the hierarchical or rule-based structures of
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declarative knowledge, procedural knowledge appears to link into broader action
sequences by leaving a “connector” as the end point of a procedure.

It is usually going to be the case that after executing a procedure, we will need to
“evaluate” the result. In relation to overt behaviors, we have just done an action that
likely altered the environment. Even if our own action didn’t alter it, the environ-
ment will have changed while our procedural knowledge was producing the action.
We can’t just keep acting without assessing the new environment. For example, we
may have an automated procedure for catching a hit baseball. The obvious next
action would be to throw the ball. But, while we are catching the ball, base runners
are moving, so we aren’t going to know where to throw until we visually rescan
the environment. The last condition–action rule in the catching procedure could
be something like “If ball caught, then search where to throw.” This would trig-
ger a scan for visual sensory input but the presence of “throw” would also begin a
pattern match to a throwing procedure. The first condition–action rule in “throw”
would then be something like “If location to throw to has been identified, then begin
throw.” So if the sensory scan hasn’t identified any place to throw yet, the throw
procedure would terminate.

This type of linking has been implemented in various procedural knowledge sim-
ulation programs. Rather than just stopping, a procedure requests a cognitive action
in working memory, like getting new sensory input or retrieving some new knowl-
edge as its terminus. Having a procedure’s last action be something that will produce
the condition for the start of another procedure allows not only for linked actions
but also for adaptation to changing conditions.

Let’s consider how this could happen. If there is nothing that regularly follows
after a procedure executes, it is likely that the terminus would simply be general
working memory input of sensory information. If certain actions regularly fol-
low others, the initial tendency would be to include it in the procedure’s chain
of condition–action rules. For a procedure to achieve automaticity, however, all
condition–action components must execute in sequence 100% of the time. So any
action that is only in the chain some of the time will ultimately be removed. Much
like the linkage rules for similarity in declarative knowledge, the co-occurrence of
the automated part and the following action is high enough to warrant making some
links. This linkage can be done by establishing a final action in the first proce-
dure that conditionally activates the second procedure. As with larger declarative
knowledge networks, this will involve inhibition as well as strengthening through
repetition.

Situated Knowledge and Transfer

The building of complex connections is also at the heart of two of the more
prominent issues in the field of learning: transfer and situated cognition. We have
discussed the notion of situated cognition previously in considering episodic knowl-
edge and how chunks are built. The formation of chunks that represent conceptual
knowledge involves removing specific situated components and creating a general
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representation through repetition, strengthening common components, and weaken-
ing specific situated components. But there is a larger issue of situated knowledge
and transfer.

Suppose that we are building a concrete patio behind our house. We are trying
to figure out how much concrete we need to order. Do we recognize this as a situa-
tion where the geometric formula for volume (height × width × depth) applies? In
another example, imagine we are trying to adjust a recipe for 4 people to serve 6.
Do we recognize that this can be solved using fractional mathematics (multiply the
recipe for 4 by 1.5)? These kinds of questions have been asked about what we learn
in school. Do the things we learn in school, like mathematics formulas, historical
knowledge, and principles of science, ever get used outside of school? Does what
we teach “transfer” or generalize to the “real world”?

For a long time, the accepted answer to transfer has been no: things taught in
school don’t transfer. Reference has been made to things taught in school as being
“inert” knowledge, present in long-term memory but irretrievable in real-world set-
tings. This has led to calls to situate learning more in the context of the real world
where it will be used. Considerable research has shown that job-related skills are
highly situated to the particular context of the job. These job situated skills use
strategies that have evolved from experience, often by trial and error, within the
specific context and that are independent of rather than drawing on formal knowl-
edge learned in school.26 Of course, situated job skills don’t transfer to another job
or setting any better than knowledge learned in school.

In addressing transfer and situated issues, a couple of things need to be kept in
mind. First, some school-related skills show wide transfer. Most of us learned to
read in school and we can decode and often comprehend any written text in our
native language in any place, at any time, and on any media. Similarly, we can write
on any kind of media and even use totally different methods (handwriting or word
processing) to produce printed text. We can use basic mathematics in a variety of
settings, to calculate tips at a restaurant, compare prices at the grocery store, and so
forth. If we bothered to learn it in the first place, we can recall information about
history and geography that can help us understand current events. While knowledge
learned in school can be inert and inaccessible in the real world, it doesn’t have
to be.

Most situated cognition examples like to point to real-world contexts. The only
time one of the authors has ever seen trigonometry actually being used was by
a friend who is a concrete contractor. People like his friend, the contractor, have
developed very accurate situated rules of thumb for determining something like how
much concrete is needed. Based upon experience, this friend can probably estimate
the volume of concrete needed for a 100 foot curving driveway within about a half
cubic yard (a cubic yard being how concrete volume is measured and sold); he cer-
tainly fits the situated cognition prototype. Because that half cubic yard may be a
large portion of his profit, however, he simply can’t afford to “guestimate” by rule of
thumb. He uses trigonometry functions to work out exactly how much concrete he
needs. The notion that workers in the real world don’t use formal knowledge learned
in school isn’t always true.
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All knowledge, when used, is applied in a specific situation. Whether we have a
general declarative knowledge chunk of some concept or an automated procedure,
these always are retrieved in the context of a specific situated environment. Piaget
referred to this as accommodation, the necessity that knowledge be able to adapt
itself to the specifics of the situation and environment in which it is used. That situ-
ation may be “real world,” or it may be responding to an item on a Graduate Record
Examination (if not a “real” world, nevertheless a potentially important one). Chunk
building and proceduralization may create knowledge that reflects common repeated
generalities, but that knowledge must always be applied to something specific.

Working memory tries to take a pattern of sensory (or other) input and match its
pattern with existing knowledge. Pattern matching leads to retrieval of declarative
knowledge chunks and procedural knowledge condition–action chains. From the
perspective of the ULM, the key to transfer of knowledge is that some aspect of the
environment in which the knowledge will be used must trigger a pattern match. If
we want children to be able to apply a math formula to solve a word problem, then
elements of the word problem need to trigger a pattern match to retrieve the formula
and solution procedure.

The seemingly obvious solution to transfer would be to have students use their
knowledge in the situations where it will need to be used in the real world. That
way, aspects of these real-world situations can be connected to the chunks or pro-
cedural condition elements so that these will pattern match later when the situation
occurs again. This is the logic behind apprenticeship approaches where students
learn in the actual (or a simulation of the actual) real-world context. Likewise,
it underlies internships and practica where students apply classroom learning in
authentic real-world environments. It also is the logic behind simulation trainers.
The flight simulator used in aviation training is so close to actually flying a plane
that one can go straight from the simulator to flying. These approaches to instruc-
tion are designed to increase the ability of a situation to lead to a pattern match and
subsequent retrieval of appropriate declarative or procedural knowledge.

The limitation to these instructional approaches, however, is that within the
limited time available in an educational setting, we can never provide direct or
simulated apprenticeship experiences for every possible setting where we might
want to transfer knowledge. We need students to develop ways to retrieve relevant
knowledge in situations and environments that they have never before encountered.

Problem Solving and Critical Thinking

Developing the capability to retrieve knowledge in situations that have never been
encountered before often falls under the heading of problem solving, critical think-
ing, and sometimes even creativity. From the perspective of the ULM, this type
of problem solving ability or critical thinking involves identifying or creating pat-
tern matches. If the existing sensory input has not triggered a pattern match, then
one either has to keep looking for new sensory input (more information) or has to
transform the sensory input into something that does trigger a pattern match. As we
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already noted, one of the key processes of working memory is to connect input in
working memory storage together in different ways. This process of reconnection
may create a new organization of the elements in working memory that triggers
a pattern match. Gestalt psychologists in the early twentieth century called this
reorganizing of problem elements “incubation” and the pattern match after a suc-
cessful reorganization “insight.”27 (See our discussion of the “Ah, Ha” moment on
p. 103.)

Critical thinking and problem solving in the ULM involve both continued search
for new sensory input (new information) and restructuring and transforming avail-
able sensory input into different configurations. We might describe this using
everyday language as looking at things in new ways or “brainstorming,” but the
basic purpose of this from the perspective of the ULM is to create a pattern match
to appropriate existing knowledge. Research in expertise has confirmed that reorga-
nization and transformation of a problem until a known solution is found is what
distinguishes expert from non-expert problem solving.28 Assuming that students
have learned knowledge in school (i.e., created a chunk or procedural chain in long
term memory), their ability to transfer this to the real world will depend largely on
their ability to keep examining the situation (search for more input) and keep trans-
forming the input that they have available until they find something that triggers a
pattern match. In everyday terms, we call this working memory processing “think-
ing.” That this “thinking” can require effort is something we address in the next
chapter.

This type of working memory reorganization and search can be thought of as
dynamically building declarative or procedural knowledge in real time. Such prob-
lem solving/critical thinking is not necessarily directed at creating a new, permanent
long-term knowledge structure. It is directed at building a temporary chunk or pro-
cedural chain appropriate for accomplishing a task within the current situation and
problem. Working memory is central to this dynamic knowledge creation because
it “controls” what knowledge is retrieved for addressing the problem and selects
which sensory input garners direct attention. Working memory processing recom-
bines existing retrieved knowledge and sensory input until it finds an adequate
resolution for the problem or accomplishes the task. We can think of this knowledge
as being “constructed” in working memory to address an immediate situational need
or goal. This construction may be more or less composed of existing prior knowl-
edge or sensory input depending on how much knowledge one has been able to
retrieve. Sensory inputs are likely to predominate when one knows little about the
task beforehand.

Incidental Learning

The dynamically created chunks, connections, or procedural chains created during
problem solving/critical thinking can leave a long-term memory trace. Because they
were attended to, they will enter long-term potentiation and might result in new
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permanent connections in long-term memory. That is, they have the potential for
becoming a part of long-term memory. This available “trace” of the dynamically
created knowledge is what we commonly refer to as incidental learning: learning
that occurs in the context of doing another task where the task goal was not explic-
itly to learn. If there is occasion for this particular situation to reoccur frequently
in the future, then repetition will perhaps strengthen these into new declarative or
procedural knowledge networks in long-term memory. If the situation and task are
truly unique, nothing will ultimately be saved, but this makes sense given that noth-
ing really needs to be saved in long-term memory if the situation is unlikely to ever
happen again.

Incidental learning is often seen as a goal of “hands-on” instruction. As an
instructional method, hands-on learning and other activity-based approaches share a
belief that as students dynamically construct solutions to a given problem, they will
extract declarative knowledge chunks and procedural knowledge chains as inciden-
tal outcomes of the activity. As we have noted, this is true. The knowledge from
dynamic working memory construction is available for long-term memory storage.

There are issues when relying on incidental learning rather than more intentional
direct instruction, however. The trace of the incidental declarative and proce-
dural knowledge is likely in long-term potentiation. Unless that knowledge is
repeated, permanent storage is not likely. This means that any incidental learn-
ing activity always needs to have some kind of follow-up practice or use of
the incidentally learned knowledge for permanent long-term knowledge to be
created.

Perhaps more problematic, when we are engaged in dynamic construction of
knowledge during problem solving, our criteria for knowledge construction is
getting the problem solved. From a practical standpoint in the real world, a solu-
tion just has to be adequate. It does not have to be elegant or optimal. In any
real-world problem situation, there are undoubtedly many different ways that the
problem could be resolved. What this means from an instructional standpoint is
that, while a student may dynamically construct a solution for a hands-on prob-
lem, nothing says that this solution has to be very high quality. Studies have
shown that, in many instances, students apply simple trial and error strategies
to classroom problem solving activities. These get the problem solved but don’t
generate meaningful incidental knowledge; they just reinforce the trial and error
pattern.29

As we have noted before, there are advantages to establishing accurate chunks
and procedural chains from the start. This will require far fewer repetitions to
solidify the core elements of the chunk or automatize the procedure than working
from more random experiences. If the incidental learning from a hands-on activ-
ity produces a sub-optimal knowledge representation, it will be harder to move
the student to a more accurate and productive knowledge structure in subsequent
instruction. From the perspective of the ULM, this is why more direct instruc-
tional approaches like studying worked examples or guided practice produce better
learning of problem solving skills than pure incidental learning from hands-on
activity.30
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Knowledge and Working Memory Interaction: Expanding
Capacity

You may be thinking, “Well I thought that back in the working memory chapter
you said that working memory only had a capacity of four chunks and even if I
give you a break on chunks that they can become really big, these huge schema and
procedural knowledge chains seem to imply a lot more capacity than four.” This is
a legitimate question. What exactly is the meaning of “capacity limit”?

The capacity limit in working memory that we talked about earlier concerns three
things: (1) temporary working memory storage, (2) focused attention, and (3) pro-
cessing in temporary storage. We said that working memory storage could hold
about four things, which could be attended to and/or processed/connected together.
So we can think of the limit of four as applying to the contents of working memory
storage.

We also said that, if any of the four things in working memory storage pattern
matched to something in long-term memory, the long-term memory was activated or
retrieved. After our discussion of how knowledge in long-term memory is structured
and connected, we can consider retrieval in more detail. It is clear from the nature
of knowledge in long-term memory that pattern matching from working memory
involves declarative knowledge. Whether that match concerns knowledge about the
sensory input coming in or about the presence of a condition that needs action, the
initial match is to declarative knowledge. Suppose you are reading a newspaper and
come across the headline, “Stocks Drop.” It is very likely that this headline brings to
mind notions of the Stock Market, something receiving great attention at the time we
wrote this book. If we were reading a paper about raising dairy cattle, this headline
might refer to a decline in the number of dairy cows in herds. Of course, sillier things
are possible. Imagine a Puritan dropping one of those devices into which offenders
were locked to atone for their errors. Imagine a chef dropping pots of chicken broth.

When a pattern match is made to some part of the neural network of a declarative
knowledge chunk, those neurons fire. As a result, the rest of the neural network of
the chunk fires and this firing spreads to any other chunks connected to the original
fired chunk through spreading activation. The long-term memory neurons for declar-
ative knowledge are not in working memory’s temporary storage; they are in other
brain regions. So the chunk firing is not happening in working memory’s storage
area; it is happening in other brain storage areas. The chunk firing is not using any
of working memory’s temporary storage. The chunk firing also doesn’t require any
attention from working memory’s processing. The spreading activation continues
spontaneously based on long-term neuron firing potentials. In effect, once pattern
matching starts one chunk firing, the rest of the activation happens inevitably.

Unitary single chunks, no matter how large, apparently can be focused on by
attention as one thing. Any other chunks activated by spreading activation may
become the focus of attention and brought into working memory, however. Although
we don’t know the exact way this happens in the brain yet, the entire network
of chunks activated through spreading activation appears to be “available” to be
focused on by attention. While attention can’t focus simultaneously on all of the
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activated chunks, all appear to be retrievable into working memory during the time
they are active. Before the model of activating long-term memory chunks within
working memory slots, Ericsson and Kintsch published a paper entitled “Long-term
Working Memory.”31 They did this to resolve problems with speed of search. Actual
observed memory searching is much faster than would occur if each of the various
pieces had to be brought into working memory, one at a time, and processed that
way. Having the entire network activated through spreading activation allows for just
such rapid memory searching as any part of the network is essentially immediately
available.

This is important because we noted that temporary storage in working memory
is very short lived. The contents of temporary storage are cycled out very quickly.
The spreading activation in long-term memory extends over a longer time period.
This allows continuity of “thought” even if the original element that started the
pattern match is erased from temporary storage. Working memory can reinstate the
activated chunk by focusing on any part of the active network. This is how we often
are able to recover when our work is briefly interrupted by something that does not
require much processing.

The net effect is that the amount of knowledge potentially available for process-
ing in working memory can become quite large. The knowledge available through
attention focused on a single chunk is equal to the size of an activated chunk and
any chunks associated with the active chunk. This potential knowledge is expanded
even more by the fact that working memory only requires one slot to pattern match
and retrieve a single chunk network. Each of the remaining three slots could itself
be pattern matching and retrieving from a different chunk network. Thus, the poten-
tial knowledge available to us for processing in working memory is huge, even if
working memory itself is limited to only four chunks. An excellent example of this
comes from research on chess masters. If we arrange a large number of chess pieces
on a chess board, show the arrangement to a person who does not know how to play
chess, and ask her to recall where the pieces were, she can recall about 4–7 pieces
accurately. This looks very much like working memory’s span limit. This recall is
not affected by whether the pieces are randomly placed on the board or are in a
position that would occur in an actual chess game. If we do this same study with
chess masters, an interesting thing happens. If the pieces are random (i.e., have no
meaning in the context of the game of chess), chess masters can recall the same 4–7
pieces as non-chess players. If the pieces are in a game position, however, the chess
master can recall the placement of up to 30 pieces accurately. This happens because
becoming a chess master involves learning board positions that are relevant to play.
It has been estimated that chess masters may have chunks for as many as 50,000
unique arrangements of pieces. Not only can these large chunks be retrieved, but
each is connected to other game position chunks reflecting potential future board
positions that can follow from the current one and to procedural knowledge chains
of possible move sequences.32

A second expansion of working memory capacity is due to automatization.
Automatization is what allows us to do multiple things or as cognitive psychologists
would say parallel process. If we had to actively attend to every condition–action
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in a procedure chain in working memory, we would rapidly run out of capacity.
Remember that we can focus on only one thing at a time in working memory, and
we can only hold four chunks in working memory storage, which in this case would
be a total of four conditions and actions combined. So we could only do whatever
single procedural chain we had focused attention on. We would literally be unable
to walk and chew gum at the same time.

Like spreading activation of declarative knowledge chunks, though, working
memory needs to only attend to the initial condition that triggers a procedure. As
we discussed previously, once started, an automated procedural chain can execute
without the need for active attention from working memory.33 Working memory can
erase the initial condition and go to the next thing. In this way, a few procedures can
be started and their executions can overlap. We can be doing automated procedures
while we are doing attention-focused working memory processing on something
else. But it remains true that we can only do one thing that requires attention at a
time. We can multitask, but only if no more than one of the tasks requires active
attention.34 That’s why driving and using a cell phone at the same time is danger-
ous; the phone conversation may require attention at the same time that something
about the driving also requires attention.

Both chunking and automaticity dramatically increase our effective working
memory capacity. While individuals do differ in their basic working memory stor-
age span and speed of working memory processing, these differences are small
compared to the capacity and retrieval speeds of long-term memory knowledge.
As we previously noted about chess masters, what makes them masters isn’t that
they somehow have a dramatically larger working memory storage span; they can’t
recall any more random pieces than non-chess players. What makes them masters
is having access to large chunks of chess knowledge. Similarly, what makes us able
to perform skilled behaviors or problem solve effectively isn’t our ability to rapidly
manipulate four things in working memory. Instead, it is our learned, automated
procedures that cause skilled responses and retrieval of effective learned problem
solutions. It is this expansion of basic working memory capacity through knowledge
that allows us to supersede the underlying biological limits on our raw processing
capability.

ULM Learning Principle 2: The Prior Knowledge Effect

We now can address a key aspect of the second principle of the ULM: the prior
knowledge effect. Considerable research has shown that learning outcomes are
heavily influenced by how much one already knows about the subject being learned.
A model developed by Parkerson et al. sets the correlation between prior knowledge
and achievement at 0.72.35 A predecessor to the ULM, the interactive compensatory
model of learning, sets the correlation between prior knowledge and new learning
as ≥ 0.6.36 Prior knowledge also is the primary influence on new learning in schema
theories.

The prior knowledge effect results from how knowledge and working memory
interact during learning. Let’s consider two learning situations. First, suppose we
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take new sensory input into working memory. According to the first three learning
rules and the memory storage rules we discussed in the working memory chapter,
if we want to get this stored into long-term memory, we have to attend to the input,
repeat it, and/or apply some type of processing/transformation to the input. This
then has to be retained in long-term potentiation and from there be accessed enough
subsequent times for a neural change in long-term memory to occur. Subsequently,
that long-term memory knowledge needs to be retrieved repeatedly to strengthen
into usable knowledge or it will weaken and decay. This process is obviously “a lot
of work.” A large number of things have to happen both immediately and over time
for this learning to occur. Nuthall and Alton-Lee provide a number of examples of
children’s classroom learning that demonstrate these processes.37

Consider the following examples taken from think-alouds of undergraduate stu-
dents trying to learn about a very complex computer simulation model of procedural
learning.38

Consists of knowledge element representing the memory or known information
as condition [almost verbatim reading with underlining]

Knowledge is represented as a condition [rereading]
If such and such then so and so
If part condition, then part the action [underlines]
If part is the condition and the then part is the action [while rereading]

This student is using repetition both by rereading and by making almost verbatim
restatements of the information.

Now consider a second student.

Three step cycle [underlines]
First step-matching the condition clauses of rules to the active information
Ok
Second step-selecting
And third the actual executing
Matching, selecting, and executing, which is the 3-step cycle in the PI processing

[while reviewing what just read]
When it is fired-what happens [during re-reading]
Have to reread this-didn’t catch it the first time
When it is fired, the action statements alter the active information allowing a new

set [re-reading verbatim statement]
Each one of these 3-step cycles has one time step [underlines]
Ok, the three steps -3-step cycle is a time step [while re-reading]
Sequential series until the goal is reached [while re-reading]
Got it.

Again, in this example, we can see extensive amounts of repetition and rereading of
the material. This student is clearly “working” at making meaning and getting the
information into memory by basically repetition, with some minimal paraphrasing.
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Now let’s suppose that there already is a long-term declarative knowledge chunk
for the sensory input. When the input comes into working memory, it will trigger a
pattern match retrieval of the chunk. If the input is already contained in the chunk
(i.e., the learner already has the knowledge), the corresponding neurons will be
strengthened and we are done. If only part of the new sensory input is in the chunk,
the new parts will be appended to the chunk. The new part will not have the same
strength as the existing chunk, but if it is subsequently repeated, it will just become
part of the chunk over time. Clearly, this process involves much less work than
building a new chunk from scratch. Storage is not dependent on immediate work-
ing memory processing or long-term potentiation. The new information is stored
with the existing memory chunk, so it gets into long-term memory immediately by
virtue of the working memory association rule. Certainly, simple association stor-
age will need refining. As we talked about previously in considering the hierarchical
structure of declarative networks, if the new information should be distinguished as
something unique like dog or cat rather than an integral part of an existing chunk,
like animal, further learning will be needed.

Consider the following think-aloud from an experienced cognitive psychology
professor learning the same passage as the novice in the first previous example:

Knowledge element representing memory or known information processed by the
cognitive system [reading aloud]

That’s kind of like – um declarative knowledge, long-term memory
Ah, knowledge represented as condition – action rules, if-then [while reading]
So really, it’s more semantic or propositional type stuff, if-then that’s typical way

of doing things
And then its got an active information element representing current information

available for-from perceptual input [while reading, almost verbatim]
That’s kind of like short-term memory

Note that as this person reads through the material, the incoming information trig-
gers retrival of prior knowledge about the topic. This retrieved knowledge allows
him to recognize the new material as an instance of something she already knows
and move on. There is no re-reading evident.

Consider this example from another experienced psychologist learning the same
material.

PI also contains an active information element representing current information
available to the system . . . previous processing. . .and a working memory where
active information is contained and processing occurs . . . by comparing the con-
ditions of rules to active information and executing the actions specified in the
rule [almost verbatim 1st reading aloud]

OK, so it’s a production system.

This person has recognized what is being described as something he already
knows (a production system) and has simply subsumed the new information into
the chunk.
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Prior knowledge also allows new learning to be integrated into a larger knowl-
edge organization. A totally new chunk is constrained to the limits of working
memory storage. Only a small amount of information can be linked together into
a new chunk at one time, so new chunks are not very elaborated. If what is to
be learned is more complex, the chunk will have to be built up by retrieving and
attaching new elaborations, which themselves are limited in size by working mem-
ory capacity. When existing knowledge is retrieved, however, the entire network is
available, including the chunk and any broader associated chunks. The new infor-
mation has a considerably larger array of potential connections and associations.
The connection of the new knowledge to appropriate associated knowledge is going
to be more accurate and complete when the entire scope of related knowledge is
available. This is why we often try to get students to relate what is being taught to
what they know or to their everyday experience.

Although prior knowledge is generally facilitative for new learning, there can
be problematic aspects. If the incoming knowledge generates a pattern match and
our “judgment” about the new information is that it is just another instance of the
same thing, we may miss important distinctions between what is new and what we
already know. Also, we may apply the wrong parts of the existing prior knowledge.
Research in expertise has found that beginners often group knowledge and problems
based on similarities in observable sensory features, like physics problems that all
have a pulley in them, rather than grouping the way experts do based on underlying
physics principles (like, say Newton’s second law). This impedes making the right
similarity connections between new and existing knowledge.

Perhaps the most pervasive negative prior knowledge effect in education has been
identified in the “misperceptions” literature. In everyday life, we build up declara-
tive knowledge from our general experiences with the world around us. One of the
key functions of school is to transmit formal symbolic knowledge in all fields, espe-
cially science. Much of this knowledge is not directly “observable” or experienced
in everyday life. Instead, it is abstract like Newton’s laws of motion or even more
abstract as in Einstein’s theory of relativity. We may, therefore, be faced with try-
ing to teach children things that run counter to their fairly well-formed experience
based prior knowledge. Studies have identified various ways that students deal with
this conflict between what they know and what we teach.39 We as educators want
them to develop an overall more sophisticated knowledge network that appropri-
ately relates their experiential knowledge with the formal scientific principles that
we are teaching. The reality, however, is that students often refuse to believe the
new knowledge or separate it as “school” knowledge that has no relevance to the
real world or use other sub-optimal approaches.

Basic Knowledge Processes

We can summarize this chapter on knowledge into the following set of basic
knowledge-related processes.
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1. If knowledge in long-term memory is retrieved, its strength is increased (the
repetition effect).

2. If a knowledge chunk is retrieved, all other chunks to which it is connected are
retrieved and all the connections between them are strengthened (the spreading
activation effect).

3. If parts of retrieved knowledge match to working memory contents, they are
strengthened; if parts of retrieved knowledge do not match to working mem-
ory contents, they are weakened or inhibited (chunk building – the law of large
numbers).

4. Learning personal, episodic knowledge of one’s life is easy; learning semantic
(non-episodic) knowledge is hard (the Fourth Rule of the ULM).

5. If an action is successful, its connection to the knowledge of the situation in
which it occurred is strengthened; if an action is unsuccessful, its connection to
the knowledge of the situation is weakened or inhibited (proceduralization – the
practice effect).

6. If knowledge has been retrieved, new information in working memory will be
connected to this knowledge (ULM Learning Principle 2: The Prior Knowledge
Effect).

7. Any active knowledge in long-term memory is accessible to working memory
(ULM Principle 2: Working memory capacity is increased by prior knowledge).
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Chapter 5
Motivation

In the educational and psychological literature, motivation is a rather diffuse con-
struct. Generally, motivation is the psychological construct used to describe those
things that impel and sustain us to put forth effort. If something is easy and doesn’t
require us to “work” on it, we don’t talk much about being motivated or not. But,
when we start talking about difficult things like lifting weights or running 10 miles
or hanging drywall or even mental things like writing computer code for eight hours,
we start to ask about what is motivating us to do these hard tasks. Broadly, motiva-
tion is the general answer to the question of “Why” we do what we do, especially
why we do things that are hard to do. At the most advanced levels of expertise, we
marvel at the prodigious efforts put forth by cyclist Lance Armstrong or musician
Jascha Heifetz or scientist Marie Curie.

Motivation can be talked about at a variety of “levels.” At the macro level, we can
talk broadly about why we chose one career over another, why we enjoy “action”
movies or comedies or why we would rather eat chocolate ice cream than straw-
berry. We can potentially talk about the motivation behind any action we might take
in the short or long term. When we want to address questions of “why” at these
macro levels, there are appropriate ways to frame what motivation might be behind
behaviors and choices.

Although motivation can be talked about in relation to anything a person
might do, in the ULM, we are concerned with what motivates someone to learn.
Specifically, we are interested in what motivates someone to do those specific cog-
nitive learning processes that we have talked about in previous chapters. Certainly,
when we consider education broadly, there are important macro level motivational
questions. Why students choose particular classes or majors and even why they
come to school at all are important questions for educators. We can’t talk mean-
ingfully about motivating students to allocate working memory to a learning task,
if students aren’t in school or working on homework or doing other school related
things. We will address these broader motivational issues more in Chapter 8 as we
discuss how to apply the motivational principles of the ULM to the classroom and
educational setting.

The ULM itself is a learning model at a more micro cognitive level. We have
been discussing the processes involved in learning in relation to neuron change and
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cognitive processing in working and long-term memory. To talk about motivation
at this level, we need to talk about how motivation explains “the why” of these
cognitive processes. That is the focus of this chapter.

For all of the myriad studies devoted to motivation and the rather extensive
array of “motivators” identified in the literature, there is surprisingly little delin-
eation of the specifics of how motivation works and especially how it works with
cognition. There has not been a comprehensive model of motivation specifying
how motivation directly impacts the underlying cognitive processes of working
memory and learning. The ULM provides this model of how motivation oper-
ates in conjunction with working memory. It builds on the model first put forth
by two of the authors, Brooks and Shell.1 They argued that motivation was an
integral part of working memory and influenced how much of available work-
ing memory was allocated to a task. We begin with a recapitulation of their
model.

Learning Principle 3: Working Memory and Motivation

In a learning task, we have to bring new information into working memory, attend to
it, and process it by repetition and/or transformation. We have previously discussed
what we might think of as the “absolute” capacity of working memory as about
four units. We have also discussed how the effective capacity of working memory
can be increased by chunking and automaticity, both of which free some of the
four available storage slots and allow access to larger amounts of prior knowledge
by working memory. So, working memory has available for allocation whatever
is not being allocated to some other task. This is working memory’s effective
capacity.

We haven’t dealt with the question of how much of this potentially available
working memory capacity is actually being used for learning. Nothing about being
“available” necessarily implies “used.” Research in working memory, especially
by Cowan, Engle, and their many colleagues, has distinguished between the abso-
lute working memory capacity that a person has available and the amount of
that capacity that is actually being used at any given time.2 Ellis and Ashbrook
put forth the resource allocation hypothesis: performance on any task is depen-
dent on how much of working memory capacity is being allocated to the task
rather than on how much absolute working memory capacity a person may
have.3

If effective working memory capacity is dependent on how much of the available
working memory capacity a person is allocating, then the question becomes “What
determines if and how much working memory capacity a person is allocating?” This
is where motivation enters the picture. In the ULM, motivation is the primary influ-
ence on how much of available working memory capacity is actually used. Students
may have all of their working memory capacity available, but if they are not moti-
vated to focus their attention on the learning task, and allocate their capacity to that
task, they likely will not learn anything.
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We have noted throughout the previous discussions of learning, working mem-
ory, and knowledge that the learning process requires effort. The cognitive actions
involved in what we have described before as controlled processing in working
memory are not effortless. Directing attention, repeating, creating connections, or
performing transformations, all require cognitive effort. These effortful cognitions
are necessary for learning all non-episodic knowledge. Learning semantic knowl-
edge always will require effort. This is expressed in the fourth rule of learning
(learning can be effortless or require effort). We can now expand this as follows:
knowledge that does not require controlled processing does not require effort and
hence does not require motivation; knowledge that requires controlled processing
requires effort and therefore requires motivation.

The Neurobiology of “Biological” Motivation; Drives

To begin to understand how motivation and working memory interact, we start with
neurobiology. The oldest studies in motivation focused on biological motivators.
These studies examined what came to be generically termed drives and included
hunger, thirst, sex, and so forth. Drives were seen as directing behavior. When you
are hungry, you focus your attention on food and initiate “food seeking” activi-
ties. Extensive anatomical and physiological mapping of drives identified important
areas in the hypothalamus and thalamus regions of the brain that regulate most drive
related behaviors. These areas are connected through neurons to other areas impor-
tant in hormonal and glandular regulation. Connections are also present to the higher
cortical areas implicated in working memory including the prefrontal cortex.

Drive research likely predominated in early motivation studies because so much
of the learning research of the early 20th century was dominated by animal research
(such as the studies of Pavlov and Skinner already mentioned). Researchers needed
ways of motivating their animals to perform experimental tasks such as running a
maze or pushing a bar – things animals rarely do on their own. Since we can’t talk
to animals, researchers relied on biological drives; motivating animals by making
them hungry or thirsty. Recently, advanced techniques have been applied to selec-
tively stimulate neurons in freely behaving animals “sufficient to drive behavioral
conditioning.”4

It is true that drives motivate behavior. People who are hungry are not likely to
focus much attention on anything else but food. While biological drives underlie
considerable “macro” level behavior, they supply little of the motivation for learn-
ing processes in working memory. Biological drive is important, especially if these
drives are not being met. A student can’t focus attention on learning if she is hun-
gry, which is why schools have instituted free and reduced-price lunch and even
breakfast programs for children who are not getting enough food at home. Teachers
often ascribe some disruption in school produced by adolescents to their sexual
drives. These drives, however, are not directing working memory to direct attention
to learning materials being covered in a class.
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Extensions of Drive Theories

The extent to which we have additional biological drives beyond those for basic
survival and reproduction is unclear. One of the better-known theories that tried
to extend drive-based motivation beyond basic biological needs was Maslow’s
Hierarchy of Needs.5 While there was never any extensive research showing that
Maslow’s higher levels of needs had specific biological or neurological founda-
tions, his hierarchy has a common sense reality that teachers can easily recognize.
For example, he proposed that immediately beyond physiological drives was a need
for safety (feeling secure and protected). Studies of bullying have documented that
students who feel threatened or unsafe in school are not likely to be focused on
learning.6

Maslow also noted social needs. Humans are social animals. Our existence
depends on social interaction and social groups. There is evidence to suggest that
inclinations toward social interaction, a social drive if you will, have biological
underpinnings. Certainly school is as much a social community as an academic
setting. Studies have shown that students are likely to be pursuing social goals in
school as much as learning goals.7 Also, students who are socially isolated can have
negative personal and academic outcomes. As with biological drives, these needs
influence behavior primarily at the macro level rather than at the level of working
memory allocation in the ULM.

Beyond Drive

In the context of school learning, drive-based and need-based motivators do not
play much of a direct role in student motivation. If unmet, these drives and needs
can be detrimental to learning because they direct attention away from the learning
task to competing thoughts or behaviors. We can make the broad argument that
most learning ultimately is about drives and needs. The argument is that we learn so
that we can improve our prospects of better providing for food and shelter for our
future family. This connection is indirect, however. When a student allocates her
working memory to studying algebra homework, she likely is not being motivated
by how this assignment is going to help her eat; if she is thinking about being hungry
or eating at all, it is likely to be a distraction focusing attention away from the
homework.

These limits on drive-based motivations as explanations for learning and achieve-
ment have led contemporary motivation theorists and researchers to focus on two
areas. The first is what we can broadly call cognitive motivators. Maslow described
these as needs for the self: for recognition, achievement, esteem, respect, and con-
fidence. Contemporary research has greatly extended our understanding of these
motivators by examining them not only as drives but also as beliefs or knowledge.
The second area is emotion. Both cognitive and emotional motivators influence
working memory allocation.
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Goals

The most basic cognitive motivator that has been studied is goals. In some of the
earliest work in motivation for achievement, Atkinson noted that achievement moti-
vation was striving for attaining a goal.8 Extensive study of goals, summarized by
Locke and Latham, led to what is known as the goal gradient hypothesis: the higher
the goal that is set for performance, the higher the performance.9 Educators will
immediately see the connection to “standards.”

Why are goals so closely tied to performance and achievement? Previously we
have discussed controlled versus automatic processing in working memory. By def-
inition, controlled processing implies a goal; we wouldn’t be controlling things if
we didn’t have a purpose. In virtually all cognitive and neural net models, goals
drive processing. They are what processing is moving toward. The same is true of
all problem-solving models. Problem solving is about attaining a goal – the solved
problem. In working memory, goals are not just motivational in the sense of increas-
ing effort. They also allocate attention by indicating what should or shouldn’t be
attended to in sensory input or retrieved knowledge; they direct where attention
should focus in the future. The goal sets pattern matching parameters for what is
kept in working memory from sensory inputs and retrieved knowledge; it helps
determine how long this information is kept in working memory storage and whether
it is repeatedly attended. Goals also define whether additional transformations and
connections will be made. Basically, goals are integral to all controlled processing in
working memory. Drives like hunger and other macro level motivators are enacted
through setting goals for working memory allocation. Working memory allocation
is directed to a task like learning as long as that task is the active goal. If the goal
changes, working memory allocation shifts to the new goal and begins a new task.
Motivation to persist in a learning task and undertake repetitions and transformative
or connective processing is dependent on the learning goal being maintained over
time in the face of competing goals.

Of all motivators, goals most clearly reflect the integration of motivation and
working memory proposed in the ULM. Goals motivate their attainment. Once we
have a goal, we exert cognitive effort to attain that goal. This means that we direct
working memory allocation to achieve the goal. A substantial amount of the moti-
vation for controlled processing comes from the goal that is present. Although this
integration of goal-directed motivation and cognitive processing in working mem-
ory is straightforward, there has been little recognition of this prior to the ULM.
Cognitive theories have noted the role of goals in directing attention and cognitive
processing, but have not typically considered the motivational processes involved.
Contemporary goal theories have focused on the motivational properties of goals,
how they influence level of effort, choice, strategy use, and achievement. They have
not focused on how this motivation is expressed in working memory.10

Not all human thinking and behavior is goal directed. All of our working memory
processing is not controlled. We can simply be “daydreaming” and taking in sensory
input or retrieving knowledge as a “stream of consciousness” with no particular
purpose or result in mind. All intentional learning is goal directed, however. With
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the exception of implicit learning, learning requires controlled processing. The mere
acts of focusing attention on something in working memory, repeating something,
or processing something to store it in long-term memory implies a purpose: a goal
to engage in these working memory processes.

Although everything we speak of in this book is biological at its core, in the sense
that it ultimately deals with tissues, cells, and biochemicals, goals are cognitive
rather than biological entities. While drives may establish a biological imperative
to, say, find food, the specific goals set for this are cognitive, based on knowledge.
Through episodic experience and as a consequence of specific teaching, we have
learned how to achieve important goals like locating and securing food. For early
humans, this might have been where game could be found or where vegetables could
be gathered. For modern humans, this might be the route to the grocery store. Our
ability to establish goals is based on our knowledge of the world and how things
in the world are related. As we discussed previously, goals are part of the pro-
cedural knowledge chain, often establishing the parameters for selecting one path
over another and for evaluating the success of a procedure. Procedural knowledge
is strengthened by goal attainment or weakened by failure to achieve a goal.

This means that goals work in conjunction with working memory the same way
any declarative or procedural knowledge works. Goals can be learned. Goals can
be incorporated into chunks. Goals are retrieved from long-term memory by pattern
matching. Goals can be embedded into procedural knowledge chains and automa-
tized. We retrieve goals because they are pattern matched by sensory inputs coming
from situations in the environment. We also set goals based on emerging needs dur-
ing problem solving/critical thinking. As situations arise that we don’t have answers
to, we use incoming sensory input and our knowledge to dynamically create goals
in working memory, as we dynamically create knowledge. You might say to your-
self something like, “ab didn’t match with xy; what happens if I try to match cd
with xy?” As you bumble along in your attempts, you may set and achieve or fail
to achieve many, many goals. This makes goals highly individual; even in the same
surroundings, like a classroom, we cannot assume that everyone is pursuing the
same or even similar goals.

Goal Value

The motivating property of a goal is affected by its value. Early research recognized
that it isn’t just having a goal that drives goal attainment but also how much the goal
is worth. This was apparent even in animal research. Changing the amount or taste
of food, its “value,” affected how much effort animals put forth. It wasn’t just a case
of being hungry; it was also a case of how much the food was “worth.” 11 Goals
that have higher value produce higher motivation. While value is not an absolute
determinant of which goals will be selected to work on, high value goals tend to
be selected over less valued goals. Value also helps sustain goal engagement. As
we noted previously, goals direct and sustain working memory allocation during
the time they are active. Goals with higher value are retained longer in the face
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of competing goals thereby sustaining working memory allocation to goal related
processing longer. This is important for learning related processes like sustained
attention, repetition, and transformations/connections, all of which require working
memory allocation be maintained for the time necessary to complete the process.

Determining the value of a goal is not simple. Even drive goals like food do not
produce a simple additive increase in motivation as the amount of food increases.
More complex sensory features like smell and taste are also involved. Consider
chocolate versus mashed potatoes. Small portions of chocolate may be a bigger
motivator than a large serving of potatoes. On the other hand, this isn’t universal.
Not everyone likes chocolate, or likes it better than mashed potatoes. In humans and
even in animals, value seems to be subjective. This relates to school because not all
students are motivated by the same things. Some students may place little value on
goals related to learning or school. Therefore, they aren’t motivated by the typical
goals and outcomes available in the classroom.

Why is value subjective? Like goals, value is based in our knowledge. Things
are valuable not just because of their intrinsic properties, like edible food, but also
because we have learned to value them. Paper money has no intrinsic value; it is
a piece of paper. We have learned to value it because it can buy things that we do
value. Other values are more personal. We value things that lead to good feelings
or emotions and will discuss these later on. While we may have biologically-based
mechanisms that draw us to dance and music, which are almost universally practiced
and valued, we have learned to value specific aesthetic expression of these like ballet
and opera.

Contingencies: The Experienced Past; The Expected Future

Contingencies reflect regular, already experienced relationships between knowl-
edge, behaviors, and outcomes. Contingencies are the probabilities that the occur-
rence of one thing such as a tree is associated with the occurrence of another thing
such as a leaf. You may recognize this as the basic mechanism of chunk formation
and connection of chunks into large networks in declarative memory. Bits of knowl-
edge are grouped into chunks and chunks are connected based on the frequency
with which they have fired together. Stated in another way, this cumulative histori-
cal frequency reflects the contingent relationship between those bits of knowledge.
The higher the cumulative frequency or contingency, the greater the strength of their
neural connection.

You may also have recognized that the basic structure of procedural memory,
the “If – Then” connection between conditions and actions, reflects a contingency.
In our procedural knowledge example of “If it is raining, then open an umbrella,”
the opening of an umbrella is contingent on the presence of rain. We only do it if
rain is falling.

Contingencies underlie our episodic memories. Recall from Chapter 4 that
episodic memory chunks are frequency counts of the recurring commonalities of
our lives. These recurring commonalities, our episodic schema or habits, reflect
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contingencies that have regularly occurred in our experience. For example, there
is a regularity with which objects, actions, and events in our world go together. Our
ability to walk into our home and recognize it as our home is contingent on the
furniture, decorations, colors, smells, etc. being the same as they have been before.
Our lives have consistency to the extent that things and events in our life have high
contingencies; they go together and occur in predictable ways. If they don’t, then
we will be confused and uncertain, as we would be if all the furniture in our home
were rearranged when we came back in the evening.

These episodic contingencies form the basis of a cluster of motivators known as
expectancies. A contingency reflects the cumulative frequency count of how things
have been connected in the past. By the law of large numbers, this cumulative
frequency produces a probability that these previous connected things will occur
together in the future. This probability is an expectancy. This expectancy allows us
to predict how likely it is that things will occur in the future like they have occurred
in the past. If I have gotten good grades when I have studied in the past, I will
have episodic knowledge that grades are contingently connected to studying. The
more often in my life that studying has led to high grades, the stronger the contin-
gency between studying and high grades. This leads me to expect that, in the future,
studying will pay off with high grades.

Although expectancies are anchored in our episodic memories of the contingen-
cies we have experienced in our lives, they can also be influenced by vicarious
experiences. We don’t have to experience a car accident directly to learn that bad
driving is contingently connected to having accidents. We could see someone else
have an accident. Perhaps we could see a film about accidents or be told about
what causes accidents in a defensive driving course. Therefore, a contingency can
be learned just like any other kind of semantic knowledge. As a result, my expectan-
cies are based both on my personal, episodic contingency knowledge and any other
contingencies I may have learned as semantic knowledge. In fact, learned semantic
contingencies may dominate for young children who have limited personal experi-
ence. Recently, evidence for neuronal changes resulting from fictive events has been
found.12

Because contingencies can be learned, the expectancies based on them can be
changed through explicit teaching and intervention. Because contingencies are
knowledge, they engage with working memory just like any declarative or pro-
cedural knowledge. Pattern matching retrieves them. Retrieved contingencies are
motivational because they produce expectancies that allow prediction of what to
expect for possible alternative actions. These expectancies allow what Bandura
has called forethought, the ability to anticipate future consequences of our actions
and try out alternatives “in our head.”13 In ULM terms, this means trying out in
working memory before implementing actions. We are motivated to pursue those
actions that we expect are most likely to lead (i.e., most contingent) to achieving our
goal.

Expectancies are based on multiple sources of contingency knowledge, our
episodic contingencies, and any vicariously experienced or learned semantic contin-
gency knowledge. Pattern matching in working memory will retrieve any relevant
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contingency knowledge chunks. Each of these specific knowledge chunks produces
a probability estimate that is its expectancy. Recent animal studies provide support
for the neurological basis of such probability mechanisms.14 The actual expectancy
one has, however, is the aggregate probability derived from all of the available
contingency chunks. This makes expectancies “subjective.” They are constructions
rather than exact copies of any specific contingency. As such, they can deviate from
what an observer might see as the object or true contingency. They might even
deviate from our own actual past experience if we have other conflicting semantic
contingency knowledge.

Expectancies motivate increased working memory allocation beyond just the
neural strengths of the procedural knowledge and the goal itself. Because expectan-
cies are based on contingencies that reflect past experiences, they bias action and
working memory allocation toward those things that have worked in the past. If
something has worked in the past, it is more likely to be tried again and again until
it stops working. This bias toward what has worked previously has obvious adaptive
utility. If we have contingent knowledge that something will work in this situation
to achieve a goal, we can predict that this will likely work again. This keeps us from
“starting from scratch” each time we need to decide what to do.

On the other hand, this is also how we can get stuck in a sub-optimal behavior.
Although others may think and studies may support that other approaches work
better, we continue using a less effective approach that has worked for us before.
One of us does not “touch type” in spite of school courses on typing, admonitions
from numerous colleagues and students, and a sense of envy when a touch typist
reels off a passage at a keyboard in our presence. We do well with two fingers, and
hold out hope for the really effective dictation computer program (If it ain’t broke,
don’t fix it – old saying.)

Specific Motivational Expectancies

There are three contingency-based expectancies that have been found to be espe-
cially significant for motivation: means-end, outcome, and success. These three
impact decisions about goals.

Means-ends expectancy is our expectancy that certain actions will lead to accom-
plishing a desired goal. Means-ends expectancies can be expressed as an if – then
statement such as, “If I study, then I will get a high grade.” In this respect, a means-
ends expectancy is based on the episodic contingency record of the past success or
failure of procedural knowledge in attaining various goals. Every time some proce-
dural knowledge fires, the episodic contingency for that procedure is updated with
the resulting success or failure of the procedure in achieving the goal. As the pro-
cedure is used over time, the strength of the subsequent expectancy increases. For
any specific goal, there can be multiple ways to achieve it. Means-ends expectan-
cies reflect the likelihood of success for each of these possible alternative actions
and motivate us to select and pursue those actions most likely to succeed.
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Outcome expectancy is based on the contingency between goals and other
outcomes. Means-ends and outcome expectancies reflect two sides of a coin. Means-
ends expectancies answer the question, “If I want something (e.g. a good grade),
what are the possible ways that I could get this (study, bribe the teacher, cheat,
pray)?” Outcome expectancies answer the question, “If I accomplish this (get a
good grade), what else can I expect to get (pass the course, get into grad school,
get a job)?” An outcome expectancy is the episodic contingency record of what has
happened in the past when we have taken actions or achieved goals, what behav-
iorists called reinforcement history, and therefore what is likely to happen if we
take that action or achieve that goal again. This includes the intended consequences
and other possible unintended consequences that might result. They motivate us to
pursue goals and take actions that lead to more valued outcomes.

Success expectancy is based on the contingency between our attempt to achieve
a goal and our success in achieving it. If we have repeatedly attempted to achieve a
goal but have failed, our expectancy of future success in achieving this goal is low.
Success expectancies bias us to pursue goals that we have a reasonable likelihood
of achieving. A good example of this is winning the gold medal in the Olympic
100-meter dash. This is clearly a valuable goal to set. There is a strong outcome
expectancy that the winner of the gold medal will become rich and famous. So
why aren’t we all out practicing to win the gold medal? It is because, for all but
a very few, this is a goal that we don’t have very high expectancy of realizing.
Considerable research in contemporary expectancy-value theory has documented
the strong effects success expectancies have on effort and achievement in school.15

Success expectancies express the overall success or failure in achieving a goal. As a
result, they motivate the choice of which goal to pursue. They do not specify any par-
ticular means-ends expectancies for which actions might be relevant for successfully
achieving the chosen goal.

Self-Efficacy

Bandura has noted that while outcome expectancies can tell us what we might get
by achieving a goal and means-ends expectancies might tell us what actions are
needed to achieve a goal, these will not be motivating if we don’t think we can
perform those actions. Think about children who know that reading well will lead
to desirable outcomes like getting good grades in school, but don’t believe that they
can effectively read. They are unlikely to be motivated to spend much time reading.
Bandura called our competence to perform actions self-efficacy.

In the ULM terms, which are very similar to how Bandura has described
self-efficacy mechanisms, self-efficacy is our subjective probability of being able
to effectively perform an action or in knowledge terms, execute a procedural
knowledge action sequence.16

When a procedure fires, the neurons in the procedural chain are strengthened
through their firing. As procedures are repeated, they increase in strength. Means-
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ends expectancies are based on the contingencies between the individual conditions
and actions and between sequences of condition – action procedures. Self-efficacy
is based on the strength of these connections. Recall that, prior to automatization,
procedures are retrieved during dynamic, controlled processing in working mem-
ory. In dynamic processing or problem solving, procedures execute based on their
strength. The likelihood of a procedure executing is dependent on its strength rela-
tive to other procedures. As procedures are selected in this competition, those that
are selected more often increase in strength faster and have a better chance of selec-
tion next time. Self-efficacy is a knowledge chunk that keeps a trace record of this
cognitive activity; an episodic memory of working memory selection. Self-efficacy,
therefore, can reflect a probability from zero for a procedure that is never selected
to almost 100% for an automated procedure that will execute almost every time.

As with goals and expectancies, retrieved self-efficacy knowledge enters into
dynamic problem solving in working memory along with other retrieved knowledge
and sensory inputs. During forethought, self-efficacy motivates working memory to
attend to those procedures with the higher probabilities of success. The motivation
from self-efficacy appears to be stronger than that from expectancy. This makes
sense; even if a procedure would be contingently connected to achieving a goal,
there isn’t much reason to perform it if it is unlikely to work. Self-efficacy motivates
our attention to procedures that we are likely to perform successfully.

Self-efficacy derives from numerous factors, but primarily from the past suc-
cesses and failures of our procedures. As with contingencies, self-efficacy also can
be influenced by vicarious learning. Seeing someone else successfully do something
may increase our self-efficacy. Feedback that we can do something successfully
also may enhance our self-efficacy. Self-efficacy is easier undermined than instilled,
however. Suggesting that we won’t be successful can lower our self-efficacy. Self-
efficacy can be influenced by comparisons with others; even if we can perform
an action well, we might have lower self-efficacy because we see someone else
do it better. Self-efficacy is subject to our emotional state: we may be exhila-
rated and believe it’s our time to “go for the gold;” we may be too exhausted to
attempt something we normally would feel confident about accomplishing.17 As
with expectancies, self-efficacy is not an exact copy of our own experienced pro-
cedure strength. Like expectancies, it is a construction based on multiple sources
including our episodic record of working memory selection and any vicariously
experienced or learned semantic efficacy knowledge. Our self-efficacy at any point
in time is aggregate probability derived from all of the currently retrieved efficacy
knowledge. This is why Bandura refers to self-efficacy as a subjective probability,
rather than an actual true probability of a procedures’ success.18

Students are constantly learning new skills, such as long division, that they
haven’t experienced before. Many possible procedures that we may have, especially
those in the process of being learned, do not have extensive histories of repeti-
tion. We may only have done them once or twice. Our experience with success
or failure after only a couple of long-division problems can produce distorted self-
efficacy probabilities. Also, since self-efficacy has little actual frequency to count in
these instances, it may be extensively based on vicarious learning and feedback.
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Self-efficacy’s accuracy and its motivational strength go hand in hand with the
actual strengthening of procedures through practice. As we get better, our self-
efficacy increases accordingly and more accurately reflects the true probabilities of
the procedure being successful. There is a general self-efficacy that does come into
play in classrooms. Although a student may have little or no experience in learn-
ing skill xyz, she may be a generally successful student who already has learned
abc and def. This learner tends to adopt a positive sense of self-efficacy for related
tasks.

Emotion

Goals, expectancies, and self-efficacy are described in terms of cognitive motivators.
Emotions also can serve as motivators. Emotions are rooted in biological systems
associated with pleasure, pain, and arousal. There is a growing body of work in the
neurobiology of emotion. LaBar and Cabeza have documented considerable inter-
connection between brain areas in the prefrontal cortex associated with working
memory, and lower brain areas associated with emotion (e.g., amygdala).19 Also,
connections exist between emotion areas and the hippocampus, a primary site of
long-term potentiation for episodic memory.

Emotions, sometimes also called affect, have multiple roles in cognition. First,
they interact with working memory during ongoing cognition. Emotion is sending
inputs into working memory along with the inputs from the senses and retrieved
knowledge. The dynamic processing in working memory not only involves knowl-
edge but also involves emotion. In working memory, emotion serves as a motivator:
it directs working memory attention to things with positive emotions or in some
cases to negative emotions such as reoccurring negative thoughts associated with
depression. New emotional input can redirect attention away from a current goal.
Feelings from emotional inputs can sustain continuing working memory processing
allowing for repetition or transformational processing. There is evidence that emo-
tional inputs occupy slots in working memory’s temporary storage, so emotion can
compete for storage space with other sensory input or retrieved knowledge.20 In a
learning situation, emotion can reduce the working memory capacity available for
the learning task. This is evident when students become anxious and cannot focus
attention on studying or taking a test. On the other hand, positive emotions can
sustain effort and persistence in learning activities. While a student cannot allocate
more working memory capacity than he has, emotions can help him to maintain near
total allocation.

Emotion is intimately connected with knowledge. Emotional connections for
episodic memories can be quite strong. In fact, strong emotional attachment can
keep an episodic memory from decaying. Anyone reading this book is almost cer-
tain to remember what he or she was doing on the morning of September 11,
2001. Importantly, episodic emotions can interfere with declarative learning. If a
student has a strong negative episodic emotional memory of school, simply enter-
ing the school building might retrieve this negative emotion. This negative emotion
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could take up working memory capacity and focus attention on the emotion rather
than on the classroom and learning tasks. Negative emotions could produce avoid-
ance goals that might include dropping out of school. Conversely, positive episodic
emotions associated with school could provide additional motivation for learning
tasks. That is why caring teachers and peer friendships are so crucial to the success
of students in school, especially for those who struggle. These positive emotions
can make struggling students resilient and therefore more likely to persist and
succeed.

Emotional Content of Knowledge

A rather remarkable experiment was performed about the impact of odor. Two
groups of students were taught in rooms pervaded with odor.21 One group expe-
rienced camphor, a somewhat noxious chemical once used in mothballs. The
other experienced chocolate. When tested, half of the camphor students were
tested in the camphor odor and the other half in chocolate – and similarly for
the chocolate students. In the end, camphor-taught students tested better in cam-
phor, and chocolate-taught students tested better in chocolate. Clearly, the odors
had nothing to do with the instructional content. How did this come about?
Pattern matching is needed for recall (and testing). Having the same odor present
gives just one more thing for a pattern to match against, and so goes the
explanation.

In a similar way, emotions can be connected to declarative knowledge. Early
research in what was called “mood state memory” showed that knowledge that
was learned in a happy or sad emotional state was better recalled when the sub-
ject was in the same emotional state as during learning.22 These connections to
knowledge occur because emotion interacts with knowledge in a fashion similar
to how any feature in sensory or proprioceptive input interacts. If an emotion is
present in working memory at the same time some knowledge is present, the work-
ing memory rule of association will connect the emotion to the knowledge when this
knowledge is stored in long-term memory. After that, pattern matching accounts for
the seeming connection. Essentially, we create a memory of the emotional feeling
that becomes part of the knowledge chunk. Emotions can afford a retrieval pattern
match if an emotion is in working memory. This also works in reverse; retrieval
of the chunk through a sensory match will result in the retrieval of the emotional
sensation connected with the knowledge. Consider seeing a television image of a
beach on Maui and remembering fondly a vacation you had with your family at that
beach.

Almost all knowledge starts as episodic memory and is likely to be connected
to autobiographical content such as emotions present at the time of learning.
Unless emotion is integral to knowledge, emotion will not reoccur on each
retrieval of the declarative content. The emotional content usually will be stripped
off the knowledge chunk, as repetitions occur over time without the emotion
present.
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Emotions as Goals

Emotions themselves may be goals. The objective of a cognitive or behavioral action
might be to produce an emotional feeling such as happiness. When educators and
psychologists talk about “intrinsic” motivation or doing something for its own sake,
they usually are implying an emotional goal. The activity itself produces a positive
feeling; there need be no other outcome necessary. For example, self-esteem is an
emotion-based goal that often is pursued in schools.

There is a potential conflict when pursuing an emotional goal. If a student is
pursuing an intrinsic emotional goal, his working memory focus will be on achiev-
ing the emotion rather than on achieving a learning outcome. If a learning goal
is also present, working memory cannot do both simultaneously; instead, it must
shift back and forth between the goals. In either case, the presence of an emotional
goal is likely to reduce learning because working memory allocation will not be
totally on the learning task. Another way of expressing this is to say that learning is
always most efficient when the learning itself is the goal. It works most efficiently
when all working memory has to take into account is learning; no “distractions.”
Because emotions can be goals, the same cognitive motivators influence them as any
other goal. Pekrun and his colleagues have found that emotional appraisals are influ-
enced by the same value, expectancy, and self-efficacy processes we have discussed
previously.23

The ULM and Emotion

The ULM provides a good understanding of the impact of emotion upon other com-
ponents of cognition. In the ULM, emotion acts like any other cognitive entity. It is
subject to the three principles and five rules. Like any sensory input, emotion enters
working memory and, once there, is subject to the same rules for storage and con-
nection as any other sensory input. It is stored as knowledge, and subsequently acts
in working memory and cognition like any other knowledge. It is a potential compo-
nent of dynamic cognition and problem solving, and has motivational properties as
part of this interaction. Emotion can be a goal that, like any other goal, directs and
motivates working memory allocation along with the value, means-ends expectan-
cies, outcome expectancies, expectancy of success, and self-efficacy associated with
the emotional goal (see Pekrun24). These interactions with working memory sug-
gest that emotion is both a biological and a cognitive entity that in its own right
can impact cognition as learned knowledge. While emotion interacts with working
memory in many ways, these interactions can be understood through the principles
of the ULM.

Interest

The biological and cognitive structure of interest isn’t fully known. It appears to
have emotional roots, as interest is typically accompanied by positive emotions.
But, emotion is not always present and need not always be positive if it is. Also,
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like emotions, interest appears to have a knowledge-like component. We can have
an episodic memory of what has been interesting and “interestingness” can be
attached to a knowledge chunk like emotional memories. Excellent summaries and
discussion of interest by Hidi are available.25

From the perspective of the ULM, interest directs attention and working memory
allocation. We view interest in two ways.

Situational Interest

Situational interest is a property of sensory input from the environment. There are
sensory features that appear to draw our attention. These are typically novel or
unusual things. Demonstrations in chemistry and physics are thought to do this
so well that many departments employ full-time demonstrators whose job is to
help teachers set up and perform demonstrations. Interest appears to be associated
with this novelty or uniqueness; new things are interesting. Attention to new and
novel things plays a role in evolutionary selection and human development. Gibson
called these affordances.26 It is probably good to pay attention to novel things in the
environment if you want to survive. Novel things appear to produce an emotional
reaction that we experience as “interest.” Think about the interest (curiosity) that is
aroused when a new teacher joins a school. We immediately shift our attention to
try and learn as much as we can about our new co-worker. As something that directs
working memory attention, situational interest clearly plays a significant role in how
attention is directed and working memory resources are allocated. The episodic
memory of interest also would be associated with declarative knowledge chunks
stored about a novel event. Interest, then, can serve in a similar way to emotion as
a strengthening or motivational mechanism that facilitates retrieval. Considerable
research has documented the attention-directing properties of things in the environ-
ment identified by people as interesting, and also documented the higher likelihood
of recall of interesting information over other information available in a learning
situation. Recent studies have identified sources of situational interest in science
instruction.27 Interest can also be a problem. As a reader tries to comprehend the
important information in a piece of text, she may be sidetracked by seductive details
in it. Garner and her colleagues describe these irrelevant and distracting details as
“. . .novel, active, concrete, and personally involving (p. 44).”28 They can attract a
student’s attention away from the more abstract and general important information
that we want them to learn from the text.

Personal Interest

As people choose their profession or academic field or vocation or avocation, they
become more interested in that field as they become more immersed in it and more
expert. Personal interest relates to what it is that we do. This interest appears to
be a property of experience. If we intently pursue goals, we become interested in
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those goals. This personal interest sustains motivation toward long-term goals. It
also serves to reinforce choices that we have made for life and careers. When we
lose interest, we become less motivated in these pursuits and may even shift our
efforts to a new pursuit. In academic settings, this interest develops toward different
subject matter and disciplines. As the situated interest from the novelty of a new
subject wanes, the personal interest in the subject grows as the student engages
more with it. In a sense, if situational interest arises from novelty, personal interest
arises from familiarity.

We don’t really know the underlying biology of personal interest. Personal inter-
est may involve an emotional underpinning. It is most often associated with a
general positive feeling, but it is not very strong. Personal interest directs atten-
tion. We are interested in the things we pursue as our vocation or avocations, and
we focus attention on things related to those. At some point, some of us actually
find reading technical journals interesting. Unlike other cognitive motivators such
as expectancies and self-efficacy, personal interest does not obviously appear to
result from a declarative knowledge chunk that is counting something specific. As
we have noted, it does appear to increase in strength in conjunction with those things
we most often pursue as goals. Perhaps it is an episodic memory chunk counting the
number of times goals are pursued. This would be different from the counts of goal
success or failure done by a contingency. Instead, it would be a sort of record of
what we spent our time doing. It would then have the effect of entering working
memory during dynamic processing as a motivator that essentially says, “These are
the goals I have been pursuing the most, so these are probably what I should be pur-
suing now.” If this chunk also contains a positive emotional connection, its retrieval
would produce a corresponding emotional input into the decision making. Whether
this is how personal interest works cognitively is speculative at this time; we have
little direct evidence concerning the underlying processes involved.

Colvin devotes a chapter in his book Talent is Overrated to passion.29 We would
describe what he calls passion as intense personal interest. We’ve seen that interest
in children who become experts in dinosaurs or presidents or football teams. We’ve
seen it in quilters or bridge players or students of the American Civil War. It’s a
really noteworthy quality when we see it in the likes of Tiger Woods or Eric Kandel
or Yo-Yo Ma. Understanding how personal interest can become so strong as to be
described as passion seems to be a worthy goal.

Interest Is Idiosyncratic

Both situational and personal interests are highly individual and likely to vary
greatly from person to person. This is obvious in the case of personal interest, as
it arises from an individual’s personal experience and choices. Situational interest
also is highly individual. Although novelty has a somewhat universal character to it,
what is novel is not always the same for everyone. Novelty is a function of experi-
ence; things are novel the first time we encounter them. After repeated encounters,
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they aren’t novel anymore. As individuals have different experiences, they will expe-
rience different things as novel or not. Even when experience isn’t a factor, what one
person attends to as novel will not necessarily match what another attends to. The
caution here is in assuming that things are universally interesting. Students will not
all be interested in the same things. Some will be interested in hands-on activi-
ties; some will not. Some will be interested in reading; others won’t. Some will be
interested in group work; others won’t. It nearly always is a mistake to assume that
something is either situationally or personally interesting to everyone.

The Hierarchical Structure of Motivation

Like other declarative knowledge, cognitive motivators have a hierarchical structure
from specific to general. Consider goals. We have specific goals for specific situa-
tions. These goals group at a more general level of abstraction into goal orientations,
that is, as goals that we typically set in recurring settings. In relation to achievement
motivation in school, research has identified three orientations: learning (gaining
new knowledge or skill); performance (doing better than others or looking smart);
and task (doing school tasks well or with minimal effort).30 These three orientations
also have been identified at even more general levels of abstraction.31 Similarly, we
have expectancies, self-efficacy, interest, and emotions about specific procedures
or actions, which group, like goals, into more general clusters. In the school set-
ting, we can talk about our self-efficacy for completing a specific assignment, our
self-efficacy for an academic domain like math or reading, and our self-efficacy
for school in general. General means-ends expectancies have been identified for
attributing success and failure in classes, subject matter domains, and school to
effort, ability, task difficulty, or luck. Outcome expectancies can be identified for
specific actions, skill domains like reading or math, and for general expectancy that
outcomes are contingent on behavior (called Locus of Control by Julian Rotter32).
We can have interest or emotional reaction to specific activities, classes, teachers,
subject matter (think math anxiety), or school in general. This hierarchical nesting
is a function of the general hierarchical architecture of the brain and the hierarchical
organization of declarative knowledge.

From a motivational standpoint, this hierarchical nesting produces motivation
interactions both top-down and bottom-up. From a top-down perspective, his gen-
eral self-efficacy for doing academic or schoolwork will influence a student’s
self-efficacy toward an individual subject like math, which will influence his
self-efficacy toward a specific math assignment. From a bottom-up perspective,
that student’s self-efficacy for specific math problems increases or decreases her
self-efficacy for math, which increases or decreases her self-efficacy for school.

Cognitive motivators have a reciprocal influence throughout the hierarchy.
Influence works top-down to affect the level of a motivator at the bottom-most level
of a specific action. The outcomes of that action change the immediately associated
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motivation, which then propagates upward through the higher levels of the hier-
archy. The better you think you are, the more successful work you do; the more
successful work you do, the better you think you are. As you might expect, consis-
tent with general spreading activation, the influence of a level is less at each more
distal level. Thus, school-level motivators influence subject matter motivators more
so than specific activity-in-a-class motivators. In the bottom-up direction, changes in
specific-activity motivators produce more change in subject matter level motivators
than in school-level motivators.

This hierarchical structure allows motivation to be both dynamic and stable.
Recall that learning is a process that involves the immediate, real-time allocation
of working memory capacity to a specific on-going task. Working memory has lim-
ited storage; it cannot be retrieving lots of information into working memory along
with the new information that is supposed to be learned. The immediate motiva-
tion for the task is being derived from the specific goals, expectancies, self-efficacy,
emotions, and interest associated with the immediate task. These could be highly
variable, depending on how the learning task unfolds over time. As a result, rather
extreme shifts in motivation are possible. The hierarchical nesting of cognitive moti-
vators, however, allows top-down input from more stable subject matter and school
level motivation. Because each higher level knowledge chunk counts across a larger
number of inputs, the probabilities in its chunk are considerably more stable than
those of a lower level. Waning motivation for a task that is not going well can be
compensated by higher level motivation that may say to the student, “I have suc-
ceeded in the past and can expect to succeed in this kind of task if I just stick
with it.” This is all a function of cognitive motivators being declarative knowl-
edge chunks that have hierarchical organization and that can be retrieved through
spreading activation.

Motivating Working Memory Allocation

Up to this point, we have discussed the various cognitive and emotion based entities
that contribute to motivation, but we haven’t put their effects on working memory
allocation together. If we think about the vast array of sensory inputs, knowledge
chunks, and possible procedural chains that could be operative at any given time,
we can think of the motivators we have discussed as working like a “funnel” reduc-
ing this overwhelming number of potential working memory elements to a more
manageable number. Not to just any manageable number, however, but rather to a
reduced set of elements which optimize the functionality of what is selected. This
funneling works as follows.

1. Goals focus our attention on only knowledge and sensory inputs relevant to the
goal, eliminating anything not related to the goal from consideration.

2. Value and outcome expectancies limit goals to those most likely to produce the
most valuable, important, and desired outcomes.
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3. Means-ends expectancies focus attention and knowledge retrieval on the possible
means we have for achieving the current goal.

4. Self-efficacy directs selection of means to those we are best able to do.
5. Positive emotions and interest sustain attention and allocation to our selected

goals and means for achieving them.

Because these motivators reflect our episodic history, they channel working
memory allocation to the knowledge and behaviors that have a history of work-
ing for us. As a result, they allow us to project our past experience on to our current
and future working memory allocation.
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Chapter 6
How the ULM Fits In

At this point we believe that we have made a case for a unified learning model
around the concept of working memory wherein working memory capacity, prior
knowledge, and allocation account for learning. It is extremely unlikely that any of
our readers have come from this perspective. The purpose of this book is to introduce
this unified learning model. Most readers will have at least some, if not much, of
their training rooted in notions that use different perspectives and vocabularies. So
far as we know, no other model accounts for motivation in the same way as the
unified learning model. The purpose of this chapter is to try to tie the notions of
the ULM and its vocabulary to other concepts, ideas, and theories with which our
readers are more familiar.

Ability

Most teachers will tell you that successful learning depends upon three things:
prior knowledge, ability, and motivation. What do we mean by ability? For over
a decade, one notion that has pervaded the education and popular literatures is that
of intelligence, a construct associated with mental ability.

While it is not our intent to review the literature on intelligence, some background
is in order. Intelligence has at times been thought to be measured by a single num-
ber, the intelligence quotient (IQ).1 Spearman was the first to identify a common
factor underlying virtually all mental tests that he called the general factor or “g.”2

Generally speaking, persons with high IQs are thought to be mentally more able
than those of lower IQ. This extends to the point that learning disability is com-
monly, and controversially, determined by measures of IQ outstripping academic
achievement.3 Quite some time back, the general factor g was separated into two
distinct parts: fluid intelligence conceptualized as overall general mental capacity
applicable to new and unfamiliar problems, and crystallized intelligence conceptu-
alized as learned knowledge and skills applicable in those problems where extensive
prior experience matters.4

As we have discussed previously, in the ULM, ability or intelligence is a function
of working memory capacity and knowledge. There has been a growing consensus
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that fluid intelligence is basically working memory capacity.5 For example, train-
ing on working memory has been found to improve scores on fluid intelligence
measures.6 In the ULM, working memory is what limits cognitive processing
capability. This would be consistent with the notion of fluid intelligence as basic
cognitive or mental capacity. Raw working memory capacity is approximately four
slots. There certainly is individual variation in this, similar to the variation in fluid
intelligence found in the general population. Memory for random numbers or let-
ters, which is essentially a test of working memory span, is a common measure
of fluid intelligence. We also see working memory as being a more fundamentally
sound way to look at capacity than the older intelligence views of either g or fluid
intelligence. Working memory is analyzable in more precise neurological and com-
putational ways that go beyond the usual psychometric tests used for intelligence
measurement.

The crystallized intelligence component of IQ is essentially synonymous with
knowledge in the ULM. The ULM places a greater weight on knowledge (crys-
tallized intelligence) in both ability and expert performance than is typical in
most intelligence theories. As we have previously discussed, knowledge is able
to actually expand functional working memory capacity. This interaction between
the crystallized and fluid components of IQ is rarely discussed in the intelligence
literature.

People can become highly skilled in spite of differences in raw working memory
capacity or measured fluid intelligence. Given that there is important pre-selection
in admittance to careers in these areas, physicians and scientists of differing ability
achieve similar success in their professions. It is hard to find a nuclear physi-
cist whom one might otherwise describe as mentally slow. Within a professional
group (of physicists, physicians, electricians, etc.), fluid intelligence or raw working
memory capacity matters less. Instead, within a group, what matters is knowledge.
Knowledge, in turn, depends upon chunking. This has been confirmed by extensive
research in expertise. Think back to our discussion of chess masters in Chapter 4.
The ULM explains crystallized intelligence in terms of chunking.

When confronted with new or unusual problems or unfamiliar contexts, working
memory capacity (fluid intelligence) matters more because there are no experi-
entially developed knowledge chunks available to use. In situations where expert
experience is likely, then knowledge (crystallized intelligence) – meaning available
chunks – matter.

Heredity

Whether or not to include a section on heredity led to remarkably heated discus-
sions among the authors. The literature on heritability is connected to measures
of intelligence. Notice that, in our description of the ULM so far, we used neither
the word intelligence nor the label IQ. The first time we mentioned either of these
has been in the preceding section. Many people have asserted that intelligence is
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inherited, and they use as examples the case of identical twins (monozygotic twins).
The correlations of IQ between twins raised apart are high, and those between twins
raised together still higher. Based upon magnetic resonance imaging studies, “brain
maps” of identical twins show strong similarities; those of fraternal twins show
fewer similarities.7 Whether measured psychometrically or physiologically, genetic
influences are detected when data from twins is analyzed.

On the other hand, very strong environmental influences also are measured. For
example, massive IQ gains have been found for several countries over the span of
one generation.8 It is hard to see how these gains could have occurred if, indeed, IQ
is under strong genetic control. In addition, many researchers have challenged stud-
ies of IQ heritability. Recent meta-analysis and reviews suggest that early studies
overestimated the correlations between twins IQ and that studies of adopted chil-
dren may have overestimated IQ heritability.9 As we went to press, another study of
twins appeared which, once again, probably overestimates the role of heredity.10

A recent review of genetics of brain structure and intelligence concludes: “Nature
is not democratic. Individuals’ IQs vary, but the data presented in this review and
elsewhere do not lead us to conclude that our intelligence is dictated solely by genes.
Instead genetic interactions with the environment suggest that enriched environ-
ments will help everyone achieve their potential, but not to equality. Our potential
seems largely predetermined.”11 They previously stated: “The significant influence
of heredity on IQ has been misinterpreted to imply that there is little point try-
ing to educate or be educated, or that IQ is somehow impervious to change. This
is a fallacy because many environmental factors, including family rearing environ-
ments, socioeconomic status, diet, and schooling, influence IQ. As noted elsewhere
(Plomin and Kosslyn, 2001),12 gray matter volume may be correlated with intel-
ligence partly because more intelligent individuals seek out mentally challenging
activities that increase the volume of their gray matter.”

The ULM is a book about learning. As noted, brains have a macro structure
largely determined at birth and a micro structure determined through learning and
experience. Obviously, brain macro structure is determined genetically as well as by
its in utero environment. Differences in core working memory capacity, which as we
have discussed, is likely what fluid intelligence is, may be largely genetic/hereditary,
may be measurable, and may emerge when truly unique situations are confronted.
Any aspirational boundaries they may seem to place on a given individual, however,
most often can be transcended. The data are compelling that our working memory
capacity increases as our knowledge increases. Whether one is “gifted” or not, in
the end it is effort that pays. Testing with an IQ of 145 in the 2nd grade will not lead
to a special outcome in the absence of effort. Testing with an IQ around 90 by no
means indicates that top success is out of reach.13,14

While we live in a society that places great weight on talent as something one is
fortunate enough to be born with, at least two books view this issue quite differently.
In Developing Talent in Young People, Bloom reports the study of over one hundred
individuals thought to be at the top of their professions including mathematicians
and neurologists, tennis players and swimmers, and sculptors and pianists.15 Their
status was high. For example, all swimmers were Olympians, all tennis players had
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ranked in the top ten in the world, and all of the neurologists had received National
Institute of Health Career Development Awards. The bottom line of this study was
that there were no clear early signs indicating that such levels of success would
inevitably emerge. Indeed, even though they had made clear early commitments, it
was by no means a sure thing that all of these persons would have been identified
early as prospects for the very high attainment they ultimately achieved.

A more contemporary work by Gladwell, Outliers: The Story of Success, iden-
tifies opportunity and legacy as being the key factors in determining the outcomes
of the most successful members of society.13 He asserts (p. 268), “To build a better
world we need to replace the patchwork of lucky breaks and arbitrary advantages
that today determine success, the fortunate birth dates and the happy accidents of
history, with a society that provides opportunities for all.” Later he says: “Superstars
are products of history and community, of opportunity and legacy. Their success is
not exceptional or mysterious. It is grounded in a web of advantages and inheri-
tances, some deserved, some not, some earned, some just plain lucky, but all critical
to making them who they are. The outlier, in the end, is not an outlier at all.”

One way to look at hereditary differences is that they are really small but that
circumstances lead to having them multiplied. Economists often speak of multiplier
effects. Educators speak of “the Matthew Effect,” also described as “the rich get
richer.”16 In this notion, small differences are magnified when they are encouraged,
thereby attracting a potential crescendo of actions including more practice, coach-
ing, better coaching, etc. Putting hereditary arguments aside for a moment, consider
the simple developmental consequences of birth date relative to some fixed date.
Athletic teams often use age to separate levels of play; no one expects 6-year-olds to
compete effectively against 8-year-olds, for example. Elite Canadian hockey players
are far more likely to be born during the first quarter of a year (Jan-Feb-Mar) versus
the last (Oct-Nov-Dec).17 The simplest explanation for this is that, because children
playing hockey are divided on the basis of birth date with January 1 being the magic
day, those born earlier are better developed (bigger, stronger) than those born later
in a given year, the criterion for dividing the level of competition. As a result, they
attract more praise, better coaching, more opportunities, etc. The effect (in this case
likely based entirely upon birth date) is real but small, but ends up being expressed
dramatically in terms of reaching elite status. Changing the date to July 1 and wait-
ing 25 years to determine the outcome could test this hypothesis. This is highly
unlikely; the apparent face validity of the argument is so strong that it is unlikely
to be tested. The parallel argument for heredity would be that a small genetic dif-
ference could be multiplied. One could make a similar argument for status. That is,
a three-year-old for whom coaching lessons are purchased is more likely to attain
elite performance than a three-year-old without such opportunity.

When will differences in core capacity matter most? When you know nothing,
then having more slots to deal with whatever is available probably is very helpful.
At the other end, when you know everything – when you are a well-studied expert
who knows as much as the other best experts in the same way they do – then having
more core capacity also may help. In between is where most of us are most of the
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time. That is, we are still acquiring knowledge, likely through deliberate practice,
and automating that knowledge.18

Of the six ULM authors, one is obese and three are overweight. We all four would
like to blame our genes. However, for each of us, decrease in calorie consumption
and/or increase in exercise leads to weight loss. Darn!

Cognitive Development and Stages

Human development is obvious. It is especially obvious to those who have chil-
dren or grandchildren. It is more obvious to elementary school teachers than college
teachers. Clearly, there is biological maturation. Children grow physically, and this
physical growth includes the brain and nervous system. There is evidence that work-
ing memory capacity increases during childhood and doesn’t reach its full mature
capacity of four slots until adolescence.19

From a descriptive standpoint, it is clear that children’s knowledge and think-
ing also develop. In this area of cognitive development, Jean Piaget was among the
first to note that children’s thinking was qualitatively different from that of adults.
Children don’t just know less; they reason differently and perceive the world dif-
ferently. Piaget was the first to systematically study this development of thinking
and formulate what is probably the most widely and well known theory of cognitive
development.

In the ULM, thinking and behavior are functions of knowledge in long-term
memory. Changes in knowledge account for changes in thinking. Knowledge is
gained through the learning mechanisms we have previously discussed. In the ULM,
these learning mechanisms are properties of neurons in the nervous system. As such
they cannot be separated from the biology of that system or the maturation of the
underlying biology. As we noted in Chapter 2, and in our discussion of heredity in
this chapter, the ULM views the macro structure of the brain as determined through
genetics and the micro structure of the brain as determined through learning and
experience. As such, the ULM would reject strong nativist and modular develop-
mental theories of cognitive abilities that espouse strong gene driven development
with little experiential input.20 But, as discussed later in this chapter, the ULM is
compatible with “weak” modular theories such as Geary’s primary and secondary
categories of learning.21 The ULM also would be compatible with theories that
see development of working memory capacity as a major contributor to cognitive
development.22 The work of Kandel on the neurology of learning from which we
have drawn most of our neural learning mechanisms has begun focusing on how
gene expression within the neuron interacts with environmental stimuli to produce
the neural learning we have described previously.23

Teachers are probably most familiar with Piaget’s theory. Piaget called knowl-
edge structures schemes or schema, a terminology which has become standard in
contemporary learning and cognitive theories for describing large integrated net-
works of knowledge. We have also adopted his terminology in this book to describe
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large declarative knowledge networks. Piaget viewed schemes as interacting with
the world through assimilation and accommodation. He saw these as kept in balance
by a process of what he called equilibration. The equilibration process responded to
situations where existing schemes were inadequate in some way, either by not being
able to recognize or classify something (e.g., assimilate it as an instance of X) or
not being able to adapt itself to some situation (e.g., accommodate to the specifics
of the environment). Equilibration operated to compensate for these disturbances
or disequilibrium by changing the knowledge structure. Compensation was accom-
plished in part by what Piaget called “reflecting abstraction” or the ability to separate
general knowledge from its particular content. In the ULM, this would be similar
to the neural processes that strip out non-repeating situated aspects of a concept
leaving the general properties. These Piagetian processes have also been applied to
understanding concept formation and change, especially in science education.24

Piaget was a scientist and viewed knowledge growth and change as an inter-
action between the person/child as an active, self-regulating biological entity and
the world in which the person was engaged. The ULM and other contemporary
learning theories see learning in most respects in the same way that Piaget viewed
“development.” Some contemporary theories of concept learning have even incor-
porated Piagetian-like mechanisms.25 Virtually all contemporary learning theories,
including the ULM, view learning as an active, self-regulated process and recognize
the influences of existing knowledge on perception, attention, and learning. Thus,
the similarities between what Piaget saw as development and what contemporary
theories see as learning are considerable.

We think that the ULM, more so than most other contemporary learning theo-
ries, shares Piaget’s concern with understanding knowledge and intelligence as tied
to the biology of a living organism. Memory in the ULM is not a “blank slate.” Both
working memory and long-term memory are neurological entities whose biological
properties interact with and constrain what the senses take in from the environ-
ment. The ULM has replaced Piaget’s mechanisms for development of advanced
knowledge, with a set of mechanisms anchored in neural learning for developing
chunks, procedures, and larger integrated networks of these. Overall, however, the
ULM’s view of intelligence as being a product of how knowledge is structured and
organized is quite similar to Piaget’s.

In education, the most prominent aspect of Piaget’s theory has been the notion of
stages. Piaget proposed that the development of thinking ability proceeded through
a series of identifiable and distinct stages. Stage change was due to equilibration
which produced qualitative shifts or restructuring of knowledge. This discontinu-
ous process of restructuring was contrasted with incremental, continuous knowledge
change produced by learning. Piaget proposed four stages: sensory-motor operations
characteristic of infants, pre-operational, characteristic of children age 2–6, con-
crete operations characteristic of children age 7-adolescence, and formal operations
characteristic of adolescents and adults.

The stage notion, however, has been the most misunderstood and misapplied
aspect of Piaget’s theory in education. Piaget proposed that his stages had a tempo-
ral sequence; they occurred successively over time, one after another, and in fixed
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order. He noted that, in the typical case for Western Europeans, these stages occurred
at typical ages as noted previously. In applications of Piaget in education, most of
the focus was placed on the age boundaries of the stages. Piaget himself never pro-
posed that there were fixed age boundaries to his stages. He only asserted that they
occurred in fixed order. Unfortunately, in schools, the age boundaries of Piaget’s
stages were often translated into a “readiness” boundary. It was thought that stu-
dents couldn’t be taught some content because they were in the wrong stage with
stage defined as a specific age. Piaget certainly never saw the typical age bound-
aries of his stages as being constraints or indicators of readiness. He saw stages
of thinking as constraining some types of learning, especially how concepts might
be interpreted and understood. Whether students of any age could learn something,
however, was not a function of their age; rather it was a function of their stage.

In the ULM, learning is “constrained” by prior knowledge. Prior knowledge is
what allows a student to make sense of what they are learning and provides the
expansions of working memory capacity needed to construct more elaborate chunks
and interconnected networks. This constrains learning in much the same way that
Piaget talked about a child’s developmental stage constraining learning, or Vygotsky
talked about the “zone of proximal development.” One cannot understand fully the
material that is too far beyond one’s current level of understanding. In the ULM,
this phenomena works through the prior knowledge effect.

In the ULM, we are concerned with knowledge growth in specific content
areas and subject matter domains, especially those domains associated with formal
schooling. Piaget always acknowledged that growth of knowledge and development
of what we call expertise in specific subject matter was due to learning. He even
recognized that children could acquire very high levels of expertise and thinking
capability in specific topics or domains, so he would not have been concerned or
surprised by demonstrations that high levels of thinking could be “taught” for spe-
cific content.26 Piaget was concerned with global patterns of thinking and with the
development of these global patterns. The ULM simply doesn’t deal with knowledge
at this global level.

In the ULM, all learning of specific subject matter knowledge is due to
the mechanisms we have described previously. We take no specific position on
whether stage-like change in global knowledge or thinking occurs. Work in con-
nectionist/neural net modeling, however, has shown that global development in the
Piagetian sense can be produced by computational and neurological mechanisms
like those in the ULM.27 From the perspective of the ULM, these processes, if they
exist, would have little, if any, effect on learning as we have described it. We also
make no claim that learning produces any type of change in a global pattern of
thinking. A child learning algebra becomes more expert and skilled in algebra. She
may even exhibit what Piaget called formal operational thinking in algebra. This
implies nothing about her expertise in other subject matter, or whether or not she
thinks formal operationally in general. Our position in the ULM is that, if stage-like
developmental progressions do exist, knowledge acquisition in a content area would
not be constrained by developmental stage and that developmental stage would not
be a product of learning in a specific subject area.
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Contemporary developmental theories have generally moved away from strong
stage models as proposed by Piaget. In cognitive psychology, there is considerable
convergence between current developmental theories and learning theories. There
is general agreement that Piaget’s equilibration mechanism probably is generally
accurate but not specific enough to be a strong theory. Most contemporary devel-
opmental theories don’t ascribe the same level of universality to global thinking as
Piaget. Development is now viewed as both global and domain specific. Few still
believe that some type of unitary “stage” characterizes all of a person’s thinking
across all domains. Contemporary developmental and learning theories, including
the ULM, generally see knowledge as constructed by an active learner as opposed
to passively received. Excellent general overviews of contemporary developmental
psychology can be found in Flavel et al., “Cognitive Development” and Moshman
“Adolescent Development.”28

As with stages, we see no incompatibility between the ULM and any develop-
mental mechanism that might be present. In the ULM, learning operates through the
mechanisms we have described. There is no other influence. So learning would not
be affected by a developmental mechanism, except to the extent that some develop-
mental process could change knowledge in long-term memory independently from
the learning mechanisms we have described. Such a change would influence the
prior knowledge effect by altering existing knowledge. In any event, that would
not change how learning happens, it would only change the prior knowledge being
drawn upon. So the processes of learning described in the ULM would remain the
same.

Vygotsky – ZPD; Social Construction

As noted, the ULM suggests that, for efficient learning there is an optimal content
difficulty for new material that is to be learned. You’ve probably already heard of
this under the label, Vygotsky’s zone of proximal development.29 What the ULM
does is make the requirements for being in the zone of proximal development more
explicit. That is, the material to be learned must fill or nearly fill the learner’s
working memory without exceeding the learner’s working memory capacity. This
intimately ties the “zone of proximal development” to the learners’ prior knowl-
edge, because in the ULM, prior knowledge is the dominant influence on how much
working memory capacity one has.

You’ve probably heard the term social constructivism, perhaps also connected
with Vygotsky’s name. Vygotsky noted that certain types of knowledge were not
properties of the physical environment (that is, not sensory knowledge). Some
knowledge was symbolic; a product of human thought and creation. This included
things like the meaning of words, moral codes and laws, our theoretical explanations
for phenomena in the world, such as the laws of physics, knowledge of mathemat-
ics, stories, art, music, and literature. Vygotsky noted that this symbolic knowledge
was a social construction. It was something created and made meaningful by
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social agreement among people. Socially constructed knowledge is not objective; its
“truth” or accuracy derives from rules and relationships within the socially agreed
symbol system. As a result, Vygotsky argued that symbolic knowledge based on
socially constructed meanings could only be acquired through social transmission.
It is not possible to acquire this knowledge from direct interaction with the physical
environment as this knowledge is a property of human society, not a property of the
environment.

Social interaction occurs everywhere. A considerable amount of our socially con-
structed knowledge is acquired from interactions in the home between parents and
children and siblings, or from peers in social settings, or from other adults in every-
day life. Probably everything that we come to know as “common sense” is acquired
in these informal settings. At a somewhat more formal level, for most of human
existence, work skills were learned “on-the-job,” passed down from experienced
workers or “master” craftsmen to beginners or apprentices. This on-the-job experi-
ence included not just physical skill building but gaining understanding of the “ways
of thinking” about phenomena in the particular job, craft, or profession. Anyone
working in a large organization is aware that each has its own unique “corporate cul-
ture.” Similar socially constructed cultures of knowledge and meaning are central
to all organized social groups from athletic teams to religious orders.

Recognition of the need for social transmission of symbolic, socially constructed
knowledge is a key reason why formal schools were created. Our store of knowledge
has increased and become more formalized into advanced symbol systems like writ-
ten language, higher mathematics such as calculus, and scientific theories. These are
not likely to be learned as part of everyday or even “on-the-job” social experiences.
Schools were created to provide ways to better and more systematically transmit
this knowledge.

The ULM does not deny that symbolic knowledge is socially constructed. The
ULM, however, is a model of learning from the perspective of an individual. New
knowledge and skills may be created or discovered in social groups, and that new
knowledge may even be encoded into an artifact such as a book. From the perspec-
tive of the ULM, however, this socially created knowledge and skill have not been
learned until they have entered the mind of an individual, be he or she a member of
an originating social group that created the knowledge or someone engaging with an
artifact containing that knowledge (like a book). Learning occurs when the neurons
in the brain of a person change. This requires that socially constructed knowledge
ultimately effect change in an individual.

In education, Vygotsky’s social construction of knowledge has been used to pro-
mote particular instructional approaches such as collaborative/cooperative learning,
scaffolding, mentoring, and apprenticeship. Whether this is actually justified is prob-
lematical. Because knowledge might have originally been socially created does not
imply that it is best taught through “social” learning or instructional methods like
collaborative group learning. Neither does the common informal transmission of
everyday common sense knowledge or existence of “on-the-job” training imply that
these are the best ways to transmit this knowledge. Vygotsky himself did not priv-
ilege instructional methods that mirrored either the social knowledge construction
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process or indirect transmission of everyday knowledge. He provides many exam-
ples of direct instruction by teachers including lectures as ways to teach and transmit
socially constructed knowledge in schools.30

We would concur with Vygotsky concerning instructional methods. As we will
discuss in subsequent chapters, many instructional approaches are consistent with
the ULM, including the collaborative learning, scaffolding, and apprenticeship
approaches commonly associated with social constructivist approaches. The ULM
also recognizes that students can interact together and interact with teachers in ways
that socially construct new knowledge and understanding. Learning may occur in a
social context and be helped by teachers, peers, and others. Whether any of these
methods are good or bad is not a property of the method, it is a property of how it is
used.

Some final comments about the ULM and constructivism. Constructivism is a
term associated with Piaget31 and especially Vygotsky.32 At its core, two things
describe the ULM. First, learning involves rewiring within the learner; no wiring
for knowledge pre-exists only to be revealed by some developmental, environmen-
tal, or other means. In that sense, all knowledge (neuronal rewiring) that we have
discussed in the previous chapters is constructed. It is always the result of the trans-
formations and connections built in working memory. In Chapter 4, we even noted
the especially constructive processes that occur during problem solving and crit-
ical thinking that can lead to unique new knowledge constructions. The ULM is
“constructivist” because the neural connections in the brain are based on plasticity
that constructs the unique connections between neurons. Second, like other con-
structivist theories, the rewiring that we undergo as human learners with respect to
acquiring the symbolic socially constructed knowledge taught in schools requires
our active participation. It is true that our autobiographical lives experience effort-
less, if fragile, recall of our daily experiences. It also is true that, under special
circumstances, we can invent environments in which important learning is achieved
incidentally, say, through playing games in which the player must repeatedly attend
to and apply rules that otherwise would be part of a more traditional school curricu-
lum. In the end, most learning that society expects from schools requires effort on
the part of the students.

Short-Term Memory

The notion of short-term memory predates that of working memory. Short-term
memory referred to a temporary storage area where information was held for a brief
period of time as contrasted with permanent storage in long-term memory. Working
memory models have incorporated the notion of a temporary or short-term storage
area or areas.33 This is true of the ULM, as we defined working memory in Chapter
3 as containing a working memory storage area for temporarily and briefly hold-
ing elements of sensory input and/or knowledge retrieved from long-term memory.
There has been debate as to whether short-term memory should be retained as a
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distinct construct separate from working memory. Engle, an early advocate of this
distinction recently has revaluated the basis of this position.34 Like other working
memory models, the ULM integrates a consideration of the temporary and limited
capacity of “short-term” memory into the broader operation of working memory.
More technical debates about whether these are cognitively or neurologically unique
“memories” do not affect how we describe working memory as operating in the
ULM.

Cognitive Load

Cognitive load theory, originally developed by John Sweller, is perhaps the closest
current theory of learning to the ULM.35 Like the ULM, cognitive load theory is
grounded in the idea that human capacity is limited. Johnstone applied the notion of
limited capacity to science education two decades ago.36 Cognitive load theory lacks
the ULM’s explicit connection to specific working memory processes, but it shares
the basic idea of the first principle of the ULM that learning is a function of how
limited capacity is allocated. Cognitive load theory has also recognized the second
principle of the ULM that knowledge affects capacity. Where it has diverged, has
been in the overt consideration of the role of motivation as an influence on capacity
that is a core principle of the ULM.

Cognitive load theory has focused most extensively on how aspects of the
instructional setting and materials affect limited capacity. Sweller noted that the
instructional setting placed various demands on the learners’ available cognitive
capacity that he referred to as load. In early work, two kinds of cognitive load
were envisioned. The first involved load that resulted from the inherent difficulty
of the to-be-learned material called intrinsic load. Intrinsic load was a function of
how complex or difficult the material was and how much information needed to be
stored in working memory and processed. Think of the difference between learn-
ing a specific fact and learning how to balance a chemical reaction. In ULM terms,
learning through the second rule by repetition would have less “load” than learning
through the third rule by making connections. The second, extrinsic load, consisted
of features of the learning environment that were not themselves part of what was
to be learned, but demanded use of cognitive capacity. Typically, extrinsic load was
encountered as the result of poor instructional design or distracting features in the
design. Extrinsic load decreases learning because the capacity allocated to deal with
it decreases the capacity available for learning. For example, putting everything on
one page or one screen leads to better overall outcomes than having the learner
move back-and-forth between two pages, or two screens, or a page and a screen.
The ULM takes a similar view that anything that reduces allocation of working
memory capacity to the learning task will decrease learning.

In more recent work, a third type of load called germane load has been identi-
fied. Germane load is a companion to intrinsic load and reflects a distinction similar
to that in the ULM between storage and processing. Intrinsic load is now viewed
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as a storage load consisting of the number of unique things that must be learned
and therefore held in working memory, and germane load is the load from needing
to process the stored information, such as making connections or transformation.37

As in the ULM, working memory capacity needs to balance space for both storage
and processing. Consider the model of slots. Let’s say you have one slot filled with
knowledge about angles and another filled with knowledge about triangles, two enti-
ties creating intrinsic load, and you need to pull them together – say to create the
notion that the sum of the angles in a triangle is 180◦. It is in this third slot that you
are going to need to handle the germane load and start tying together those sets of
notions.

Perhaps the single most important overall difference between cognitive load the-
ory and the ULM is that the former remains almost universally silent with respect to
learner motivation. Sweller’s most recent book shows motivation as a single index
topic that directs readers to a section entitled “Emotional vs. Cognitive Sources
of Motivation.”38 That section points to two studies by Mayer suggesting that the
inclusion of “seductive details” in learning materials negatively impacts learning.39

It is extremely unlikely that the ULM would have emerged from us had we not
been very familiar with the work of Sweller and others in the area of cognitive
load.40 Virtually all of the instructional principles and suggestions derived by cogni-
tive load researchers are compatible with the ULM. We see no reason to discuss this
work in detail in this book. Readers are encouraged to see Sweller’s book, Efficiency
in Instruction.41 Very recently, an entire edition of Educational Psychology Review
was devoted to an exploration of the frontiers of cognitive load theory.42

“Ah, Ha ” Moments Involve Special Marking for Later Retrieval

We’ve all had “Ah, ha” moments (sometimes attributed to Archimedes upon fig-
uring out how to measure volume by displacement and called “Eureka” or “I have
found it” moments).43 There is the moment when you have just finished studying
and realize that you are “ready for the test.” There is the moment when you fin-
ish cleaning up after painting a room and can say to yourself, “That’s done, now I
can do something that is fun.” For the most part, when teachers speak of “Ah, ha”
moments, these examples are not the ones in question.

There is copious anecdotal support for special events in learning called “Ah,
ha” moments when, by obvious emoting of one type or another, the learner says,
“Now I get it.” In the literature, especially the conceptual change literature, “Ah, ha”
moments have been viewed as reflecting qualitative shifts in thinking that result from
restructuring of knowledge, similar to what Piaget proposed about cognitive devel-
opment. Restructuring theories have generally proposed that qualitative shifts in
knowledge result from a specific “restructuring” learning mechanism that produces
qualitative change distinct from the presumably continuous change produced by reg-
ular learning mechanism, although these mechanisms have not been well defined in
the previous literature.44
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As the ULM was being developed, we at first attributed “Ah, ha” moments to
routine chunking.45 This was based partially on work in cognitive modeling that
has failed to find qualitative restructuring mechanisms.46 We now believe that “Ah,
ha” moments result from something different. Back in the knowledge chapter, we
talked about how one of the key processes of working memory is to connect input
in working memory storage together in different ways. We noted that these new
connections, which arise during episodes of problem solving or critical thinking,
create or construct new knowledge. Clearly, any new knowledge arising from one of
these constructions would be “qualitatively” different from the way that knowledge
was interconnected previously. In the ULM, repetition is the quantitative learning
mechanism and connection is the “qualitative.” We would hold that the ULM’s third
principle of learning is the “restructuring” mechanism alluded to in the previous
literature.

When we become aware of newly constructed knowledge, we can experience
an “Ah, ha.” As we have noted previously, working memory processes, including
creating new connections, do not have to be conscious. “Ah ha” moments especially
seem to emerge after an initially unsuccessful attempt to consciously construct a
solution that is subsequently pursued unconsciously. These resolutions are greeted
with glee when we are finally aware of the resolution. One might ask, “Why this
moment of glee?” We have previously discussed the role of emotion in marking
knowledge for storage and enhancing retrieval. Our experience of emotion during
an “Ah ha” may be a way of marking the newly constructed knowledge to insure
storage in a way to enhance later retrieval.

There is experimental neurological evidence for these insightful moments. For
example, when learners are presented with triplets of words such as date/alley/fold
and asked to discover a word linking them – in this case “blind.” Using both
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and electroencephalogram (EEG)
measurements, sudden bursts appear at the instant that the solution emerges.47

Subjects are asked to indicate whether they solved the problem with or without
insight. Insight is described as coming to an “impasse” in solving and feels as if
he/she has moved on followed by a moment in which the solution suddenly emerges.
Indeed, neural regions not involved in the routine problem solving are indicated for
the insightful solutions.

Ordinary Learning Moments Require No Special Marking

There is an aspect about “Ah, ha” events that should be emphasized. They are typi-
cally reported as happening after an unsuccessful search. Generally, we report them
after we think we have stopped consciously searching. So, the search that was suc-
cessful must have been a subconscious search. With a model like the ULM, you will
be tempted to think that you can control four slots and that you can consciously load
them. That’s not how it works. The allocation process is only partially within our
conscious control. The details of most of the processes we use remain hidden from
us even as we use them.
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Are “Ah, ha” moments good or bad? There certainly have been some of these
moments during the development of the ULM. For example, there was the emer-
gence of the notion that motivation amounts to working memory allocation. This
was followed years later by the realization that neuroscientists speak of the top-spot
in working memory using the term focus of attention, and thus all of the work they
had done in terms of focusing attention could then be revisited from the perspective
of motivation.48

It certainly is not a sure thing, however, that the good feelings that come from the
“Ah, ha” moment are worth the inefficiencies connected with designing instruction
based upon discovery and “Ah, ha” moments. We can ask students to “think” about
something or design problem solving activities that require unique applications of
knowledge, but we can’t guarantee that a student will actually be able to create
meaningful new connections. We once had a conversation with a college classroom
teacher who developed “learning cycle” laboratory activities. It was considered to
be a bad activity when all students “got it” immediately. It was worse, however,
when no students got it.49

Savants: Prodigies

During the earliest stages of the development of this book, one author said to
another, “But what about savants?” At that time, both of us held the folklore-
entrenched view that savants were very unique, but important, special cases where
knowledge seems to appear without having been learned in a traditional way.

Persons with savant syndrome show generally low skills and usually have prob-
lems functioning but display strong and unusual skills in unique areas (e.g., recalling
day or weather given date, piano, painting). As noted, it once was thought that these
skills emerged spontaneously giving support to the claim that humans are some-
how pre-wired and that savants are able to tap into that wiring. According to the
ULM, no human is prewired with an advanced skill. That is, the ULM insists that
none of us can spontaneously drive or play a piano; these are skills that must be
learned. Whatever pre-wiring humans may have, the ULM sees that pre-wiring as
being rather minimal. More recent and thorough study suggests that savant skills are
an outcome of much more conventional instruction: practice with feedback. A con-
sidered current view of the phenomenon is summed up as: “A person with normal
brain function could become a calendar prodigy; it is just very unlikely that they
will find the process rewarding enough to persevere to this extent.”50

The reason this is important to note is that, if just one savant were found with
advanced skills that appeared in situ without being learned, then the ULM could
not be correct as a model. In the ULM, microstructure is constructed as opposed
to being “revealed” from some otherwise, hereditary, pre-existing states. Indeed, it
seems that special skills only emerge through practice. Proportional reasoning as
a general skill emerges in students as the result of practice with phenomena and
materials in which this concept applies, for example.
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There are those regarded as prodigious geniuses such as the musician Mozart
and the chess master Fisher. Careful studies of the lives of prodigies always seem
to show external encouragement, access to effective coaching, and materials such
as a library. While it was said that Mozart wrote music in singular bursts (i.e., put
directly from “mind” onto paper without editing), the evidence is that he edited over
long time periods in a fashion similar to that of most composers.51 Much literature
points to the notion that, in order to develop expertise, about ten years of study must
be completed.52 The so-called 10-year rule appears to have applied to Mozart and
Fisher as well as to other elite experts.

Special Memory

There are reports of some truly unusual people with respect to memory. For
example, AJ remembers essentially all of her life experiences.53 “Her memory is
‘nonstop, uncontrollable, and automatic.’ AJ spends an excessive amount of time
recalling her personal past with considerable accuracy and reliability.” Some sus-
pect that she spends a great deal of time rehearsing as we would when trying to
achieve rote memorization. In the absence of considerable effort, ordinary episodic
memory is a fragile and fleeting thing for most of us. Rather than having this unusual
ability to recall as a gift, AJ reports herself to be dysfunctional and seeks help. Other
reports of really good memories, variously called eidetic memory or photographic
memory, appear frequently but most often are surrounded by controversy.54

Experts often acquire very powerful memory. They can attend a seminar and
recall nearly all of what was said, although not verbatim. This is an example of just
how important prior knowledge and motivation are. Most likely, they already know
much of what is said and think so often about that which is new that they are really
rehearsing that content over and over. Those are characteristics of many experts
and how they deal with information. Two of the authors are thought to have good
memories. One, DS, is able to recall a wide range of content with some but not much
effort. The other, DWB, was known for being able to call 750 of 1,000 students
from lecture class by face on campus but outside of his classroom. Rather than
the result of a special gift, this recognition resulted from hour upon hour of study
using photographs arranged in grids that matched student’s places in laboratory.
It included immediate rehearsals in the teaching laboratory followed by engaging
the students in conversation – something that teachers in much smaller classes but
without laboratory sessions have no opportunity to practice.

Multiple Intelligences

A very popular notion developed by Gardner and rooted in studies of geniuses,
savants and aphasics is multiple intelligences.55 In this notion, intelligences may
be divided into subcategories (logical-mathematical, spatial, musical, interpersonal,
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etc.) and individuals may essentially have more of one than another. No agreed
upon measures of these sub-categories have emerged that are not well-predicted by
measures of fluid intelligence, however.56

At the same time that no serious science has emerged to support multiple intel-
ligences, this remains a notion warmly embraced by classroom teachers. After all,
it stands the test of time: we all know people who are good at some things but bad
at others. The ULM accounts for these differences in terms of prior knowledge.
Further, as we become good at things, we usually become good at becoming better
at those same things. We develop what Bandura calls virtuous cycles.57

We’ve cited some important evidence about expertise developed by Bloom and
his colleagues and published in Developing Talent in Young People.16 They define
talent as “ . . . an unusually high level of demonstrated ability, achievement, or skill
in some special field of study or interest.”58 They go on to assert: “Although we
cannot be certain of this, we believe that only a small percentage (10% or less)
of these talented individuals had progressed far enough by age eleven or twelve
for anyone to make confident predictions that these would be among the top 25
in the talent field by the ages of twenty to thirty. . . . Even in retrospect, we do
not believe that perfecting of aptitude tests or other predictive instruments would
enable us or other workers in the field to predict high-level potential talent at these
early ages.”59

Since Gardner is generally regarded as the principal advocate of multiple intel-
ligences, it is appropriate to consider his writings in more detail. He describes
multiple intelligences in terms of “biopsychological potential,” cites genetic pro-
clivity for diseases, extrapolates this heritability to intelligence, and then emphasizes
assumptions of many scientists that intelligence is heritable by as high as 80% based
on IQ tests.60 While Gardner does not deny the possible influences of environment
on the development of intelligence, his theory does not paint a promising picture
for those who would exceed their “potential.” The contrast between these views
and the ULM are many. The ULM interprets learning in terms of neuronal changes:
that neurons are neurons (not music neurons or aesthetic neurons), and that prior
learning greatly impacts one’s ability to work as what Bloom might call a “talented”
person.

In the end, this probably doesn’t matter. In Creating Minds, Gardner identifies a
small sample of highly recognized individuals (e.g., Einstein, Gandhi) in which he
cites the so-called 10-year rule. (The 10-year rule, generally regarded as accepted,
is that it takes about 10 years of serious study with appropriate teaching, mentor-
ing, and support to achieve expert status in virtually all fields.)61 Gladwell calls this
the 10,000 h rule.62 The amount of time spent practicing distinguishes excellent
from good musicians.63 Thus, even if one believes that there are multiple intel-
ligences, this in no way alters the amount of time and effort required to develop
expertise.

One thing in Gardner’s writing is especially noteworthy, namely, that people at
the top of their talent areas frame experiences in a way that is positive.64 Perhaps it
can be summed up as the ability to learn from one’s mistakes.
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Learning Styles

A learning style is thought of as some combination of characteristics (cogni-
tive, affective, psychological) related to how one interacts with one’s learning
environment.65 This idea is rooted in the belief that humans differ in the sense
modality of stimuli from which they learn best – take in, remember, and process new
information.66 Many studies have failed to find evidence for such styles. For exam-
ple, Krätzig and Arbuthnott conclude: “The present results suggest that people’s
intuitions about their learning styles may be incorrectly attributed. Specifically, such
styles may indicate preferences and motivations rather than inherent efficiency at
taking in and recalling information through specific sensory modalities.”67 Coffield
et al. present a critical review.68 What is the take of the ULM on learning styles?
First, convincing data for the existence of learning styles is not at hand. Based upon
the ULM fifth rule that “learning is learning,” we suspect that there are no biological
constraints placed on people – that nearly any of us could end up emphasizing nearly
any style (if such a thing really exists).69 In short, we are skeptical of the existence
of this phenomenon in a meaningful, measurable way. If such a phenomenon does
exist, it certainly can be ascribed to learning the “style” (i.e., prior knowledge) and
need not invoke some special inherited uniqueness (as in one of the growing list of
multiple intelligences).

It is certainly true, however, that students think of themselves as having differ-
ent learning styles. Whether objectively true or not, students can be heard saying
things like “I learn better when I can hear about it in class than reading about it,”
or “I can understand it better when I read about it.” If students think of themselves
as learning better with certain content or media than others, then given what we
have previously discussed about expectancies, it is reasonable to think that students
develop particular motivational preferences toward different ways of learning. It is
probably more proper to talk about “motivational” style than learning style. Given
what we discussed in the motivation chapter, it is easy to see that if a student feels
more confident or expects to learn better with visual material than through listening,
he/she is likely to have more motivation and more effective allocation of working
memory with visual materials.

The Executive

The notion of an executive probably evolved from tradition, possibly the tradition
of a homunculus, rather than from a body of data that required explanation.70 If
you search this book, you’ll not find the term executive used in the sense of CEO
or “decider.” The original model of Baddeley and Hitch (1974) had three parts:
a central executive, a phonological loop, and a visuospatial sketchpad.71 In 2000,
Baddeley found the need to add an “episodic buffer.”72 The ULM does not make
use of any of these. Instead, anything in memory is potential fodder for working
memory. If this is the case, how are decisions made? In some ways, these arguments
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go back to the homunculus arguments: “One may explain (human) vision by noting
that light from the outside world forms an image on the retinas in the eyes and
something (or someone) in the brain looks at these images as if they are images on
a movie screen. . . .”73 That voice that we hear speaking to us as we decide things
fools us over and over. Because of the way neural networks work, we don’t need
any such “decider” in the ULM.74

As we discussed previously in Chapters 3 and 4, no special inductive or decision
making neural or cognitive mechanisms are required to explain how working mem-
ory operates or how knowledge is stored. Attention, repetition, pattern matching,
and the other mechanisms of the ULM operate without the need for a supervisor
or any oversight system. While it is proper to talk about a whole person as making
decisions, self-regulating, or controlling their working memory processing, this is
different from the notion of a cognitive or “inside the head” executive system. We
have noted that the working memory, long-term memory, and motivational cogni-
tive and neurological processes of the ULM do not require controlled processing by
the person. They can work automatically. Similarly, they do not require a cognitive
executive to initiate or monitor them.

Gender Differences

There do seem to be differences between men and women in terms of cognition.
Generally speaking, these differences are small. Several decades ago, gender differ-
ences in, say, mathematics scores were large and explanations for those differences
many. The title of a recent Science Education Forum says it all: “Gender Similarities
Characterize Math Performance.”75 We do not doubt for a moment that gender
differences exist and that they may be important. As with nearly everything else
we assert in the ULM, however, we come down on the largest factor in creating
these differences as being differences in knowledge (i.e., prior learning).76 There
are gender differences in reported self-efficacy that we discuss later.77

Primary Versus Secondary Learning

A special issue of the Educational Psychologist entitled “Evolution of the Educated
Species” appeared late in 2008 (Volume 43, Number 4). The central paper by Geary,
based on earlier work, incorporates many novel ideas.78 A key notion is that learn-
ing can be divided into biologically primary and biologically secondary categories.
Biologically primary categories refer to learning associated with specialized neuro-
logical processing areas in the brain that have evolved to optimize speed of learning
and processing. We have mentioned some of these types of areas previously, like
the specialized sensory processing areas for visual, auditory, and other sensory
input and the motor cortex areas specialized to specific peripheral muscle groups
like the fingers. Biologically primary categories can also exist for higher functions
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like language or at least oral language. Geary notes that these specialized areas
have evolved to be sensitive to specific learning inputs related to their specialty
processing.

The biologically secondary category refers to learning where no specialized neu-
ral area exists to process that knowledge. This would include basically all of what
Vygotsky called socially constructed and transmitted knowledge which includes
pretty much everything we teach in school. There simply aren’t specialized brain
areas for chemistry, or social studies, or algebra, or literature. Learning about
these occurs in the brain’s general non-specialized areas or as Geary has noted,
by piggybacking on and repurposing one of the biologically primary areas.

A classic example of this distinction is language. Oral language is a biological
primary. It is learned early in life, during infancy. Being in a language using envi-
ronment seems to be sufficient for learning. Extensive special motivation does not
seem to be required; in fact, motivation seems to be intrinsic. There are underlying
specialized language areas in the brain that facilitate this processing through spe-
cialized functioning. Learning written language, reading and writing, however, is a
biologically secondary category. There is no specialized brain area for written lan-
guage; written language appropriates the oral language areas and repurposes them.
Learning usually requires explicit instruction and deliberate motivation. Learning
is not certain. Virtually all humans become proficient in their native oral language.
Reading and writing are far less universal. Even where most of the population is
literate, there are wide variances in proficiency.

Geary’s arguments are an extension of older arguments about heredity and nature
versus nurture that we have discussed previously. Geary’s categories don’t really
affect the premises of the ULM. Learning in both biological primary and biolog-
ical secondary areas follows the same neurological learning principles we have
described previously. Neurons are strengthened in the same ways whether in a
specialized or general area of the brain. Because biologically primary areas are sen-
sitive only to certain kinds of stimuli, their frequency counts achieve accuracy faster.
Geary argues that attention is drawn to sensory inputs associated with biologically
primary categories. We also appear to be naturally drawn to or motivated to learn
biologically primary knowledge. He argues that much of everyday learning, what
we might call common sense or general knowledge, is associated with biologically
primary categories that have evolved over time to reflect the common aspects of the
human physical and social environment.

Geary also argues that school learning deals primarily with knowledge that is
biologically secondary. The subject matter being learned in school is not going to
get a boost of efficiency or motivation from specialized neurology. It will require
all of the ULM rules we have discussed. This distinction also has instructional
implications. A number of situated cognition, apprenticeship, and constructivist
instructional approaches have tried to use everyday learning as a model. They argue
that if we could make school more like everyday experience, or instruction in school
more like the informal approaches used in everyday settings, students would learn
more easily and be more motivated. Geary argues that this is not likely to be the
case. Everyday learning is different not because it occurs outside school, but because
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it is biologically primary. This biological primary learning will not transfer to the
biological secondary learning required for school subjects.

History and Background

The ULM did not emerge spontaneously; the search for a unified model is not new.
Allen Newell gave a series of lectures at Harvard in 1987 and wrote Unified Theories
of Cognition based on them.79 He suggests that a unified theory must offer three
advantages: explanation, prediction, and prescription for control. He indicates that a
theory of cognition must deal with a range of issues from problem solving through
language to daydreaming. The model he advanced was based upon his work with
SOAR, an architecture for general intelligence first substantiated as an artificial intel-
ligence computer system.80 So is the ULM a unified theory of cognition in Newell’s
sense? The answer to this is, no. While the ULM does well in terms of explanation,
prediction, and control prescription, it certainly is far from being instantiated as an
operating artificially intelligent computer architecture. However, we did not set out
to develop a fully realized model of cognition. We set out to create a synthesis that
could unify what is known about learning, particularly classroom learning, into a
workable model that fully described the process of learning.

It is remarkable how close others have been to describing what essentially is the
ULM. For example, Bereiter wrote (shown below with his citations removed)81:

“A contextual module is not just related to a context. It embodies the person’s whole rela-
tionship to that context. The influence of culture, that initially may have been identifiable
in particular beliefs, goals, and rules of conduct, can now be only globally assessed on the
module as a whole. There is no longer a separate representation of the context. Instead, that
representation is implicit in the whole structure of person-environment relations embodied
in the module. This is what situated cognition would mean in a theory based on contextual
modules. It would be an emergent property of modularity rather than an attribute of the
learning process itself.” [p. 613–614]

“There seems no reason to suppose that any special process goes on in the development
of contextual modules that is different from the kinds of processes dealt with in theories
of learning and development. Computer-implemented theories have demonstrated a num-
ber of processes that could contribute to modularization. Chunking forms larger units from
mental contents that are repeatedly activated together. Chunks could form across as well as
within components, for instance, combining the representation of a situation with its asso-
ciated affect and with goals typically pursued in that situation. Reduction to results stores
the results of procedures as declarative knowledge, thus eliminating the need for the proce-
dure; one does not need to keep solving the same problems. Finally, compilation produces
streamlined procedures that eliminate calls for explicit declarative knowledge or represen-
tations of situations, because these become implicit in the procedures. What is novel in the
idea of contextual modules is not the processes involved but the result. The result is a cog-
nitive unit having properties of real human significance that are not possessed by smaller
psychological units.” [p. 614]

Based on this, it is clear that Bereiter anticipated chunks that were really com-
plete up to the point of including their own motivation. Two extremely highly
regarded researchers, Ericsson and Kintsch, struggled with the limited capacity of
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working memory and constructed the notion of “long-term working memory.”82

They expressed their dilemma as:

On the basis of a century of laboratory research on memory many theorists have concluded
that LTM can meet neither the criteria of speed and reliability for storage nor those for
retrieval.

Schraw realized that ability, prior knowledge, and motivation all were impor-
tant in understanding successful learning, but his model treated them separately and
spoke of how one aspect could “compensate” for another without appreciating the
biological underpinnings that made this possible.83

We assume that each of the modules [knowledge, ability, motivation] contributes directly
or indirectly to learning, and compensates for potential deficits in other components.
Specifically, we assume that cognitive ability is related to learning both directly and indi-
rectly via knowledge and regulation. Strategies and metacognition typically co-develop and
are strongly related. Knowledge and regulation are related to motivation. Cognitive ability
is not related to motivation. Knowledge, regulation, and motivation each are related directly
to learning.

Mindset matters. How could researchers, for nearly two decades, be so close to
creating a unified model? Perhaps this is because of the prior learning we bring
to issues. For example, the Baddeley and Hitch paper on working memory, while
seminal, included notions of separate buffers and an executive.84 In fact, in order to
account for some data, Baddeley added the notion of an “episodic buffer” as recently
as 2000.85

We certainly are not the first to call for better integration of understandings
about motivation with those about cognition. Such eminent researchers as Simon
and Pintrich both wrote extensively about this need, but never developed models at
the same level of detail as the ULM to achieve such integration.86

The biggest challenge we faced in developing the ULM was in putting parts of
the old explanations and theories aside while remaining faithful to accounting for
the data that led to those models.

Our Purpose in This Chapter

We obviously believe that the ULM is a powerful model that accounts for essen-
tially all that is known about learning. The purpose of this chapter, then, has been
to account for the data that others cite when arriving at their models without using
those models but using the ULM, instead. So, ability becomes a mix of working
memory capacity and prior knowledge rather than fluid and crystallized intelligence.
Apparent jumps in skills become chunks rather than stages and are accounted for in
the ULM in terms of prior knowledge. Matching learners to instructional materi-
als becomes a question of working memory capacity and prior knowledge rather
than zone of proximal development. Knowing people with vastly different skill sets
becomes prior knowledge rather than multiple intelligences or learning styles. Those
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neurons in the cerebral cortex “learn” things in the same way no matter which cor-
tical tissue mass or lobe they are in. “Ah, ha” moments arise when chunks are
activated at the same time in working memory, although they rarely if ever have
been activated at the same time before.

In a few but important cases we depend upon better data. Savantism emerges as
an example of knowledge resulting from learning rather than special gifts or wiring,
a view that contrasts with part of the generally accepted lore of learning.

The ULM has something going for it that scientists always strive for: parsimony.
That is, we make fewer assumptions than nearly any other models. We assert that
learning depends upon your working memory: how much you’ve got of it (capacity),
how you’ve used it in your past (prior knowledge), and how you are using it now
(motivation). The ULM not only accounts for extant data, but it implies both ways
to test the model and to apply the model.
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Chapter 7
Classroom Applications Overview

Because learning always involves the same big three factors (working memory,
knowledge, and motivation – capacity, prior use, and current use), this book
can serve as the intellectual basis for developing instructional programs in a
research-oriented postdoctoral program at a major university, or a law college, or a
pre-school. Because it deals with motivation so explicitly, the book implies opportu-
nities for improvement even in situations already known for highly efficient training
such as the military and some industries. Nevertheless, many teachers are proba-
bly saying to themselves, “Okay, so how does this fit in my classroom?” No two
classrooms are exactly alike, and the range in classrooms is enormous. A fifth grade
class in an inner-city, lower socio-economic status neighborhood where 50% of the
children turn over during a school year, bears little resemblance to a fifth grade
classroom in an upper-middle class socio-economic environment where only one or
two children leave and one or two others come into the class during the year. The
notion that there is such a thing as a context-free fifth grade in the United States
is ludicrous. With this in mind, our intent is not to try to provide a comprehen-
sive cataloging of specific instructional methods or teaching approaches for specific
grades or settings. The power of the ULM is its parsimony. In the ULM, all effective
classroom practice is anchored in the three principles of learning:

1. Learning is a product of working memory allocation.
2. Working memory’s capacity for allocation is affected by prior knowledge.
3. Working memory allocation is directed by motivation.

These three principles provide a straightforward set of guides for any decision
making about teaching methods at any age or grade level in any educational set-
ting, from pre-school to graduate school, to business and industry, and to informal
learning in places like museums.

For learning to occur, a student’s working memory must be allocated to the
learning task. Effective teaching must facilitate and attempt to optimize a stu-
dent’s ability to allocate her working memory capacity to the things we want her
to learn. Students’ prior knowledge can expand their working memory capacities
and direct their working memory allocation. Effective teaching engages a student’s
existing knowledge and utilizes it productively. Teachers also must attend to possible
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negative impacts of prior knowledge, such as misperceptions that are discordant
with what they are trying to teach.1 Finally, students’ working memory is allocated
to learning to the extent that students are motivated to learn. Effective teaching must
support and enhance students’ motivation for learning. There are many ways that
teaching can effectively enact the three principles of learning. The ULM says simply
that teaching that follows the three principles of learning will be effective; teaching
that does not follow these principles is very unlikely to be effective.

Beginning science students focus their attention on surface features of a problem,
like whether it has pulleys or inclined planes, rather than on fundamental principles
like whether it involves Newton’s second law.2 The ULM provides fundamental
principles of learning in the same way as do principles of physics or chemistry or
genetics. Instructional effectiveness comes from fidelity to the three principles, not
from surface differences in media or methods. From the perspective of the ULM,
we should not be debating, say, whether lecture or hands-on learning is a better
instructional strategy. Instead, we should be determining how well either approach
focuses working memory allocation, engages prior knowledge, and provides moti-
vation. Either lecture or a hands-on activity could do a good or a bad job of these.
Any other differences between them are simply irrelevant surface features.

The five rules of learning provide specific guidance for enacting the three
principles. These say that effective instruction must do the following:

1. Direct student attention to the desired knowledge to be learned. Help stu-
dents focus attention on relevant materials and avoid distractions through the
learning environment, instructional materials, and connection to students’ prior
knowledge.

2. Provide necessary repetition. Provide multiple exposures to the knowledge to be
learned and opportunities for recall and practice.

3. Facilitate connections. Provide ways for students to connect what they are
learning to what they have previously learned in the class, what they have
learned in other classes, and their other prior knowledge. Help them to construct
meaningful connections between what they know and what they are learning.

4. Provide a learning environment that facilitates motivation. Recognize that
learning can be difficult and provide support for maintaining students’ effort.

5. Remember that learning is learning. Directing attention, providing repetition,
facilitating connections, and providing motivation are the parts of good instruc-
tion. There are no short cuts; good teaching does not follow fads.

In the chapters that follow, we attempt to show how the ULM can be applied in
real classroom settings.

Notes

1. Schwartz, D. L., Sears, D., & Chang, J. (2007). Reconsidering prior knowledge. In M. C. Lovett
& P. Shah (Eds.), Thinking with data (pp. 319–344). Mahwah, NJ: L. Erlbaum Associates, Inc.

2. Chi, M. T. H., Glaser, R., & Farr, M. (Eds.). (1988). The nature of expertise. Hillsdale, NJ:
Erlbaum.



Chapter 8
Supporting Motivation

In Chapter 5, we detailed the underlying mechanisms of how motivation works to
direct working memory allocation. We examined a set of core cognitive motivational
constructs including goals, expectancies, and self-efficacy, along with interest and
emotion. The discussion in Chapter 5 was directed at describing how these motiva-
tional constructs were represented cognitively and how they motivate attention and
other working memory processing. We particularly noted that goals, expectancies,
self-efficacy and to some extent interest and emotion were knowledge representa-
tions in long-term memory. They are primarily records of our episodic experiences
in pursuing and achieving goals along with any associated emotional feelings, but
also can be acquired and altered through vicarious experiences observing others and
most importantly for this chapter, through teaching, feedback, and classroom prac-
tices. Like other aspects of applying the ULM to teaching, we cannot directly place
knowledge, in this case the knowledge of goals, expectancies, and self-efficacy, per-
sonal interest, and emotions, into a student’s brain. Teachers, however, can provide
experiences that lead to students acquiring positive episodic motivational memories.
Teachers also can structure classrooms in ways that help students set produc-
tive goals for learning, provide students with positive emotional experiences, and
utilize interest to direct students’ attention. Teachers can use feedback to help stu-
dents develop productive means-ends expectancies and build self-efficacy for their
academic achievement.

We can’t provide a comprehensive review of all the effective classroom practices
that have been identified for building motivation. We instead will focus on classroom
practices for building the key motivators that we discussed in Chapter 5, as well
as discuss how teachers can overtly provide motivational direction to students. It
should come as no surprise that “teaching” connected with those things we label
as motivation will involve attention, repetition, and connections. Although some
episodic learning will be easy, semantic learning with respect to motivation will
require effort. In the end, what is learned about motivation will be learned through
the same neural mechanisms as would knowledge more often thought of as “learned
in schools”, such as an understanding of democracy or approaching solutions to
differential equations.
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Learning Goals

We noted earlier that goals were central to all purposeful, “controlled” processing.
Because learning in educational settings is purposeful, learning in schools and other
educational settings is goal directed. Students are always pursuing some goal in
school. For an educational experience in school to be successful, however, students
must be pursuing goals that are concordant with the learning outcomes that teachers
want. Goals motivate their own attainment. Once we have a goal, we exert cogni-
tive effort to attain that goal. Goals form the foundation for student motivation in
school and for where their working memory capacity is being allocated. Goals mat-
ter. When they interviewed young students about their assignments, Anderson and
her colleagues found that those who didn’t have a clear idea about their goals for
learning tasks responded, “I don’t know what it means, but I did it.”1 Their goal was
to complete the assignment, but not to learn anything while they did it. Odds are that
not much learning took place.

Work in goal theory has identified clusters of goal orientations in the academic
setting that underlie most achievement motivation. The initial distinction, which
emerged from work by both John Nichols and Carol Dweck, was made between
what are called learning or mastery goals and performance goals.2 Learning goals
are goals directed at learning new knowledge or mastering a task or problem.
Performance goals are goals directed at demonstrating ability or doing especially
well in relation to others. These clusters subsume a rather broad array of specific
goals that students might have for specific assignments or tasks. The idea behind
these clusters is that they constitute relatively stable orientations or general tenden-
cies to set certain types of goals. From the perspective of the hierarchical structure
of motivation, these orientations are general academic goals that would be more sta-
ble than the specific goals being set for individual assignments or activities. While
it was originally thought that these orientations were diametrically opposed (that is,
one had either a performance or a mastery tendency), research has shown that they
are essentially independent.3 Students may be pursuing one or the other or both.
Subsequent work has also identified work avoidance goals, which are goals to get
through the class or task with as little time and effort as possible,4 and their opposite
task goals, which are goals to complete the task well, such as getting a high grade
but without any expectation of learning or comparative performance to others.5

From the perspective of the ULM, the most productive goal for a student to have
in an educational setting is a learning goal. This is a goal that will direct working
memory allocation to learning as opposed to some other outcome.

Specific learning goals result from a learning goal orientation. The foundation for
effective teaching, instruction, and student motivation is establishment of conditions
that support student development of a learning goal orientation and students setting
specific learning goals for their classroom engagement and studying.6 Students may
be pursuing other goals along with a learning goal, but the learning from pursuit of a
performance or task goal will be “incidental” to the goal and may or may not occur
or be lasting.7 The most likely way for meaningful learning to happen is when a
learning goal is being purposely pursued.
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This was made clear to one of us many years ago when he was teaching an
introductory course in an industry education program. The course was part of a
certification sequence. The company offered a $50.00 bonus (when that was worth a
lot more than today) for employees who completed the sequence. He asked students
in the course why they were taking it. There were three answers: (1) to get the
$50.00 bonus, (2) to learn knowledge that would help them do their job better, and
(3) to just learn as much as they could about the industry. On the final exam, those
who were in the course for the $50.00 didn’t pass, those who were in it to help with
their job passed just above the 70% criterion, and those who just wanted to learn as
much as possible all passed with scores above 90%. This clearly unscientific study
was done long before the notion of learning goal orientations was formalized in
the literature, but it seems clear that those who had learning as a goal learned more.
Interestingly, those who had a focused practical goal of gaining job related skills did
not do as well as those who just wanted to learn as much as they could, in general.

Learning goals are not the same thing as “intrinsic motivation” or interest. A
learning goal does not require that you are interested in or enjoy what you are
learning. One of the authors is a statistician who really doesn’t like math. He had,
and still has, no desire to study statistics for the sake of studying statistics. He does
like doing research, however, and he set goals to learn statistics so that he could
properly analyze his own research data. Much of what we want students to learn
in school is like this. It is valuable because it is connected to other desired things.
Too often learning goals are confused with learning for the sake of learning. We
spend considerable time trying to convince students that they should like math or
science or reading or history. We do this because we expect that, if we get students
to like the subject, they will set goals to learn it. It is true that students who are
intrinsically motivated by their personal interest in a subject will likely set learning
goals. But it is neither certain that we can get all or even most students to like or
develop personal interest in some subjects, nor certain that liking a subject in and
of itself will automatically lead to a learning goal. Enjoying a subject can just as
easily lead to a task goal of doing an activity for the fun of it. Consider a student in
a hands-on science project who expresses an enjoyment for working with his hands
to build a research apparatus, but doesn’t really care about learning from the results
of the experiment that the apparatus is for.

At the core of successfully motivating students is getting them to set a learning
goal. Whatever goals your students may have, you can set learning goals for your
students in your classroom and achieve some “buy in” for those goals. Pressley and
his colleagues describe primary grade classrooms where teachers established that
learning was a goal, and that children “bought into” that goal.8 There is no certain
classroom approach for insuring that students set learning goals, but you can bring
learning goals to the forefront of their thinking as you start and end a lesson or a
unit. One way to engage students in the topic to be studied is to use a KWLQ chart
[“When I say the word ‘insects’, what do you Know about them?” “Now tell me what
you Want to learn about ‘insects’.” “What new information did you Learn about
insects now that we read about them and watched the video?” “What unanswered
or new Questions do you now have about insects? Where or how might you find the
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answers to those questions?”]9 It can be a way to introduce the topic and guide your
initial discussion, while at the same time having students actively generate learning
goals for the lesson and beyond it.

While competition and normative, curve grading can cause students to focus on
performance goals of doing better compared to other students, they do not pre-
clude learning goals. Highly motivated, self-regulated students generally pursue
both learning and performance goals. Competitive classrooms and normative grad-
ing, however, can adversely affect students who are doing poorly. They can lead to
students focusing on what are called performance avoidance goals of trying not to
look dumb and work avoidance goals that produce negative emotions that interfere
with learning goals.10

Bereiter and Sweller both have noted that students often approach schoolwork
with a task goal.11 They usually want to do well, but assignments, projects, home-
work, and so on are regarded as tasks to complete rather than opportunities to learn.
Bereiter has suggested that the key to getting students to pursue learning goals rather
than task goals is to allow them freedom to construct their own knowledge and
meaning.12 This “knowledge building” approach is one of the five motivational
profiles we will describe in Chapter 12. It has also been central to approaches
based on collaborative learning communities13 and computer supported collabora-
tive communities (CSCL).14 Some research has shown that establishing these types
of collaborative communities does increase students’ use of a knowledge building
approach. However, just providing cooperative learning groups may or may not be
effective. In one school that had mandated that all instruction be in cooperative
groups, students began to see group work as just a task to complete rather than as a
support for learning.15

Sweller has taken a somewhat different approach focused on aspects of specific
learning tasks. He notes that, when students are given a problem to solve, this often
creates a task goal of getting the problem completed correctly. This causes students
to direct working memory allocation to finding problem solutions, often through
trial and error, rather than focusing on learning the underlying principles that the
problem was supposed to illustrate. He found that students actually were slower to
learn more sophisticated problem solving skills when they had developed successful
rudimentary strategies for getting problems solved. In response, he used worked
examples to direct students’ goals toward learning the underlying problem-solving
algorithms rather than toward task completion.16 Worked examples are a form of
observational or vicarious learning. By using worked problems instead of practice
problems to show students how to do something, they can set goals to learn without
concern about their performance or getting the task done correctly.

These approaches to supporting learning goals are based on keeping students
focused on learning or developing their own mastery rather than on competing
normative performance or task goals. From our previous discussion of goals on
motivation (Chapter 5), it is clear that keeping students focused on a learning goal
requires that students succeed in learning in order to develop an expectancy of learn-
ing success. This suggests that what have been called mastery learning approaches
are likely to be especially useful for fostering learning goals. By establishing a
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clear learning goal and allowing students opportunity, including multiple chances,
to succeed, mastery approaches keep the student focused on continued learning and
mastery of material.

Teachers can support the idea that success is possible through verbally assuring
students that they can succeed in learning. Classes where teachers do this have more
students who set learning goals.17 As an added bonus, as teachers create learning
environments that foster success and employ specific success messages, students
are more likely to perceive positive teacher-student relationships – a situation that
predicts positive student emotions toward school.18

While it would be optimal to have students setting their own learning goals, all
too often teachers have students who in a least some instances “don’t care” whether
they learn the material; they have a learning avoidance goal orientation. This is
especially prevalent in “required” courses in a structured curriculum; there are those
synthetic organic chemists who wonder out loud why they must pass a course in
chemical physics. We also see this in some students, especially those in some ethnic
or religious groups who view school subjects as irrelevant and possibly even oppres-
sive. These students may actively resist learning what is being taught. Unless the
student is truly one of the apathetic students as described in Chapter 12, he knows
that, even if he doesn’t care about certain content, he must succeed at that content.
This usually produces a task goal orientation where success is typically measured in
terms of a letter grade reported on a report card or transcript rather than in personal
knowledge growth.

Teachers can address this through one of their most significant tools for directing
student goals: written or verbal feedback on their assessments and graded assign-
ments. Regardless of any personal goals, students will almost always treat course
objectives and graded work as goals to be pursued. Although extensive standard-
ized testing and a focus on “standards” have given assessment a bad name in many
education circles, assessments can play a positive role in focusing students’ learn-
ing goals. The key is to create assessments and assignments that require students to
learn at a more than just superficial level to be successful. If assessments can only
be answered by having multiple repetitions and practice, developing chunks with
extensive hierarchical connections, and dynamically constructing novel answers to
problems, students will have to learn, even if they only want to “get through the
course.” In effect, the assessment can set the learning goal for the student.

Belief in Effort

As we discussed earlier, students are not likely to set goals unless they believe
they can achieve them. While expectancy of success is the primary expectancy that
affects pursuit of a goal, students often are encountering new material and sub-
ject matter. Therefore, they often have little direct experience on which to develop
strong expectancy of success for their learning goals. Their success is an unknown.
They typically draw on their past experience with similar subjects or school work
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in general to develop an initial expectancy of success. This is one key reason why
a learning goal orientation is so critical. Dweck and Leggett showed that students
who have learning goals pursue new learning tasks and shrug off failures as learning
opportunities.19 They are focused on the expectancy for gaining new knowledge.
This orientation is highly productive in the typical school experience of continu-
ally encountering new material. Similar results have been found by others and with
adults as well as children.20 If a student puts forth effort studying, he can anticipate
a relatively high expectancy of success for learning something. In contrast, success
at doing better than others or getting a high grade is considerably less certain.

As embodied in the fourth rule of learning, pursuing these learning goals is diffi-
cult. It is going to take effort. At its core, motivation is about effort. This is true
in both the immediate context of focusing working memory attention on a spe-
cific learning task as well as in the broader context of developing expertise in a
chosen discipline, something that can take many years of hard work. While many
strategies may work in a given context, all will require that the learners expend
effort. Deliberate “controlled” or self-regulated learning requires effort. We have to
be willing to focus our concentration on what we are learning in the face of dis-
traction, to spend the time to review and go over the material multiple times, to
practice skills repeatedly, to make the connections necessary to create chunks, and
so on. Most of the time, these require us to stick to it and persevere more than
anything else.

Putting forth effort requires that we have a means-ends expectancy that effort
will achieve our learning goal.21 We have discussed the hierarchical nature of
motivation. Within means-ends expectancies, a small set of four general means-
ends expectancy clusters have been identified. These have also been called causal
attributions in the literature. The four are effort, ability, task difficulty, and luck.
Considerable research has shown that attribution to these produce differential moti-
vational and emotional outcomes.22 Critical for our discussion here, putting forth
effort requires that students see effort as a viable means for achieving their learning
goals. If students believe that luck or the difficulty or ease of the assignment deter-
mine how much they learn, they may not be motivated to put forth as much effort as
they need to succeed.

Effort interacts strongly with how students perceive ability. Dweck and Leggett
found that children who believe that their ability or intelligence is fluid or change-
able through learning, what they call an incremental view of intelligence, set learning
goals and increase effort in the face of difficulty. Children who believe that their
ability is fixed, like classic definitions of IQ called an entity view of intelligence, set
performance approach or avoid goals depending on their success or failure. They
decrease effort in the face of difficulty. Dweck and her colleagues have further con-
firmed that incremental views of intelligence foster means-ends beliefs in effort that
are associated with setting learning goals.23

Consideration of how students and teachers perceive ability is important because
studies have shown that children, parents, and teachers in the U.S. predominantly
hold entity views of intelligence.24 This results primarily from an emphasis in
U.S. schools and the broader society on things like IQ, giftedness, and multiple
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intelligences. When people talk about athletes like Lance Armstrong or Michael
Phelps or Tiger Woods, they often attribute their successes to their “talent.” The
years of effortful practice that these athletes have engaged in are ignored. When
we look at those who are “the best” at what they do, be they athletes or engi-
neers or scientists or musicians, what we find is that the top performers practice and
work most diligently. Benjamin Bloom, best known for the Taxonomy of Education
Objectives, made a similar observation in a study of talented people described as
the top 120 Americans in six different professions.25 He concluded that almost any
person could accomplish what these successful people had if the conditions were
right, reiterating the role of effort and learning in achievement rather than special
native ability. In Outliers, Gladwell stresses that the most successful among us have
invested 10,000 hours of intense study if not more.26

Research has shown that when students are told that talent or genius are due to
“natural” abilities, they develop entity theories of intelligence. Entity views essen-
tially communicate to children that “you are either good at it or you’re not” or
“you’re born with the talent” and that nothing you can do can change it. This fosters
in U.S. students a means-ends belief that ability rather than effort is the primary
cause of success. How often do we hear students say something like, “Well I’m
just not good at math [or science or reading] so there is no sense trying too hard”?
These entity views can be established and reinforced by teachers praising students
for doing well because they are smart. Worse yet was when one of the authors heard
a parent state in front of his child at parent-teacher conferences, “Well, I was never
good at math, so she must have inherited that from me. I’ve done fine and so will
she.” Entity views impact not only students’ willingness to set learning goals and
devote effort to them but also whether students take more demanding courses like
advanced math or science. It also causes students to focus more on performance
goals or task goals, where they “demonstrate” how smart they are by doing better
than others or getting high grades, rather than on goals of learning to further develop
their knowledge and skills. Different world views may result in different implicit
beliefs about intelligence. This view contrasts sharply with those of students, par-
ents, and teachers in Asian societies like Japan and China where an incremental
view is predominant. There students are told that regardless of what their cur-
rent ability is, they can get better through hard work and that success depends on
effort.27

As discussed in Chapter 6, the ULM reframes crystallized intelligence as
knowledge. Furthermore, in the ULM, that knowledge is always changeable and
increasable through learning. The ULM itself is an incremental model of intelligence
and ability. This suggests that teachers who adopt the ULM and talk to their students
about learning, effort, and ability in ULM terms will likely foster an incremental
belief in their students. Recent studies have confirmed that belief in the incremental
view can be changed through instruction. Students, many of whom were “at-risk”,
who were taught or did computer-based lessons about how the brain is changed by
learning, had more incremental views of intelligence and ability and subsequently
greater growth in their school achievement than control groups taught only good
learning strategies.28
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As we discussed in Chapter 5 on motivation, means-ends expectancies reflect
one’s experience with achieving or not achieving the goal with those means.
Students will come to have a means-ends expectancy for effort to the extent that
effort has, in fact, achieved their goals. If students are putting forth effort and not
succeeding in learning and completing assignments successfully, they will begin to
see these as resulting from things other than effort. Students with a history of failure
can see both learning and grades as primarily dependent on luck or whether they
have easy assignments to compensate for their lack of ability. As a result, they are
not motivated to put forth effort. It is critical, therefore, that classroom assignments
be achievable by students through their effort. Again, mastery learning approaches
that structure classroom assignments in ways that foster achievement through effort
support development of means-ends expectancies for effort. Teacher feedback that
success is due to effort can further increase these effort beliefs. Teachers at any level
need to convey to their students that they have the capability of being successful and
that success is realized through effort.29

Goal Value and Outcome Expectancies

We have talked about the importance of setting learning goals, but school is about
more than just learning and mastering the material being taught. We all likely hope
that our students develop personal interest in the various content areas we teach,
like math or science or literature or the arts. We have come to value mastery of these
for their intrinsic value. The fact remains that, however, school is about many more
outcomes. Students value learning goals in school not only for the sake of learning
the material but also for the other goals and outcomes that this knowledge might
have utility for obtaining.

The ULM is very unique in that it focuses on learning as a cognitive process in
real time. Learning is seen as the result of how students are directing their attention
moment by moment and how this attention is engaged repeatedly. Most of our focus
in the chapter so far has been on how motivation works in the context of this active
learning process. This is immediate and short term. Social cognitive theorists have
called goals at this level proximal or short-term. When we previously talked about
getting students to set learning goals, we were looking at short-term goals for learn-
ing from ongoing engagement with learning materials. We emphasized this because,
as we have previously discussed, learning is the result of the way working memory
is allocated during real time interaction with what is being learned.

Short-term goals for learning a specific assignment or doing a specific homework
problem or listening to a specific lecture must ultimately be connected to more long-
term desired goals and outcomes, so-called distal goals. As we discussed in Chapter
5, these connections between our immediate short-term learning goals and more
long-term outcomes that these might lead to are outcome expectancies; the likeli-
hood that achieving our learning goal will result in other outcomes that we desire.
Ultimately, if students are going to be motivated toward school and learning, they
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need to see what they are doing in school as relevant for what they hope to achieve
in life. While they may value immediate learning goals for gaining knowledge, they
also derive value for short-term learning goals from the outcome expectancies for
long-term life goals.

Students value goals that are directly relevant to their daily lives. Often teachers
are told to stress to students how useful what they are learning will be or to con-
nect lessons to students everyday life. Many students struggle to find relevance in
what they are learning. This is especially true for students in disadvantaged home
situations. They may be dealing with needs at the physiological and safety levels of
Maslow’s Hierarchy that we discussed earlier.30 Even for students from advantaged
backgrounds, there often is little immediate relevance for algebra, advanced science
courses, or literature in their day-to-day living.

The outcome expectancies for what students are learning in school are most
likely more long-term. The goals that school can lead to may be well into the future
for students in the early grades and can be long-term for college undergraduate
and even graduate students. Outcome expectancies for goals that are long-term are
also called perceived instrumentality, the belief that current behavior is a prerequi-
site to future goal attainment. Research has shown that for at-risk college students
in a remedial mathematics course, believing that the course was instrumental to
achieving their other academic goals led to greater motivation and better academic
performance.31

The extent to which students can connect their short-term learning goals to future
outcomes is affected by their future time perspective (FTP); their personal, individ-
ual structured representation of the future.32 As part of their future, students must
see attaining future goals as valuable and viable; what Markus has called the “Future
Possible Self.”33

While teachers can’t directly change a students’ overall future time perspec-
tive, instructional research has shown that students can increase their outcome
expectancies that their learning in school is instrumental for future goal attain-
ment. Oyserman and her colleagues developed the Pathways for Youth project, a
nine-week, after-school program for urban middle school students.34 Adult guides
worked with students to complete seven steps: (1) envisioning possible futures for
themselves, (2) conceptualizing those futures as goals, (3) constructing a path for
goal obtainment, (4) making explicit connections between present educational activ-
ities and the valued future goals, (5) discussing possible roadblocks and forks in the
path, (6) brainstorming strategies for managing imagined future obstacles, and (7)
interviewing successful adults from the community about their own strategies for
reaching goals. Results showed that, relative to students in a comparable group,
students who participated in the program “... reported more bonding to school, con-
cern about doing well in school, ‘balanced’ possible selves, plausible strategies to
attain these possible selves, better school attendance, and for boys, less trouble at
school”35

Oyserman’s intervention embodies three foundational strategies for getting stu-
dents to develop outcome expectancies for important possible future goals. First,
students need to know that the future goal exists, be it further education or a career.
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Students may have only limited knowledge of what is possible. While there are
some goals that can’t be reasonable for most of us (winning a Nobel Prize in
Economics, being elected President of the United States, or winning the US Open
Golf Tournament), all are potential goals: someone will achieve the goal. There are
other laudable goals that almost anyone could potentially achieve. For example,
nearly anyone could become an acknowledged expert in economics or hold elected
political office or be a golf teaching pro. But, to pursue any of these goals, students
need to know they exist. They need to know that there are pastors and physicists
and painters and pharmacists and pianists and professors and so on. The more pos-
sible careers and outcomes they know about, the greater the potential for developing
outcome expectancies for them.

Second, students need to see these goals as something they could possibly
achieve: a future possible self. Many students do not see the outcomes that school
could produce, such as further post-secondary education and technical careers, as
possibilities for them. This is especially prevalent in minority and immigrant popu-
lations and among those in the lower socio-economic groups. It is not just economics
that interferes with seeing these outcomes as possible. It can be a life situation that
is sometimes by necessity so focused on immediate needs that the students can’t see
beyond their current environment to envision themselves in a better future place.
They may also lack role models for possible careers and educational paths. As in
Oyserman’s intervention, teachers need to help students see their possible future
selves and translate possibilities into goals to be pursued. Recently, a two-year
follow-up to a subtle intervention involving structured writing assignments with
minority students aimed at reducing the psychological threat of being negatively
stereotyped showed long-term positive effects such as significantly improved grade
point averages.36

Third, students need to develop outcome expectancies for these possible future
goals. They need to lay out overtly the instrumental path from where they are now
to these goals, including intermediate steps for taking the classes and other activities
necessary to prepare themselves for each successive step. The connection between
“right now” and the long-term future outcome is tenuous, but can be made concrete
by establishing each successive step as the next short-term learning goal.

Self-Efficacy

One can recognize the value of a learning goal, see the outcome expectancy and
instrumental path that connects this short-term learning goal to a desired outcome,
understand the means for achieving the goal, but still not be motivated to set and
pursue that learning goal. The missing motivational piece is self-efficacy. Students
will not set and pursue a goal unless they feel confident that they can do what is
needed to achieve it. Self-efficacy impels us to act. If we have high self-efficacy, we
take action. If we have low self-efficacy we don’t, even if we do know what to do. If
self-efficacy is absent, all of these other motivators are not going to result in action
or goal pursuit. People don’t pursue goals they don’t think they can achieve.
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This means that developing students’ self-efficacy is a high priority for teachers.
Self-efficacy is grounded in students’ actual experience of success and failure. If
students have tried to learn something and failed, they have lower self-efficacy for
the next time. If they have had success in learning, they will have higher self-efficacy
for the next time. Establishing success is critical for building student self-efficacy.
This, like most of the other motivators we have discussed, is well served by mastery
approaches that allow ample opportunities for students to succeed.

There are many excellent resources that already exist on how to build self-
efficacy in classrooms.37 We recommend consulting these. As a quick summary,
beyond mastery learning experience, self-efficacy can be increased vicariously by
seeing peers with whom the student identifies success in learning or by genuinely
deserved praise and feedback to students that their knowledge and capabilities are
improving.

The most important consideration in trying to boost students’ self-efficacy
through praise and feedback is the way students view ability and effort. As we have
noted previously, in the U.S. most students have an entity view of ability and intelli-
gence as built-in and unchanging. One consequence is that they see effort and ability
as diametrically opposed. If you have ability, you don’t have to work hard; if you
have to work hard, you don’t have ability. Therefore, when students receive feed-
back and praise for working hard or putting forth effort or that their success was due
to effort, all things we have previously advocated as ways to increase a means-ends
expectancy for effort, they can interpret this as meaning they lack ability and have
decreases in their self-efficacy as a result.

One way to break this cycle is through the previously discussed focus on getting
students to adopt an incremental view of intelligence and ability. Self-efficacy is
increased by feedback that one has or is increasing in ability. This is productive only
if students understand that ability is incremental and increased by learning. When
students have a ULM view of learning, ability and effort are no longer opposed;
they are symbiotic. Ability is increased by effort and more ability means less effort
in the future or the ability to tackle something more challenging. Self-efficacy is
increased by both ability and effort feedback. Feedback that focuses on the process
of learning and improving, coupled with feedback that ability is incremental, boosts
self-efficacy more than feedback that focuses only on performance or outcomes.38

A teacher might think that telling a student he/she has done good work is
enough, but research shows us a more nuanced picture. When interviewed about
their careers, male and female scientists respond differently. For men, simply indi-
cating that they have achieved mastery seems sufficient to enhance self-efficacy.
Women, in spite of being told they have done well, may still see themselves as not
being especially good at what they have done. Zeldin et al. report:39

Analysis of 10 narratives revealed that mastery experience was the primary source of the
men’s self-efficacy beliefs. These results are compared to those from Zeldin and Pajares’
earlier study40 involving women in STEM careers. For women, social persuasions and
vicarious experiences were the primary sources of self-efficacy beliefs.

In elementary school writing, girls showed greater relative self-efficacy than
boys. These gender differences emerging from research (whatever their source may
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be) suggest that teachers should address both performance and self-efficacy when
commenting to students. Remember, self-efficacy is not something you can teach,
but it is something you can influence. One of us was considered to be an effective
recruiter to careers in chemistry. The “pitch,” always made after a student had done
something well, was the same. The first question was “What’s your major?” No
matter what the response was except for chemistry, the next statement was, “Well,
always remember, you’re good at this and if you ever think you might want to do it
for a living, stop by and see me.” At the time this was done, there was no sense that
it had research support, and it always was done in a gender-neutral manner with the
initiating event always based upon the student’s performance.

The second consideration in managing self-efficacy is that students will invari-
ably compare their achievement to that of others. Self-efficacy is derived from
normative comparisons as well as mastery. Students who see themselves as clearly
behind or not achieving as well as other students will sooner or later begin to doubt
their skills and lose efficacy. Because one cannot become an expert at everything,
differences in performance and achievement are inevitable. While Bloom noted
almost everyone could potentially become a high achiever in any field, it is equally
true that they cannot become high achievers in all fields. It probably isn’t productive
for 5’ 2” college student to follow a dream of becoming a player in the National
Basketball Association and spend his time and effort developing basketball skills,
even though there is no reason that he could not become just as “skillful” as a 6’10”
player. The odds are probably too great for the effort to pay off.

In P-12 education, the reality is that nearly all students, with the exception of
those with severe cognitive or developmental disabilities, can master all of the sub-
ject matter being taught. All students can become competent in reading, writing,
math, social studies, science, arts, and physical education. While someone will be
“the best” at each of these, everyone can be successful. Students need to be helped
and guided to base their self-efficacy, not on how they compare to others, but on
how they are gaining competence. Too often teachers and parents assume that chil-
dren’s potential is limited, usually because they, themselves, have a view the ability
is somehow fixed at birth or by status (an entity view). This can lead to lower expec-
tations. A Member of the U. S. House of Representatives recalls being told before
completing high school that he should not aspire too much in the way of a profes-
sional career, so he quit school. After service in the U. S. Army where he gained
a more realistic idea of what he was capable of achieving, he returned to complete
high school, college, and law school. One of us had a doctoral advisee who revealed
in a moment of confidence that his father always told him he would fail, and that
had cast a cloud on the student’s life view. Today, that person is a very successful
academician, one who always seems to find a way to encourage students.

While it is well that students can overcome negative expectations if they have
enough personal self-efficacy, it would be better if we did not impose negative
expectations in the first place. By following the principles of the ULM, teachers
provide a much more empowering view of students’ ultimate capabilities and how
learning through serious effort can achieve high levels of competence and perfor-
mance. Expressing these beliefs will build students’ self-efficacy that they, in fact,
possess the means to achieve their goals.
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Interest

Both situational and personal interests are relevant to the classroom. Situational
interest directs attention. Things that are novel generate interest. Several of us once
were connected with a project in which a zoo sent certain animals from their col-
lection into classrooms. This practice afforded classroom opportunities for teaching
and learning, and also addressed the zoo’s problem of housing the animals during
months when the zoo exhibits were closed to the public. One unexpected discovery
resulted from this program. Whatever animal was brought into the classroom, that
animal could serve as a learning center. During writing, for example, all animals
served as effective story starters. What was noticed, however, was that unusual ani-
mals (legless lizards, ferrets) seemed to catalyze “more scientific” writing than did
ordinary animals (rabbits, doves). Novel animals generated more interest.41

Because situational interest is a property of the environment, in particular of the
classroom and learning materials and activities done, situational interest is some-
thing that a teacher or instructional designer can manipulate directly. Interesting
instructional materials draw attention. Allocating working memory through focused
attention is a prerequisite for learning, and interest can play a significant role in
directing students to attend to relevant instructional content. Generating interest is
often cited as a reason for incorporating multimedia or hands-on activities into the
classroom. These can be novel and generate situational interest.42 Consider how
teachers can generate situational interest as they open a lesson. As a former mid-
dle school teacher, one of the authors taught a lesson that included reading Sandra
Cisnero’s short story Eleven and analyzing the literary symbolism found in it.43 To
begin the lesson, she would silently set a grocery store bag in front of her class and
take out a ragged red sweater, a deflated balloon, an onion, and a metal Band-aid box
with a coin in it that she rattled, and asked the students to predict what these things
might have to do with the short story they were about to read. Setting the stage for
instruction like this created situational interest in the upcoming task, established a
purpose for reading, and provided a platform for some lively focused discussion
on the Cisneros’ choices for symbolizing the main character’s experiences – all
important components for successful literacy learning.

There are problems with designing instruction to generate situational interest,
however. First, virtually nothing has universal situated interest for everyone. While
we can assume that some things are likely to be novel for almost all students, such
as the unusual animals in our zoo example or chemistry or physics demonstrations
of phenomena students haven’t seen before, we can’t assume that even these are
necessarily interesting for everyone. The same caveat holds for assuming that com-
puter video or animations are always interesting. This holds for activities as well.
Assumptions that all students are interested in hands-on work or in “game-like”
computer learning environments will certainly be wrong. Our caution here is not to
say that teachers and instructional designers should avoid trying to embed interest-
ing novelty in their classrooms or materials. Rather, we caution against assuming
that these will always be “intrinsically” or automatically interesting to students.

It’s also not universally clear how students will “take” something. During a visit
to a regional school noted for its academic excellence, one of us who never wears
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a cap noticed a baseball cap at a teacher’s desk saying, “Head Coach, Physics.”
Months later, during a professional development context, he suggested giving sci-
ence teachers such hats. Many teachers, especially women, viewed this as “sexist.”
It wasn’t that such a hat would be neutral; it was that it would be viewed by some
as offensive.

Second, situational interest can generate what have been called seductive details.
Situational interest directs attention. But what if the thing that is interesting isn’t
what we want students to learn. One of the authors was involved in a study of
eighth-graders reading their history textbook. One of the passages had a picture
of women suffrage marchers from the 1890s. When asked what they recalled from
the passage, the majority of students mentioned the women in the picture. But, they
didn’t remember what they were marching for (the right to vote), they recalled that
they looked funny or sometimes less flattering terms. The students focused on their
unusual appearance rather than what they were supposed to represent.

Because situational interest is so powerful for directing attention, novelty and
other ways of generating interest need to be carefully planned and thought out. If
teachers or instructional designers are going to use interest as an attention director,
they need to be sure that the situational interest draws attention to instructionally
meaningful content. Because students remember what they attend to, we need to be
sure that we are making them attend to what we want them to learn, and not to some
distracter.

In contrast with situational interest, personal interest sustains long-term engage-
ment with learning in personally meaningful subject matter domains. As such, we
can think of personal interest as emerging from sustained pursuit of learning/mastery
goals in a discipline. Because personal interest is unique to each student and is
based in the student’s own emotional and cognitive reactions to their learning and
developing expertise, there is little that a teacher or instructional designer can do
to directly influence it. But, because it emerges out of growing competence and
growth in a discipline, teachers can foster personal interest by following our previ-
ous recommendations for focusing on learning goals, belief in an incremental view
of intelligence, belief in effort, and development of self-efficacy. As students build
proficiency in a subject, they will begin to develop personal interest in knowing
more about that subject.

In addition to building proficiency in a subject, teachers can harness personal
interest as a means of providing opportunities for skills practice. For example, the
best way to build reading fluency and enhance vocabulary development is for chil-
dren to read a lot. This gives them multiple exposures to high frequency words,
leading to automatic word recognition: the “glue of our language.” Increased read-
ing also apprentices them into the language of a particular topic and enhances their
understanding of more precise and more generalized word usage. One way to entice
students into increasing the amount of reading they do is to have them read self-
selected books and websites on topics that are of personal interest to them. Thus,
taking advantage of growing personal interests in this way can result in multiple
facets of literacy learning.
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Discouraged Terms

The comedian George Carlin was famous (notorious) for a list of seven words one
couldn’t say on television. Indeed, this list made it to a U. S. Supreme Court case.44

There probably should be a list of terms that are banned in your classroom. For
starters, how about:

• Talent – discouraged because it implies something you are born with rather than
something you develop through learning and effort.

• Smart – discouraged because it tends to overemphasize the role of ability in learn-
ing and implies that effort cannot overcome ability deficiencies when, in many, if
not most cases, it can.

• IQ – discouraged for the same reason as smart is discouraged.

Summary Thoughts on Motivation

Motivation directs working memory allocation. The goal of motivation is to direct
students to focus working memory on the learning task. In this chapter, we have
outlined some basic ways teachers can facilitate motivation. These are:

1. Focus students on setting learning goals, rather than performance or task goals.
2. Help students develop an incremental theory of intelligence and ability by

basically teaching them about the ULM.
3. Foster students’ belief in effort through feedback and mastery experiences.
4. Help students build outcome expectancies and specific instrumental paths that

connect what they are learning to future goals and outcomes.
5. Build students’ self-efficacy through mastery experiences, feedback focused on

the process of learning, and encouragement that effort will build competence.
6. Utilize interest and novelty in ways that support allocation of attention to relevant

learning materials rather than distracters.

Following these suggestions will help students maintain motivation and build
positive self-beliefs.
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Chapter 9
Efficient Instruction

Cognitive Load

We noted in Chapter 6 that instructional practices developed by cognitive load the-
orists are fully compatible with the principles of the ULM. Rather than review the
details of the extensive instructional literature developed within cognitive load the-
ory (or its equivalent), we refer you to two excellent references. The first is a recent
book by Clark, Nguyen, and Sweller, which explicates essentially all of the work
published by Sweller and his colleagues, and Mayer and his colleagues.1 Earlier
also, a book was written by Clark and Mayer on the same set of topics.2

The CORE Lesson Model

An instructional approach consistent with the ULM principles is the CORE lesson
model developed by Calfee and colleagues, which guides teachers as they plan to
integrate these fundamental principles into their teaching.3 CORE is an acronym
that stands for CONNECT – ORGANIZE – REFLECT – EXTEND. At the intro-
duction of the lesson and throughout it as necessary, the teacher focuses students’
thinking by connecting them to their prior knowledge or experiences either from pre-
vious lessons or from commonly held experiences. The teacher guides students in
organizing their thinking to build connections with the lesson’s information and/or
procedures. This is frequently accomplished by teaching with graphic organizers
that can be used as discussion or reading comprehension tools. Throughout the les-
son, the teacher provides for repetition and connection by asking questions that
encourage the students to stop and reflect upon what they are learning in the les-
son (“What examples of amphibians should go in this section of the matrix?”)
and how they are learning the new information or procedures (“Why should we
write the common characteristics of the two pre-war periods in the middle portion
of the Venn diagram?”) that span Bloom’s taxonomy. The teachers plan ways to
extend students’ use of the new learning to other contexts. This portion of the lesson
gives students the opportunity to practice applying their new knowledge in varied
ways. The teacher asks questions at the close of the lesson that recap the learning

135D.F. Shell et al., The Unified Learning Model, DOI 10.1007/978-90-481-3215-7_9,
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and explicitly require the students to think about when they could use their new
declarative and procedural knowledge in the future.

Explicit Knowledge Is Teachable; Implicit Knowledge Isn’t

Learning is about connections. Explicit mental searching is rather straightforward.
You set your mind to a target and then go looking for that target. You almost cer-
tainly know whether or not you have ever been in Nome, Alaska. You don’t really
know how this works. That is, you are not aware of any kind of spreading activation
as it takes place. One of us lived in Alaska – but Nome is not connected to the rest
of Alaska by roads. So, even when you’ve lived in Alaska, your mental search for
yes/no on having been to Nome usually is a quick search. Since most of us know
whether or not we’ve been in Alaska, the search usually is a quick and accurate one.

Implicit mental searching is quite different; you’re not too sure what it is that
you are looking for. There is no doubt that much of the real-world problem solving
involves implicit rather than explicit searching. An argument in favor of implicit
searching as an instructional tool is that it gives us real world practice. Many
examples in science and business involve finding information that has similar char-
acteristics to the problem at hand, but is not the same and sometimes very different
in appearance.

The instructional question is whether implicit searching is preferable to direct
explicit instruction. Learning is about building searchable connections. A teacher or
curriculum designer certainly knows more about the relevant knowledge and how
it should be organized and connected than a student. Direct instruction based on a
good design will certainly build a students’ knowledge base faster and build more
explicit retrieval cues. As a result, students have more knowledge to search and
can explicitly search faster and more accurately. But, even the best planned direct
instruction cannot cover all of the possible ways the material could be intercon-
nected or anticipate all of the possible situations in which knowledge might be
usefully retrieved through implicit searching for ill-defined problems. Therefore,
providing opportunities for students to engage in activities requiring implicit search-
ing can help them build a richer knowledge base with more potential pattern
matches.

One can learn without deliberately having a learning goal or consciously pay-
ing attention. Episodic memory is effortless memory; it happens. Episodic memory
captures space in working memory without conscious effort. Learning by multiple
exposures does happen; after a while, we get the sense of things. We also con-
struct novel knowledge in working memory as we are problem solving or thinking.
As we discussed in Chapter 4, learning from experience is implicit or sometimes
called tacit learning.4 Knowledge is more difficult to acquire tacitly. As we dis-
cussed in Chapter 4, implicit learning from problem solving or critical thinking is
uncertain. From an instructional standpoint, tacit learning is more difficult to direct.
The teacher or instructional designer can structure the environment in ways that
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hopefully promote the desired experience, but he/she cannot control whether stu-
dents are directing their working memory allocation to the knowledge they are
supposed to be learning. Mentoring or lengthy apprenticeships are instructional
approaches often used. However often we may choose to use the term medical
science, much medical practice is learned through residency and fellowship pro-
grams in which, what is learned has never successfully been written down. In fact,
one of the most often studied areas of learning involves reading x-ray images on
the way to becoming a radiologist.5 Surprisingly, much of a radiologist’s learning
is tacit learning. Those in training, see a film, and then have an expert interpret
that film.

You cannot turn off your working memory. Let’s say you are in an apprenticeship,
a learning situation. You hear what your master says and see the choices she makes,
but she never explains why that choice is made. She might even say something like
“I sure hope that works.” What you have to process includes the circumstances, what
is said, and the seeming decision points that appeared to emerge. There is no appar-
ent rule or decision tree to apply to the situation. It’s a bit like learning to bluff when
playing poker or making an occasional “psych” bid in playing bridge.6 Think about
it; there can’t be a rule for bluffing. If there were, bluffing would never work. If you
ever discovered a rule for bluffing at poker, you’d be a fool to tell anyone that rule.

That said, nearly anything that is tacit ultimately could be made explicit. Once it
is explicit, it can be taught using more direct instructional approaches, which will
allow students to learn more readily. The most efficient way to engage in explicit
learning is to use our working memories to think about what we are learning. That
is, we attend to what we are learning with the intent of learning it – how it works,
what the variables are, and so forth. We repeat; repetition is needed for learning.
When we have a chance to think about what we are learning, we can better integrate
it with what we already know. That is, we make connections that make sense to
us. Good teaching and instruction can explicitly direct students to attend and guide
repetition and connection.

Teachers can make it more likely for their students to make these connections
through the questions that they ask during and especially after a lesson. Think about
this scenario. You are teaching a lesson on the three branches in the American gov-
ernment. After asking the students to brainstorm what they know already about how
the government is organized and then giving them the choice of books or websites
to read for additional details, you help your students sort out all of this informa-
tion by developing a chart or grid with them. The chart has headings across the top
with the names of the three branches. Down the left-hand column you’ve written
some of the characteristics like: function, duties, people, building where the branch
is housed, and one interesting fact. After modeling how to think about the chart
and interactively completing a few of the spaces during whole class instruction, you
have your students complete the chart in small groups. The next step has the class
come together as a whole group to compare/contrast the three branches of govern-
ment using the information they have recorded on their charts. You extend and apply
their learning by asking them to analyze a short scenario about how each branch of
government might contribute to the passage or blocking of a proposed law. To close
the lesson, you ask two kinds of questions – the product and process questions. Your
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product question may be as simple as, “Okay, what were we learning about in this
lesson? Now, tell your neighbor an interesting fact from the readings or our dis-
cussion that was new for you. Sarah, what new information did David learn today?
Besides for the quiz tomorrow, why is it important for you to know about these
branches of government?” This is followed by your process question, “What did we
use to organize our thinking about the three branches of government? Yes! We used
a grid. When do you think you could use a grid again to help you think about what
you’ve read? Why would it be helpful then?” When you employ a graphic or visual
organizer as a learning/discussion/writing tool, you are making it easier for students
to see and make explicit connections between and among ideas. Asking them to
make a value judgment pushes them to think about the information more deeply
than just the basic knowledge level. The process question pushes your students to
think explicitly about transferring a way of thinking about information to different
contexts. As soon as we start to mention thinking, we are in the realm of working
memory – its capacity and utilization. We’ve already discussed the notion of cog-
nitive load, and indicated that efficient learning depends upon managing cognitive
load. Remember, teachers are working memory managers/trainers/coaches.

This is very much in line with what we learned in the past two decades about
teaching how to read. Some students will pick up decoding just by interacting with
texts through the scaffolding of more experienced readers (sometimes called “the
whole language approach”). This leaves a significant number of students with less
than optimal opportunities to learn to decode words, especially if they have limited
experiences. At the point of school entry, it is much more efficient and effective
to teach the alphabetic system explicitly than to try and supply enough implicit
experiences to foster such development. In many ways the implicit approach might
actually increase the gap between the more able readers and their struggling peers.
Stanovich called it the Matthew Effect in which the rich are getting richer by having
more practice and the gap between students increases with time.7

Optimal “Difficulty” for New Content

Learning requires connections; we need appropriate prior knowledge to connect
to new knowledge. Efficient learning requires a match between the learner’s prior
knowledge and whatever new content they are dealing with. We may say that the
new material is too difficult for the learner based upon her or his current skills.
It means that the prior knowledge is either not there, or not chunked in such a
way that the new knowledge can be brought into working memory in a way that
allows for suitable new connections. Working memory capacity can be used up on
small but necessary chunks without leaving enough room for other chunks that are
needed to make sense of the new content. This is especially clear when learning a
new language.

The other side of this is that, if the new material is too easy, the learner may not
pay enough attention – thinking that they already have command of that content.8

New learning requires working memory allocation, and learners sometimes think
they already know something, so they really don’t attend to it.
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The ULM suggests that for efficient learning to occur, there is an optimal content
difficulty for new material that is to be learned. Vygotsky called this the zone of
proximal development.9 What the ULM does is make the requirements more explicit
for being in the zone of proximal development. That is, the material to be learned
must fill or nearly fill the learner’s working memory without exceeding the learner’s
working memory capacity.

In a classroom of twenty to thirty students, it is extremely unlikely that all stu-
dents will be well described by one and the same zone. This may be true when
the content is completely new (no one knows anything) or old (everyone knows
the material) but, for most classrooms, learners have different zones – implying the
value of small group instructional configurations.

Storage and Retrieval

Learning is a product of working memory allocation. Learning is about storage of
new information. We are almost never satisfied with simply asking whether the
new knowledge has been stored. It’s like asking someone who is completely lost
after having a vast rollout of information, “Did you follow that?” and having them
respond with a smile and a nod. Teachers have no direct control of their own work-
ing memories, let alone those of their students. If a teacher said, “Now store this
in your semantic memory” and expected her students to store it, there would be
no effect. Teachers often do say things like, “This is important.” That’s a cue to pay
special attention because you may need to use this or, more often, this will be tested.

We satisfy ourselves that students know something through assessment, and we
discuss that separately. The ULM suggests that the best results will occur when we
practice retrieving in those contexts that matter. Put another way, this suggests that
we “teach to the test.” Further, it implies that we “test often.” If you don’t like the
context, change the test; that is, change the test that you are teaching to. Make your
tests more like the contexts in which retrieval is likely to take place. The Class-Plus
Writing Assessment is one such assessment that is designed to determine how well
your students are able to compose an informational text under the most supportive
conditions.10 It offers teachers a template for creating a writing assessment that is
developmentally appropriate for their class. That’s why pilots and physicians train
with simulators. Teachers training pilots and physicians strive to make the learning
environment as realistic as possible. There are tradeoffs in costs of learning. More
resources are allocated to their training of pilots and physicians because “lives are
at stake” as the result of the work.

Formative assessment is a good idea. If the assessments reflect the contexts in
which the knowledge is to be used, this is nothing more than practice. Frequent
formative assessment really should be just practice. High stakes assessment may
actually limit student performance because the emotions (anxiety for example)
and possible consequences will occupy some of the working memory slots thus
inhibiting effective processing.11
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Chapter 10
Feedback and Assessment

In Chapter 4 entitled “Knowledge”, we spent some time discussing what is meant
by knowledge. Here are a few things we might ask students to do:

• Recite from memory, the Pledge of Allegiance
• Use your own words to explain the statement, “The state at the center of the earth

is igneous fusion.”
• Find the product of 77 times 88.
• Find the pressure of water vapor inside a 5.0-L vessel that initially is evacuated

and maintained at 25◦C into which a 2.0-mL sample of liquid water is injected.
• Write a paper describing the emergence and use of wind turbine power generation

in the EU.
• Compare and contrast the Japanese and Swiss health care systems with the intent

of recommending the adoption of one or the other for the State of California.

These happen to follow a hierarchy according to the Bloom Taxonomy of
Education Objectives: knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis,
and evaluation.1 Although an increase in difficulty is implied, this is not really a
part of the taxonomy. Reciting the Koran from memory is difficult even though it is
a straight knowledge activity; stating how you liked your dinner at the local diner
last night is easy even though it is an evaluation.

In classrooms, we ask students to do things. Sometimes we ask them to do things
that are tricky. A trick question one of us often uses is to ask about the water vapor
pressure that exists after a small amount of water is injected into a large container.
The trick is that not all of the water evaporates. Students usually just pull out an
equation and proceed to plug-and-chug away without realizing that the physical
reality of the situation is quite different from what the equation is meant for. What
one needs to do is to look up the pressure in a table. Sometimes we ask them to
do things where there is no right answer – like writing a paper or recommending a
policy. Regardless of what we ask students to do to demonstrate their knowledge,
assessment and specific feedback are critical. From the ULM perspective, any dis-
cussion of feedback and assessment should be thought of in terms of the five rules
of the ULM outlined earlier. Before discussing these issues, however, we begin with
a brief overview of how we define and think about assessment and feedback.

141D.F. Shell et al., The Unified Learning Model, DOI 10.1007/978-90-481-3215-7_10,
C© Springer Science+Business Media B.V. 2010
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Assessment

Classroom teachers assess students all the time. We give tests, grade homework,
and observe students working on group projects. From this perspective, assessment
is simply a tool we use to determine how much learning has taken place. From the
ULM perspective, assessment is a tool that we should use to determine how close
students are to reaching their goal. We can do this in a number of ways. What may
be the most important issue, however, is not what kinds of assessments we use, but
rather what we are doing with them.

The ULM argues that the goal of most learning situations should be mastery,
long term retention, and the ability to transfer information to other contexts or sit-
uations. As we saw in Chapter 4, if we want to promote mastery, then we need to
provide opportunities for practice in varied contexts. Another way to say this is that
if we want students to pursue mastery, then they need (1) a goal, (2) opportunities
for practice with assessment, and (3) significant feedback on their progress toward
that goal. If we also want to promote long-term retention, then students should do
things that require long-term retention. From the ULM perspective, the most appro-
priate way to accomplish both mastery and promote long-term retention is to provide
opportunities for regular “formative” assessment and a more formal cumulative or
“summative” assessment at the end. Formative assessment is used during learning.
It includes any number of activities in which students can receive feedback on their
progress. This may include (but is not limited to) questions posed by the teacher or
classmates during instruction, in-class activities, homework, informal (and formal)
teacher observations of student progress, student reflections, quizzes and exams dur-
ing the semester, and class projects. The key feature of formative assessment is that
it provides teachers with an opportunity to assess student progress toward the goal
together with an opportunity to provide students with feedback about their progress
including recommendations for improvement.

In contrast to formative assessment, a cumulative or “summative” assessment
should be designed to allow teachers to assess – at the end of instruction – the extent
to which a student achieved mastery and long-term retention. Additionally, summa-
tive assessment should provide students with an analysis of whether or not they have
reached their instructional goals. Summative assessments are usually more “formal”
than formative assessments. In many cases, a cumulative assessment regarding long-
term retention is built directly into the content students are learning. In a typical
math class, for example, what you learn in Chapter 4 will likely be used to complete
more complex tasks in Chapter 6; so long-term retention is a necessary prerequisite
for future success. This may not be as obvious in other areas. For example, in a psy-
chology course, what you learn about Freud may, or may not be, a prerequisite to
understating Piaget’s theory. Whether or not the subject has some cumulative long-
term retention requirements, the question is whether or not students learn in that
way. From the ULM perspective, a well-designed summative assessment encourages
long-term retention.
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Feedback

No matter how we assess students, the information we provide them about their
performance on that assessment – the feedback – may be what matters most.
Feedback is information provided to a student by a teacher about that student’s
performance, progress, or understanding. We know that some types of feedback
impact learners more or less than other types of feedback. In general, feedback
about the process students are using tends to be more effective than feedback about
the product. Therefore, simply grading homework with a percentage score (e.g.,
80%) or a summative comment (e.g., great work) may not be sufficient feedback
for the most effective learning. Rather, substantive feedback about the process stu-
dents are engaging in seems to be the most effective form of feedback. We can say
three things about feedback. First, effective feedback is a required part of the learn-
ing process. Second, effective feedback occurs at multiple points during learning.
Third, but perhaps most important, effective feedback prompts students to gener-
ate their own feedback. When a teacher provides feedback to a student by asking
him to think about how he reached a particular answer or response, he must think
about what he did and thus generate a personal assessment of his progress. In short,
from the ULM perspective, effective feedback prompts students to allocate work-
ing memory space to self-monitoring or self-regulatory activities. This is not easy.
Developing effective feedback can be very time consuming and requires effort on
the part of the teacher. Our intent here is to use the ULM to guide the way we pro-
vide feedback. We begin by looking at how assessment and feedback fit within the
ULM rules.

New Learning Requires Attention

The first ULM rule is that teaching is about getting students to “attend” to things.
Perhaps the most basic function that assessment performs is telling students what to
pay attention to. How often have we heard students ask “Is it going to be on the test?”
or say “If it isn’t on the test, I am going to skip it.” For better or worse, students base
what they are going to attend to and going to put forth effort to learn on what they
think will be tested. While this is often viewed as bad and “teaching to the test” is
seen as lowering the quality of learning, assessment and testing are not inherently
good or bad. Good assessment takes advantage of the privileged role that testing has
in directing attention by assessing what is important. If assessment is in line with
the goals of instruction, then the assessments will reinforce the learning goals of the
class. It is only when assessments are not aligned with learning goals and test periph-
eral or non-important information that they become problematic and dysfunctional
for learning. Similarly, feedback performs a necessary function by helping students
direct their attention to the proper instructional materials or learning activities and
reinforcing what is and isn’t important.
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The attention directing roles of assessment and feedback mean that careful atten-
tion must be paid to creating high-quality tests and other assessments that are clearly
and tightly aligned with the learning goals of the class. A classic way of doing
this is through a table of specifications, which is a grid that crosses learning objec-
tives/goals with assessment items and activities. Excellent guidance and examples
of these can be found elsewhere.2 Also, feedback must be well thought out and
focused on specific information that needs to be attended.

Learning Requires Repetition

The second ULM rule is learning requires repetition. Repetition is accomplished
by retrieval of knowledge from long-term memory into working memory. Retrieval
means something going out. Assessments require demonstration of knowledge and
hence require that knowledge to be retrieved. The act of retrieving knowledge for
an assessment not only demonstrates that it was learned, but increases the strength
of that knowledge in memory. A recent and very interesting study under controlled
conditions provided a rather remarkable outcome that illustrates this point.3 A large
group of students was divided into four groups studying Swahili vocabulary. One
group studied and tested only those words they had previously not learned. A sec-
ond group studied and tested all words. A third group studied only words they felt
unfamiliar with, but tested all. A fourth group studied all but tested only those found
to be unfamiliar. “Repeated studying after learning had no effect on delayed recall,
but repeated testing produced a large positive effect. In addition, students’ predic-
tions of their performance were uncorrelated with actual performance. The results
demonstrate the critical role of retrieval practice in consolidating learning and show
that even university students seem unaware of this fact.”

Assessment performs an important role in strengthening what has been learned.
Assessment provides opportunity for practice and success comes to those who prac-
tice, practice, practice. We may sometimes hear a student say “I studied and knew
the material, but I just couldn’t bring it out on the test.” What this likely means in
ULM terms is that this student hasn’t had enough repetitions of the knowledge to
make the chunk strong enough to retrieve. Assessment can provide that repetition.
Assessments also provide opportunity for corrective feedback to help refine knowl-
edge in memory chunks. So, more specifically, we believe that success comes to
those who practice, assess, get feedback, practice, assess, get feedback, and so on.
Without assessment, it is impossible to provide guidance to the repetition necessary
for accurate chunk formation.

Learning Is About Connections

Knowledge is about creating a connected pattern of neurons. Higher, more compli-
cated forms of learning, like concept formation or skill development, are essentially
about forming a series of complex connections among discrete ideas. Students
make connections between the concepts of shapes and sides to understand the
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Pythagorean Theorem or among historical issues, a belief in states’ rights and the
Emancipation Proclamation as they generate an understanding of issues that led to
the Civil War.

Assessment fosters creating these connected patterns by requiring students to
connect and combine information and skills they are learning. Asking students to
compare and contrast discrete concepts, solve problems, transfer knowledge to new
contexts or situations, write essays, demonstrate skills, and other forms of “open-
ended” assessments allow students to engage in the problem solving and critical
thinking that underlies the construction of larger knowledge structures in memory
and the creation of new connections. Assessments that require making connections
will foster knowledge connections. These assessments also provide opportunities
to observe the constructions and connections students are making so that effective
feedback can be provided to foster productive constructions and avoid miscon-
ceptions. Open-ended assessments provide rich opportunities for mentoring and
guidance and more indirect instructional feedback methods like Socratic dialog.

Teaching to the Test

Much talk centers on the phrase, “Teaching to the test.” This has been especially true
since enactment of the No Child Left Behind legislation. Many, if not most people,
seem to react negatively to this sound bite. It connotes very restricted learning. There
was an advertisement on local television in 2008 for learning centers intended to
help struggling students. The ad showed a student who one assumes had learning
issues and was helped by the center. She recited the last names of the presidents:
“Washington, Adams, . . ., Bush, Clinton, Bush.” Obviously this was impressive.
To accomplish this required effort and, because of that, required motivation. It’s
a task that was doable. Success with a task like this might increase self-efficacy
for learning, especially if parents were to ask the child to demonstrate this skill to
friends. (OK, did you remember that Fillmore was a president?) On the other hand,
how useful was it? It’s not that knowing this is either bad or wasted; it’s that this
knowledge alone is not particularly useful. Moreover, given just a list, the learning
strategy involved is straightforward: rehearse, rehearse, rehearse. If the test consists
of recalling lists of presidents’ names, then perhaps what is being tested is not in the
overall best interests of national security.

Nevertheless, we recommend that teachers re-contextualize their use of the
phrase, “teaching to the test.” What we would like to do, under the best of teaching
circumstances, is to provide opportunity for transfer to the contexts most like those
in which we believe that the knowledge being learned is going to be used. If this is
the case, then the “tests” probably need to be changed to better reflect the ultimate
intended contexts. While this is quite difficult to achieve, it should remain a goal.

Many have embraced Wiggins & McTighe’s Understanding by Design.4 This
approach logically advocates deciding what you want known, then deciding how
you will know it is known, and then creating instructional materials that will lead to
the appropriate learning. At the end of the day, this is really just a repackaging of
teaching to the test. Think of it this way: If it isn’t something you wanted learned,
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why was it on the test? If it is something you want learned, why isn’t it on the
test? We emphasized the use of tests to reinforce classroom learning goals in our
discussion of how assessments focus attention.

In the United States as well as most other countries, the purpose of compulsory
education is to “centralize” those aspects of knowledge and intellectual skill thought
to apply to all or most vocations. As a result, reading and arithmetic are taught in
schools. In contrast, surgery is taught in surgical rotations in medical or veterinary
school, heat transfer in advanced engineering, and steamfitting in apprenticeship
programs. Both the reading and arithmetic skills used by surgeons, engineers, and
steamfitters are different. However difficult and impractical, it would be better and
would lead to better learning outcomes if reading and arithmetic could be contextu-
alized at those levels. That is, if we could say: “This is what a steamfitter needs to
know about geometry.” On the other hand, a great strength of education is that, if
you are a steamfitter and want to become a heat-transfer engineer, you don’t have to
repeat your K-12 education to make the change.

High-Stakes Testing Versus Feedback

One certain impact of the U.S. No Child Left Behind legislation has been an empha-
sis on testing, especially what one might call high-stakes testing. High-stakes testing
is not likely to go away any time soon, nor should it. Stakes in tests like SAT,
GMAT, or MCAT are high. These stakes pale in comparison with, say, the boarding
exams taken by those seeking certification and/or licensure in medical specialties
or those taking “bar” examinations to practice law or those becoming commercial
airline pilots. There are times when assessment for the purpose of measuring and
documenting knowledge is appropriate.

There are several problems with high-stakes testing. These tests are expensive
and complex to develop, organize, and administer. For this reason, they often are
not available “on demand.” Emotions run high for these tests, and adverse effects
on performances can result. Students often “choke under pressure.”5 Perhaps most
importantly, high-stakes tests, as currently employed, often do not facilitate a focus
on either mastery or deep and meaningful learning. Rather, high-stakes tests seem
to facilitate a focus on learning “just enough” to perform well on the test. From the
perspective of the ULM, high-stakes tests can create goals for performance or task
rather than for learning. This should lead us to the question of what is the alternative.

As we have discussed, providing performance-related feedback is one alternative
that is an effective way of bringing about learning. As students engage in a learning
task, teachers can monitor their progress and provide feedback to students about
not only what they are doing well and not so well, but also about how they are
going about doing it. This ongoing feedback is helpful because it gives students
information about what they are doing before they have automated it. At the same
time, it gives teachers very powerful ways to decide about a learner’s knowledge.

Modern computer-based homework systems and other electronic practice sys-
tems offer excellent means of providing “formative” assessments of learning. In
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these systems, students have an opportunity to submit their homework electroni-
cally and to receive feedback on their work as they are working on it. At a minimum,
these systems can provide feedback to students before they have automated a new
task. Remember, it is much easier to correct someone before they have automated a
task. If a teacher waits until his student has automated a task, it becomes much more
difficult to correct errors. Earlier on p. 48, we discussed how hard it was for Tiger
Woods to change his swing.6

Praise Versus Encouragement

For two decades, some in the literature have suggested distinguishing praise and
encouragement in the classroom.7 Praise involves saying nice, pleasant things with-
out indicating why that compliment is being given. Encouragement spells out rather
explicitly why the praise is being offered. From the perspective of the ULM, it
is a matter of explicitly connecting the praise to whatever action is being praised.
These connections permit a teacher to encourage mastery rather than performance.
Consider Table 10.1.

Table 10.1 Examples of feedback

OK Better Much better

Nice job, Fred. You seem to be working
very hard on that, Fred.

Nice work, Fred. I see a lot of
progress in lab reports.
Your hard work is really
paying off.

Well done, Mary. That first draft looks good
so far, Mary.

This is a good start Mary. You
have done a nice job
describing the main
problem. Now, let’s see
what we can do to improve
on this even more.

Very good, Sally. Your data analysis seems
quite clever, Sally.

I am impressed with how far
you have come in your data
analytic strategy Sally. The
way you handled the
missing data was very
creative.

I really like that sound, Jamal. You must have been
practicing quite a bit last
week, Jamal.

I like what I am hearing Jamal.
You are really benefiting
from all the practice you
have been putting in. Your
rhythm is really strong.

I’m so glad you are in my class,
George.

Thank you for helping
others, George.

George, You have really made
some important
contributions to the class. I
know your classmates
appreciate how much you
have helped on the story
problems.
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Scaffold Learning by Responding to Outputs

Essentially all teachers advocate some form of active learning – in which the learner
is engaged in his or her own learning processes. Active learning is difficult to define
or describe. In the ULM, active learning is motivated working memory allocation.
Of course this isn’t really observable, so it may be difficult for someone like a
teacher to determine if learners are actively engaged with new content. One fairly
certain way to detect active learning, however, is to interact with learners by pro-
viding performance-related feedback. During instruction, an emphasis on eliciting
outputs from students and responding to those outputs with suggestions for improve-
ments is likely to be the most efficient way to keep students learning “actively” and
ultimately bring about new learning. Perhaps you can see why feedback must be
focused on the processes students used, rather than simply the outcome.

Learning is not just a “garbage in, garbage out” process. While much of what
we teach is explicit and can be learned as declarative knowledge, success in life
nearly always depends to some degree on developing skills for using knowledge –
creating procedures. If teachers want that to happen, then ways of using knowledge
and creating skilled behaviors are what should be practiced and tested.

Responding with feedback to student outputs is especially critical for procedural-
ization. We discussed how procedural knowledge was created in Chapter 4. Recall
that procedural knowledge is based in the results of action; success in achieving a
goal. How do students know if their results are correct? How do they know whether
they are building optimal procedures? The only way they can know is through
feedback.

Declarative knowledge is typically right or wrong; you either know it and have
strengthened it enough through repetition to recall it on a test or in another setting, or
you don’t know it. Procedural knowledge, on the other hand, is often not clearly right
or wrong. There can be many ways to do something, many approaches to solving the
math problem, or many options for conducting a scientific inquiry. Helping students
sort out these possibilities and strengthen the best approaches is what teachers can
do with feedback. This is what scaffolding student learning is about. This is also the
heart of what Ericsson called deliberate practice with a mentor.8

Assessments should allow students to use knowledge in ways that provide
observable outputs. From those outputs, teachers can give feedback that effectively
scaffolds for the student. Use of knowledge requires assessments that go beyond
just statement of the knowledge. We might want to teach a rule such as: In the peri-
odic table of the chemical elements, atom size increases going down a group. This
could be tested with something like: state the trend in size for groups in the chemical
periodic table. This would be a direct test of declarative knowledge. The same rule
might be tested as follows – select the element with the largest atoms from among:
lithium, sodium, and potassium. In this case, the learner must decide that all of these
elements are in the same chemical group, that potassium is the lowest in that group,
and that potassium would have the largest atoms. This learning involves acquiring a
procedure that is a decision rule for determining the largest atom in a group, given
the knowledge that atom size increases going down a group. This procedure would
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apply to any combination of atoms in the periodic table. Besides allowing a teacher
to know whether the student knows the rule, this kind of assessment allows feedback
for developing a procedural application of the rule.
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Chapter 11
A Focus on Thinking

Check in the index of a book on cognitive psychology or instructional design and
you’re not likely to find an entry for “think.”1 Ask a college science teacher what
their goals for students include and you almost always hear “teaching them how to
think.” Look up “thinking” in Wikipedia and you find “. . . allows beings to model
the world and to deal with it effectively according to their objectives, plans, ends
and desires.” Your dictionary will likely express several different definitions, all of
which you’ll have heard and be able to relate to.

What is thinking in the ULM? We have alluded to critical thinking and prob-
lem solving in Chapter 4 as continued search in working memory for new sensory
input (new information) and restructuring and transforming available sensory input
into different configurations for the purpose of creating a pattern match. We want
thinking of this sort in our classroom when we want students to use what they have
learned to solve problems or answer questions. We would like them to be able to
“think” about their answers beyond simple rote regurgitation.

We also want students to think about what they are learning. Thinking in this
context means something a little different. It means making sense of what they are
learning. Students need to build their knowledge by transforming it and connecting
it to existing knowledge. Creating pattern matches that retrieve prior knowledge to
help understand what is being learned and place it in context.

Thinking involves working memory. As we learn new things, the intrinsic load
of the new material may be such that we can’t do too much beyond the simplest
processing with what currently is active in working memory. While we can success-
fully learn how to do what we need to do at the moment, we don’t really get the
chance to see why we are doing it or how what we are doing fits in with other things
that we know.2

Keep in mind three things about encouraging thinking: learning requires repeti-
tion, learning is about connections, and learning can either be effortless or require
effort. At the end of a lesson, it is very reasonable to review what has been covered
and to connect that new learning to other things as described in several examples we
have already mentioned. This fits well the rules of repetition and connection. The
context often is a casual one, and thus this learning is stored in episodic memory;

151D.F. Shell et al., The Unified Learning Model, DOI 10.1007/978-90-481-3215-7_11,
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it is effortless learning. If the learning is not emphasized in some way, it is sub-
ject to the vagaries of episodic memory. Effort is almost certain to be required to
help move this from episodic to semantic memory. We’d like to suggest some more
explicit things worthy of your consideration that are intended to help the conversion
from episodic to semantic memory.

Surprisingly, in the development of cognitive load theory that has been a
principal area for study in instructional design, the consideration of germane
load – which we could describe unceremoniously as thinking – did not emerge
until the last decade. Therefore, the literature in this area is thin. We’ll remind
you of some important aspects of content-specific thinking, and then move to
generalities.

Critical thinking and problem solving in the ULM involve both continued search
for new sensory input (new information) and restructuring and transforming avail-
able sensory input into different configurations for the purpose of achieving a pattern
match for LTM retrieval.

Content-Specific Thinking

Every discipline has its own way of thinking. Doctors think like doctors, lawyers
think like lawyers, police officers think like police officers, and so on. If you are
teaching a discipline, as in most high school and college teaching, you need to
become familiar with the ways of thinking in that discipline and try to convey that
to your students.

In the chemistry of carbon compounds, for example, we expect each carbon
atom in a molecule to have four chemical bonds or connections to other atoms.
Organic chemists automatically check for this. Whenever a molecule is repre-
sented with a carbon atom having either more or fewer than four bonds, we either
predict special reactivity for that atom or suspect that an error has been made
in the representation. In mathematics, we learn that multiplying an entity in an
equation by one (unity) leaves that entity unchanged. Sometimes we get to be
very clever in the way we write one (unity). For example, we might write one
as ((sin x)/(sin x)). When studying herd animals, we expect there to be an alpha
animal – a leader from whom most or all other animals take their lead. When study-
ing economics, we expect savings to equal spending. When studying psychology, we
expect behavior that is rewarded to occur more frequently. When studying spread of
viral disease, we need to consider airborne transmission as a mechanism. We expect
the eating habits of children to be more like those of their parents than anyone else.

Each discipline has its rules, and sometimes these can be very complex.
Sometimes the rules can be simple but not easily verified. Given only four col-
ors, one can uniquely color a map so that no two adjacent entities have the same
color – the so-called four-color theorem. Though first proposed in 1852, this theo-
rem was not “proven” until 1976, a proof that has led to other improvements and
proof strategies.3
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Have Students Anticipate (Expectancy-Driven Methods)

In an expectancy-driven method, the learner anticipates an outcome and then
matches that expectation against feedback about the outcome. Renkl proposed this
approach in studying probability.4 A similar result was found when asking learn-
ers to anticipate the functioning of a machine before seeing an animation of that
device.5 We think that the discrepant event used in science education generates sit-
uational interest. In this sequence the teacher indicates that she will do xyz and asks
the students to predict the outcome. The teacher then does xyz, and the students
get to compare their predictions with the actual outcome. As the label suggests,
the events are selected such that the predications most often prove wrong. That is,
events are selected such that a discrepancy between the likely prediction and the
actual outcome is anticipated. For example, a weight is hung from a rubber band,
and the teacher says: “I’m going to heat this rubber band with hot air from this hair
dryer. What will happen?” The students most often predict that the rubber band will
soften and the weight will go lower (i.e., the band will stretch). In fact, the rubber
band contracts and the weight rises – unless you heat it enough to destroy it. This
effect can be built into more complex if classic demonstrations.6

From the perspective of the ULM, the expectancy-driven method provides oppor-
tunity for new chunk building and new connections. Discrepant events tend to
attract attention, so they can focus students’ attention on the material. As stu-
dents encounter the discrepancy between their prediction and the outcome, they
have opportunity to examine and transform the connections in their existing knowl-
edge that were incorrect in light of the new information provided by the discrepant
outcome. The discrepancy serves to weaken existing elements of the chunks incon-
sistent with the new information and strengthen new connections that incorporate
the experienced outcomes. Follow-up discussion can help further weaken incorrect
knowledge and strengthen the new connections.

Everyone reading this book is most likely using an expectancy-driven method for
constructing meaning. Proficient readers automatically make predictions about what
they will be reading. They do this by looking at the title of the book. They predict
what a section will be about from the chapter titles, subheadings, and any illus-
trations the author has included. As they read, good readers confirm or disconfirm
their predictions, sometimes causing them to reread to be sure they read a sentence
or passage correctly. This recursive act is not automatic for beginning readers or stu-
dents of any age who struggle with reading. These children need explicit instruction
and practice in how to predict as they read. As novice readers become more facile
in using prediction, they begin to focus their attention better on monitoring their
comprehension and resolving prediction discrepancies when they arise.

Teachers Create Sub-goals (Parse the Intrinsic Load)

What can the teacher, trainer, or instructional designer do when a learning task is
very difficult? The standard approach is to divide the task into subtasks so that the
learner’s working memory capacity is not overloaded with new input; in cognitive
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load theory terms, reduce the intrinsic load of each subtask so that it is within the
learner’s grasp. In ULM terms, insure that the amount of material to be learned
doesn’t exceed the learners’ working memory capacity. As we have discussed, the
learner’s working memory capacity is increased by prior knowledge, so more knowl-
edgeable students can handle more input and deal with more complex manipulations
of information. Vygotsky noted this need to adapt learning materials to the learners’
capacity as matching the learner’s zone of proximal development. Catrambone was
among those to detail this approach to teaching complex problem solving.7 This
approach also accounts for some of the success found when using worked-examples
during instruction. When a student views (or memorizes) a solved problem, the steps
can be accessed as sub-goals and used to reduce the overall intrinsic load.

Sub-goals are potentially important for a different reason. When a novice learner
is working near mental capacity, there is little available working memory capacity
to “think” about the problem being worked on, to see how the current step and goal
fits with other steps and goals. Winne expressed this in terms of the load placed by
self-regulation upon some beginning learners. If learners have to manage too much
of the learning environment themselves, they may be unable to devote sufficient
capacity to creating the transformations and connections necessary for effective
learning.

Remove the Scaffolding

As students become better problem solvers in a given area such as learning to read,
their thinking improves when instructional scaffolding is lowered or removed. In
the 1980s Pearson and Gallagher called this the Gradual Release of Responsibility
Model of Instruction.8 The term from behavioral approaches to this instructional
strategy for enhancing thinking is fading.9 Fading, or gradual release, is one of
the most powerful techniques for helping learners decide when to apply particular
strategies. Research has shown a variety of instructional choices that can support and
advance learning more quickly than others. Reciprocal teaching, where individuals
take on teaching roles within small groups, appears unusually effective.10

Have Students Imagine Outcomes

There are two ways to envision some sort of psychomotor process: where you want
to be, or how you are going to get there. For example, think about teaching someone
to throw darts. In the “internal” approach, you ask them to concentrate on holding
and manipulating the dart. In the “external” approach, you ask them to focus on
the target and do what it takes to strike the center of the target. A review concludes
that numerous studies “. . . provide converging evidence that an external focus of
attention (i.e., focus on the movement effect) is more effective than an internal focus
(i.e., focus on the movements themselves).”11 In a fashion similar to that found for
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improving psychomotor skills, similar outcomes are found for cognitive skills, but
the results are mixed.12 For students who have the schema in place, imagining works
successfully. For those without the schema, imagining does not work so well. This
seems to be the same load issue talked about by Winne, namely, when a novice
student is near working memory capacity, there’s no extra capacity for the kind of
thinking that imagination requires. Once past this, however, imagination becomes a
useful thinking tool that enhances learning performance.

Accommodate Cognitive Artifacts

American resurgence of interest in science teaching in the 1950s, following closely
the launch of Sputnik, led to changes that included emphasis on calculations. Slide
rules were devices required of science and engineering students; a slide rule case
dangling from one’s belt was a give-away about his or her vocation. Electric cal-
culators were available; access to a Monroe calculator was a status symbol. An
Wang, founder of Wang Laboratories, developed an electronic calculator. All of this
change was dwarfed in 1972 by the emergence of the HP-35 from Hewlett Packard,
the world’s first “pocket calculator.” The science education literature started to fill
with papers about the use of calculators – and whether such usage was “fair.” Soon
calculator ownership became expected of students as prices dropped to the same
level as textbooks. Today, high quality graphing calculators are a bit less expensive
than most science textbooks!

Something else was happening during the post-Sputnik era: science curricula
came to expect very extensive calculations from those who would be labeled “suc-
cessful” students. In the late twentieth century, it became clear that students were
able to compute quantities accurately without having any contextual understanding
of what those numbers meant. Quantitative approaches were labeled as algorithmic;
algorithmic became a dirty word.

Donald Norman described the tools we use to make our cognitive lives easier
cognitive artifacts.13 He makes the important point that these tools change the task.
There was a time a few decades ago when a graduating engineer could make a living
by solving differential equations. While the task remains important, the procedures
have changed so much that having this as a near single skill set is of extremely
limited value. Tools such as Mathematica enable performing such tasks in a way that
has led to significant raising of the intellectual bar.14 Salomon noted that technology
tools produce two effects.

Like Norman’s cognitve artifacts, there are effects with technology where the tool
allows increased performance. The expertise of the human – tool system is greater
than the expertise of either the person or the tool individually. Then there are effects
of technology or how the technology impacts the person using it. Something like
a computer based writing assistant with an idea generator and word processor can
have an effect with a student allowing them to produce a better essay. Also, there
is the potential that the interaction with the writing assistance can have an effect of
helping the student become a better writer. Salomon thought that for this to happen
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the tool had to activate higher order thinking or provide a model of higher order skill
that the learner could learn.15

Experts Practice Deliberately

What do experts do that make them stay experts? Among other things, experts
practice. Experts develop routines.16

We often hear it said that some people are invested with special talents that are
unique. Perhaps. But as we’ve already noted, talent is probably a word that a teacher
wants to expunge. If you embrace this term, then it is better to speak of talent as
something one acquires through life, rather than something one has from birth.

When experts are studied, several consistent observations are made. Experts usu-
ally have external support – from the likes of family and/or friends.17 They have
access to prior expertise through materials such as those found in a library. They
have a mentor or coach. Perhaps most important, they engage in what has been
termed deliberate practice.18 Two renowned athletes, Michael Jordan and Tiger
Woods, are famous for their dedication to practice. When athletes practice, it’s
usually obvious – one can watch them! Not so with writers or surgeons or plumbers.

What’s the difference between ordinary practice and deliberate practice? In ordi-
nary practice, you are trying to automate some processes; in deliberate practice, you
are processing in working memory with the intent either of developing or changing
a process. In deliberate practice, you are thinking about some details of what you
are doing, possibly with the intent of changing them. We’ve mentioned more than
once the lengths Tiger Woods went to when “changing his swing.”19

A problem with changing processes that are automated is that they do not come
into working memory and take up space. To modify an automated process, we must
somehow consciously bring it into working memory where we can work on some
aspect of that process. During much routine work, we really don’t want to be think-
ing about what we’re doing, especially when we are experts. The expert urologist
performs a nerve-sparing prostatectomy and needs to seek and dissect around the
neurovascular bundle. She can’t be thinking about “how to hold the knife” or “how
to control the robot.” Before being called a surgeon, long before they are experts,
they do have to think about how to hold the knife! That’s a time when they engage
in deliberate practice. If something causes them to think that a skill is slipping –
perhaps holding the knife – then they need to return to practice that skill.

Reading is a skill that essentially everyone needs. Even the best readers usu-
ally can get better through deliberate practice. If you are reading this book, your
decoding almost certainly is automated. Suppose we taught you a new reading
comprehension strategy that involved asking and answering questions about the
relationships between theory and practice. Certainly, you would have to think about
your reading as you learned when and how to use the new strategy. If your reading
comprehension stayed automatic and problem free, how would you practice this new
strategy and know when to use it? Once you begin to master the new strategy, then
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you can stop thinking about your automated reading skills. One way to teach strug-
gling readers is to focus on their procedural knowledge of comprehension strategies.
More specifically, to discuss what good readers do. Researchers have discovered the
practices of good (or expert) readers. The knowledge gained from understanding the
automatic procedures used by expert readers is turned into a blueprint for practicing
with less able readers and leads to gains in their reading ability.20

Conceptual Change

Conceptual change receives unusual attention in education for two reasons. First,
most education and especially science education is directed at students’ gaining
conceptual understanding of the material rather than simple rote factual memoriz-
ing. Second, many teachers, especially science teachers, are concerned that students
come to their classrooms with misconceptions they have developed from their every-
day experience, and teachers are often faced with trying to change these pre-existing
concepts. Students go to lengths to hang on to existing notions rather than change.21

Many times learners confronted with information inconsistent with their current
view of the concept ignore the new information or “compartmentalize” the new
and old knowledge in separate chunks by keeping mental notes of the sort “but X
behaves like Y and not Z in this case.” In other words, it’s like: “Note to self – in
school, say Y instead of Z or you’ll be wrong.”

Considerable empirical and theoretical work has been directed at attempting to
explain conceptual change as evidenced by a number of recent reviews and the-
ory papers.22 In Chapter 4, we extensively discussed how concepts are learned
through chunking. In the ULM, concepts are produced by strengthening of the core
characteristics of a knowledge chunk through repetition according to the law of
large numbers. So the strength of a concept is a function of how often it has been
repeated. Given that chunks/concepts extracted from everyday experience often
have had extensive repetition, it is not surprising from the perspective of the ULM
that students hang on to existing knowledge even if from a technical standpoint
it is a misperception.23 Like trying to change automatized procedural knowledge
or a habitual behavior, confronting and changing highly strengthened pre-existing
declarative knowledge chunks is difficult.

As we discussed in Chapter 4, changing automatized procedural knowledge
requires “deliberate practice;” bringing the automatized procedure into working
memory so that attention can be focused on the procedure. Confronting pre-existing
conceptual knowledge is not quite analogous because concepts as declarative knowl-
edge are always retrieved into working memory; there is nothing equivalent to
automatized procedural knowledge that bypasses working memory. Getting the
misperception into students’ “attention” is not the problem.

By the working memory rule of association, when two separate pieces of knowl-
edge are in working memory, they will be connected. So, when a student has
retrieved a pre-existing chunk and they are presented with new knowledge while
this chunk is in working memory, the new knowledge will be connected to the old.
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By the rule of repetition, however, unless this new knowledge is repeated, it will
quickly weaken in strength relative to the existing knowledge. If the new knowl-
edge is mutually exclusive (i.e., the old and the new contradict each other), then
either the new knowledge will be purged through active inhibition or the new knowl-
edge will be separated into a new chunk. Think of the formation of separate dog and
cat chunks out of “animal” as conflicting information about dogs and cats increases.
These processes account for both the observations that students simply ignore con-
flicting conceptual information and that students “compartmentalize” information
into broad categories of school and real world.

Like other theories of conceptual change, the ULM unfortunately does not pro-
vide an “easy” answer to how to confront students’ misperceptions and replace them
with more appropriate conceptual understanding. As discussed in Chapter 4, provid-
ing best exemplars of concepts and doing instruction that focuses student attention
on the salient core knowledge components of the concept will build accurate con-
cept chunks faster and more accurately. In the early grades, maybe the best that
a teacher can do is to get students to acquire an accurate “alternative” concep-
tual chunk, even if it is compartmentalized to school. As students progress through
their schooling, there will be more opportunities for the accurate conceptual knowl-
edge to be encountered repeatedly. Hopefully this can strengthen the correct formal
knowledge enough for it to ultimately replace the old naïve concept.

As we discussed previously, discrepant events might be used to highlight the
differences between the alternative concepts. Certainly the more times the stu-
dents bring the two contradictory concepts into working memory together, the more
rapidly the repetition based concept formation processes will work. Any instruc-
tional activities from demonstrations to hands-on experiments or exercises that will
make students “think” about the knowledge and any contradictions that need resolu-
tion will increase the number of transformations, repetitions, and new connections
that happen. But there is no certainty that these methods will lead to replacement of
the old chunk rather than compartmentalization.
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Chapter 12
Encouraging Self-regulation

You probably have heard considerable talk about students’ self-regulation in the
context of learning strategies or teaching students how to study more effectively.
Self-regulation is broader than this, however. It should be becoming clear from our
portrayal of learning in the ULM that at its heart, the ULM is about student self-
regulation. Students are the ones who are allocating their working memories and
building their knowledge. Teachers and instructional designers can help students
manage their working memory allocation and establish conditions that help direct
attention and support motivation. Ultimately however, students manage and regulate
their own engagement with the classroom, learning materials, and activities that we
provide.

Five Students

What does student self-regulation mean in the classroom? If you are a teacher, think
about the students you typically encounter. Rachel is a diligent “good” student. She
works hard, uses effective study and learning strategies, learns things for the purpose
of getting good grades and cares how well she does, but also wants to expand her
own personal understanding. She is active in class, asks questions, seeks out help
when she needs it, turns in completed assignments on time, and is never a behavior
problem. All in all, she is what we would think of as one of our best students.
She is probably taking honors or advanced placement courses. She might be our
valedictorian. She is probably what we wish all of our students were like.

Sam seems to learn things and complete assignments easily. We may rarely see
him actively studying, but he always seems to be reading or looking up things on the
Web. He really wants to learn things; he will spend hours in the library or on-line
following up on something that interests him. He examines everything in depth and
likes challenges. He is active in class and asks questions. Sometimes Sam’s are the
best questions, ones that really dig into the material. He rarely seeks out or needs
help. When he stays interested, he can do the best work in the class and get the best
grades. But, when he gets bored, he slacks off completing assignments or turning in
homework. This is most often true when he thinks something is just busy work. He
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might be as good as any student we have when he thinks there are opportunities to
learn new things and grow, but he is a pain when things are moving too slowly for
him. He might even be a class clown when bored.

Carol is a hard working student, one as diligent as Rachel. Carol doesn’t seem to
get the same results as Rachel, though. She studies hard, but not always effectively.
Her studying focuses mostly on memorization for basic understanding. She rarely
tries to get a deep understanding of the material. She doesn’t learn things for herself.
When she asks questions in class, they are mostly about what is going to be on the
test or to find out what you, the teacher, think is important. She isn’t really inter-
ested or personally engaged in the learning. Carol doesn’t cause trouble and always
seems to be working or studying, but she rarely stands out. Her work is adequate but
rarely exceptional. She does well on tests, but she may not take much away from the
course. She isn’t really interested in doing extra things or supplemental activities.
In many respects, we might not even know Carol very well. She is one of the large
number of “average” students who do the work and don’t cause trouble. We often
don’t pay much attention to them.

Dave just doesn’t care about your class or maybe even school in general. He does
as little as possible, just enough to get by. He doesn’t seem interested or engaged
by anything you are doing. He may or may not show up. He might be belligerent
or disruptive, but more likely he just sits in the back not paying attention. You wish
that you could figure out a way to connect with Dave, but nothing really seems to
motivate him. His grades are marginal at best.

Finally, there is Bob. Bob always seems anxious. School is not a pleasant expe-
rience for him. He doesn’t understand what you are teaching and doesn’t seem to
really know how to study and learn effectively. He looks to you and perhaps his
fellow students for lots of help. He makes a lot of excuses and tries to get out of
doing things. He doesn’t seem very smart; he’s afraid that he isn’t smart. School is
a very negative experience for Bob. He often is failing and seems lost much of the
time. He lacks self-confidence and doesn’t expect to do well. There is even a name
for Bob in the literature: learned helpless.

There may be other kinds of students in your class, but we suspect that the major-
ity of your students look like one or the other of these five archetypes. We have
described them because research is beginning to identify these five profiles of self-
regulation and the motivational factors that drive them as common to students in
classrooms from elementary to post-secondary schools.1,2

Five Profiles of Student Motivation and Self-regulation

The detailed constellations of variables in the profiles of student motivated strategic
self-regulation associated with the five students we described above are shown in
Table 12.1.

These profiles reflect relatively stable patterns of motivation and self-regulation
that students bring to the classroom. They might be thought of as a motivational
and self-regulatory style; a preferred way that students approach a class. But while
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Table 12.1 Profiles of students’ motivated strategic self-regulation

Knowledge Surface Learned
Profile Strategic Building Learning Apathetic Helpless

Rachel Sam Carol Bob Dave

Strategic self-regulatory behaviors
General learning

strategies
Yes No Yes No No

Deep learning
strategies

Yes Yes No No No

Question asking Low and
high level

High level
only

Low level
only

No Low level only

Help seeking Adaptive No Adaptive Expedient
and
avoidant

Expedient and
avoidant

Lack of
regulation

No No Yes No Yes

Study time and
effort

High Low High Low Low

Motivation
Performance

goals
Approach None Avoid Avoid Avoid

Learning goals Approach Approach Avoid Avoid Approach
Task goals Approach Approach Approach Avoid Avoid
Expectancy of

success
Medium High Low Medium Low

Means-ends
expectancy

Effort Interest Effort None Luck; task
difficulty

Self-efficacy High High Low Medium Low
Outcome

expectancy
Grades and

learning
Learning

only
Grades

only
None Grades and

learning
Interest High High Low Low Medium
Emotion/affect Positive Positive Negative None Negative
Anxiety Medium Low High Low High

these profiles can reflect relatively stable patterns, it is more proper to view them as
situational rather than fixed traits or learning styles. Essentially all students possess
the motivational and self-regulatory knowledge needed to assemble any of these
profiles.

Students can change their profile over the course of a single class or in different
classes and subject areas. One of the authors once worked with a college varsity
athlete. This athlete practiced and worked out 5–6 hours each day. He was clearly
following a strategic profile in relation to his efforts at further developing his ath-
letic skills. As an academic student, however, he was apathetic at best. When asked
if he thought that if he spent the same amount of time and put in the same amount
of effort on his classroom work as he did on his athletic practice, he would be a
better student, his answer was no. We all probably have encountered similar stu-
dents. There are many students who are “Rachels” in all of their subjects except
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math, where they are “Daves.” There is a possibly specious story about a college
dean calling the chair of his physics department about a particular student who had
been “spacing” his physical education requirement. The gist of the message was,
“If you don’t tell me Schwinger is likely to win a Nobel Prize, then he is out of
here.” The chair stuck up for the undergraduate. Issues connected with “. . . prob-
lems in completing the formalities” of that same student’s PhD have been reported.
Schwinger was a Sam/Bob who did go on to win the Nobel Prize.3 It takes all
kinds.

The motivational and self-regulatory knowledge in these profiles is retrieved like
any other memory, through pattern matching to the particular sensory cues in the
classroom environment. As the classroom environment changes across time or sub-
ject matter, we can expect different profiles to be retrieved. We have discussed
previously in Chapters 4 and 5, how motivation and knowledge are constructed
dynamically in working memory. Particular chunks of motivational knowledge
including goals, means-ends expectancies, outcome expectancies, self-efficacy,
interest, and so on are retrieved and lead to the construction of one or the other
of the motivational patterns in the five profiles. This motivational construction then
serves as a retrieval cue for the companion pattern of self-regulatory behaviors and
effort.

These motivational and self-regulatory patterns are knowledge in long-term
memories. As we acquire more stable probabilities in our expectancy, self-efficacy,
and other motivational chunks, we develop more consistent, repeating, typical pat-
terns of motivation for common classrooms settings, subject matter, and tasks.
Self-regulatory behaviors such as learning strategies, question asking, and other
forms of classroom engagement are procedural knowledge. These behaviors become
linked to typical classroom and studying situations the same way any procedural
knowledge chains are formed. For example, students use a learning strategy when
reading to the extent that past use has resulted in desired learning or other outcomes.
Typical motivational patterns drive use of self-regulatory strategies to the extent
that specific patterns of strategies have led to means-ends expectancies about their
effectiveness for achieving desired classroom goals, and self-efficacy in their effec-
tiveness has developed. Sometimes the effectiveness of a strategy implementation
needs to be explicitly discussed with students to be recognized as being successful.
Students who have struggled to learn over a longer than expected period of time,
many times do not attend to the fact that their strategy use was indeed successful.
Past experiences have told them otherwise, especially when their strategy choices
are inefficient for the particular learning task.

Over time, these typical motivational and self-regulatory patterns are retrieved as
the “default” approach students take to classroom engagement and studying. These
knowledge-based patterns interact in working memory with the situational environ-
ment of the classroom to produce the specific motivated self-regulation that a student
is using at any particular time. If students have developed a strategic or knowledge
building approach, like Rachel or Sam, these help sustain continuous motivation
over time and keep working memory allocation directed toward appropriate learn-
ing goals in the face of difficulties encountered in the environment. Students who
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develop more problematic apathetic or learned helpless approaches, like Dave and
Bob, place themselves at risk for failure.

Research into the development of these profiles is only beginning. Based upon
what we know about how knowledge chunks and automated procedures develop,
we can speculate that these profiles are likely to be more malleable in young chil-
dren. As children grow older, we expect these patterns to become more stable. We
also speculate that these patterns likely become more consistent across classes and
subject matter. Even the profiles, themselves, may exhibit different degrees of sta-
bility and generality. Students who develop the strategic profile seem to follow this
approach generally across all their classes. Good students seem to be good students
in general. Other profiles like the learned helpless and apathetic may be confined
more to specific classes or subject matter areas such as mathematics. These more
dysfunctional profiles, however, can come to describe a student’s approach to school
in general; we certainly encounter “Daves” who nearly always seem apathetic about
school, and “Bobs” who seem lost and failing in most of their classes.

What Can Teachers Do?

Since the self-regulatory behaviors in the profiles are fueled by motivation, the
most direct impact that teachers can have is developing positive motivation, as we
discussed in Chapter 8. To motivate students to engage in the more positive strate-
gic and knowledge building self-regulatory profiles, a teacher can focus on getting
students to

• establish learning goals
• develop a means-ends expectancy for effort
• develop outcome expectancies
• increase their interest
• embrace a positive affect

This is intended to move students toward one of the more positive strategic and
knowledge building self-regulatory profiles. Fostering these motivational patterns
can also help move students away from the more dysfunctional surface, apathetic,
and learned helpless profiles.

Motivation itself is not enough. Teachers also have to help students develop
effective self-regulatory skills, including appropriate metacognitive and cognitive
learning strategies. A number of approaches to strategy training have been devel-
oped and should be consulted for specific techniques.4 Teachers can also foster
effective learning and problem solving strategies by verbalizing and describing their
own thought processes when reading or problem solving. These can function as
powerful examples and models for students to use. Overt modeling of thinking pro-
cesses has been a key component of thinking skills teaching approaches such as
reciprocal teaching.5
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Beyond specific self-regulation and strategy training, aspects of the environ-
ment appear to influence which profiles students adopt.6 Mastery goal structure
in the classroom appears to facilitate adoption of a knowledge building profile.
Performance goal structure appears to facilitate adoption of both positive and
negative profiles as it increases adoption of the strategic, surface learning, and
learned helpless profiles. Establishing a mastery goal structure appears to lead more
unambiguously to a positive profile.

Student self-regulation can be shared through cooperative/collaborative
learning.7 Group members can share motivation and help motivate each other
while compensating for individual deficiencies in specific learning skills or self-
regulatory strategies. This can be especially important for young students who are
still developing their personal self-regulatory skills. Increased student collaboration
supports adoption of the strategic and knowledge-building profiles. Collaboration
also supports the learned helpless profile, as these students use the group to cover
their deficiencies in an unproductive manner. While collaboration and coopera-
tive work can positively move students toward more productive motivation and
self-regulation, it can also support dysfunctional self-regulation if students are not
closely monitored and appropriate intervention taken when learned helplessness
behaviors emerge. This type of dysfunctional behavior can be circumvented if
the teacher designs a task incorporating individual and small group accountability,
which is discussed just prior to the start of the collaborative activity. Specific roles
within each group should be delineated to make clear what subtasks and responsi-
bilities individual students will be held accountable. These tasks should contribute
to the group effort for successful completion of the collaborative learning project.

Much forethought should, therefore, go into the planning phase of collaborative
and cooperative work. Teachers should consider the range of abilities within each
group to avoid making the spread too wide. Some variability is good, but too much
of a range can often lead to inequities, with the high performing students doing much
of the actual thinking while the low performing students are assigned to the artwork.
It is wise to establish the parameters from the beginning for student participation, as
well as to make available books, materials, electronic texts, and manipulatives with
a wide range of reading levels.

Final Thoughts on Self-Regulation

Because research into these profiles is in its infancy, there is much that we don’t
know. This is especially true about what we can do in classrooms and through
instruction to foster adoption of more positive profiles. We feel that these profiles
provide coherency into the ways that the beliefs and emotions involved in motivation
actually motivate certain patterns of behavior. The profiles offer a way to organize
effectively the various motivation and self-regulation concepts and variables that are
discussed in the literature. They also help illuminate the nuances in how differences
in motivation lead to differences in strategic self-regulation. We cannot say for cer-
tain that these are the only profiles that may exist. These profiles do seem to reflect
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the ways most students behave. The same profiles have been found from elementary
school to college. Therefore, teachers and instructional designers at all levels can
use them to inform their attempts to help students be better self-regulated learners.
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Chapter 13
Managing the Classroom Environment

In the same way that we learn reading and mathematics and science, we learn the
expectations of a classroom – what we are supposed to do while we are there. When
you walk into a classroom where learning levels are high, structure is apparent.
Those classrooms may be quiet places or noisy places. There may be a teacher in
front of a group, several groups being active, or all students working as individuals.
When you scan around, however, all of the students appear to be engaged. Pressley
and his colleagues provide a detailed description of what the productive hum looks
like.1 This does not happen automatically; management practices matter. Because
students learn management expectations, we expect the ULM principles and rules
to apply to classroom management issues just as they apply to learning content.

Structure – Based on Goals

In most classrooms, especially in primary grade classrooms, it helps when learning
activities are structured such that once a student completes one task, he automati-
cally knows to go on to another pending task without being asked to do so. Primary
grade teachers should read Pressley’s important book, Motivating Primary Grade
Students, to familiarize themselves with ways in which this can take place.2 In these
situations, teachers establish learning goals that are quite open-ended as opposed
to objectives that are limited and have a well-defined finality when successfully
accomplished. Students expect to move from task to task without the expectation of
being told to do so. Julianne Turner similarly found that when students have a sense
of autonomy or choice and are offered optimally challenging work, they are highly
motivated and engaged. They can explain what they are doing and what they are
supposed to be learning.3

We have emphasized previously the importance of setting learning goals. But
goals for task completion are also necessary if students are to get assignments and
activities done in a timely manner. Our experience is that a little task structure often
is helpful even for graduate students. Sometimes “bring me 60 pages between two
pieces of cardboard by this date” is sufficient for getting a doctoral dissertation
drafted. Sometimes “bring me a chapter summarizing the results without explaining
them but including all of the data and statistical tests by . . . [a certain date]” works
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better. While over emphasis on tasks or even worse performance can be problem-
atic if it devalues learning as a goal, school is a formal setting with deadlines and
requirements. These need to be accomplished and teachers need to structure goals
that motivate students to stay on task.

Contingency

The world can be a cruel place. We can do things that have every expectation of turn-
ing out well but that turn out poorly. A family is killed in a freak automobile accident
while evacuating from a forecasted oncoming hurricane – that never arrives.

Generally speaking, however, life has contingencies. Students who study are the
ones most likely to earn good grades in most school settings. College sports teams
that practice generally outperform those that don’t. Bridge pairs that play together
often generally outperform those that are newly partnered.

Contingencies can be very tricky. Sometimes people succeed without prepar-
ation – for example, gaining admission to a college during a year when applications
fall way off. Sometimes they fail in spite of preparation, such as not being admitted
when there are many applicants for each spot. (How were you to know that the
prestigious college you applied to attend would already have two freshman oboe
players when you chose the oboe as your instrument?)

In your classroom, contingencies are the companions to goals. You need conse-
quences for completing or failing to complete classroom activities and assignments.
You mange these consequences by setting contingencies. That’s why it is very
important that the contingencies be understood. For example, if those late to class
are never called upon, then some will be sure to be late when they are not prepared.

No matter how much we try to emphasize mastery, it remains a difficult issue.
In many situations (the least favored subject in 5th grade, the required chemistry
course in college, the required institutional faculty workshop on harassment), the
students are there because some rule or person or requirement stipulated that they
be there. For that reason, students are likely to have a task orientation rather than a
learning orientation. Recently, one of the authors was in the campus student center
getting a bite to eat before teaching an evening class, when a student and her peer
math tutor sat at the table behind her. The student told her tutor, “I have to pass the
test. I just want to know how to get the answers to these problems. You know, I’ll
never use this stuff again anyway.” When task orientations like this student’s prevail,
the teacher needs to make contingencies for rewardable task completion both clear
and absolute. If no papers are to be accepted after a specified date without some
official excuse lest they incur a penalty, then be certain to penalize unexcused late
papers. The best teachers nearly always pass some test of reasonableness; that is,
there are some acceptable excuses. However, the looser this becomes, the weaker
are the contingencies. Rest assured, students keep count – of what happens to them,
and just as importantly of what happens (or they think happens) to their classmates.
Sometimes an external person offers the advice, “Oh, they never do that,” and the
student is shocked to learn that the advice was wrong – or dated. Always keep in
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mind: students count contingencies; teachers manage contingencies. Consistency is
your best bet.

Outcome Expectancy

Contingencies produce an expectancy of their continued future occurrence. Actions
produce outcomes and we come to expect those outcomes. That outcome can be big
or small. There was a conversation between two of our children about a favored, if
some what quixotic, mathematics teacher who ultimately helped both children suc-
ceed. This teacher, JB, really hated it when students twirled their pencils, end over
end. Those pencils inevitably would fall to the floor, and there would be a disrup-
tion. The teacher “went ballistic” when a student was caught twirling. One evening
the younger child relayed how that had happened in her math class that day. The
older child said, “Oh, he hates that. I remember one day when that happened. It
was scary.” Yes, as teachers you do become known for your outcomes, and espe-
cially when they are contingent upon certain well-defined student actions. There
were two children who never twirled their pencils in math class, however automatic
that seeming inane behavior had become, because the outcome was “too scary.”

But another story about the same teacher shows how things work both ways. The
younger child was remarkably good at mathematics – and often found herself bored
in the classroom. One day she was awakened from a catnap during class to be asked
about a problem on the board, and after a moment or two she blurted out “29.” JB
and her classmates laughed. Several minutes later, the problem evolved to 52 + 22.
Many of her classmates turned to her and stared. Based upon just this one incident,
JB never called on her in the absence of her volunteering again. If the purpose of
waking students up is to make sure they are on task and “getting it,” no need to wake
those who most likely are getting it. Better to say, “I’ll let whoever wants to sleep
sleep when they get it.” Still better might be creating an environment where the
sleeper is expected to study independently on some math-related topic or challenge
project, or perhaps work as a tutor with another student having trouble or one who
had missed class time due to illness.

Classroom Deportment

Managing classrooms is a complex and difficult task, one whose scope goes far
beyond this book. As with so many issues, however, the ULM position is straight
forward – help students learn the desired actions. We point you toward an exten-
sive set of guidelines for classroom management that are consistent with the
ULM.4

One of us recalls when our children were young, that the older child was in with
a well-behaved group of students, but the younger child at the same school was in
a group well described as being “wild.” A new principal arrived and systematically
undertook improving the deportment in that wild class.
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Deportment has become a problem in college classrooms. Students reading news-
papers and chatting always were a potential issue, but these situations pale in
comparison with the impact of instant messaging on cell phones. Other issues dis-
cussed today are verbal or physical threats, to students or faculty, and incidents of
disputing the instructor’s authority or expertise. Today, most colleges have behavior
codes for classroom deportment where such things were unknown several decades
ago when a “no smoking” sign was the most code that was employed.

If you want to change a classroom behavior, you need clear consequences that are
contingent on students’ behavior. Consequences alone will not be enough, however.
You need to get the students to think about that behavior. That is, for deportment
changes as with nearly everything else school based, you need to engage working
memory. Students need to attend to the issue. In many cases, they need to study the
issue (repetition, feedback, etc.).

Teach Expected Behaviors

Teach expected classroom actions the same way as you teach anything else. If you
were teaching US states and capitals, you would have posted a map of the states
with each capital shown. If you were teaching chemistry, you would have posted a
periodic table. If there are management or behavioral rules for your classroom, you
should have them posted – especially in grades K-12.

We’ll illustrate this with two examples. Suppose you want to call attention to all
students in a first grade class. We’ve seen this managed in several ways. One teacher
toggled light switches and remained silent – until all children were silent. Those who
were not silent usually were quickly admonished (verbally) by those who otherwise
were. Another teacher simply held up her hand with two fingers pointing up, and
soon all children were holding up their hand with those same two fingers extended.

Let’s turn to the other end of the spectrum, the college classroom. Plagiarism
always has been an issue in college classrooms, beginning with copying home-
work and extending to other aspects of required assignments. With the advent of
the WWW and the emergence of for-profit companies selling “term papers,” plagia-
rism has increased. In fact, teachers can now participate in electronic services whose
intent is to detect plagiarism.5 Decades ago, students were expected to know what
plagiarism was and that it was unacceptable. Today, nearly every college has for-
mal statements about plagiarism.6 Further, most schools expect teachers to include
formal statements about plagiarism in their course syllabi.7 If you assign learning
activities where many references are brought together and quoted, then you should
provide explicit statements about how you expect those citations to be made and
include examples that you would consider to be plagiarism.

Dealing with Inappropriate Behavior

As a teacher, much of what was just written in this chapter did not come as news.
In fact, you might even be saying to yourself right now, “I’ll bet they’ve never met
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a kid like Xxxxx (fill in the name of your least favorite pupil).” Worse yet, some
inappropriate behaviors have become automatic. That is, the students engaging in
those actions really aren’t thinking about them.

Haven’t you ever been in a situation where you were thinking and then blurted out
something you immediately regretted and wished you could take back? Sometimes
we process automatically without considering how our outcome might be taken.
Verbalizing your outcome may be automatic; once your thought is complete, out
it comes. Yet we’ve all done this in a way best described as “putting our foot in
our mouth.” Changing an inappropriate behavior that has become automatic is very
difficult.

You would expect us to always say the same thing about poor behavior – get
the student to think about it. If you want it changed, it needs to get into working
memory. But it’s not at all simple. For example, it is clear that when dealing with
one student in a classroom, you also end up dealing with all of the others as well.
Whatever is done in public is done for all to learn from. What you do changes
all other contingencies and all outcome expectancies. Maybe throwing a temper
tantrum in a pre-calculus mathematics class is effective. Classes like that attract stu-
dents who are there to learn the material. As already noted regarding JB, these brief
tantrums can be both effective and memorable. In a different class with different stu-
dents, maybe that approach would be downright foolish. Perhaps a student who is
not succeeding in a different class might choose to twirl a pencil just to bring about
an eruption – to control the teacher, so to speak. Worse, suppose the student who
was getting everything decides to twirl a pencil instead of napping when bored and
brings on an eruption; then what do you do? Following the guideline “Treat others
the way that you want to be treated” is more effective than “Treat them the way that
they treat you.”

Breaking Up Is Hard to Do

For those children for whom behavioral issues have become chronic, the ULM pro-
poses to address the problem in a manner similar to that of experts engaging in
deliberate practice. Once a behavior has become automatic, to change that behav-
ior requires that the behavior somehow be brought into working memory making it
susceptible to modification. When one examines the numerous cognitive-behavioral
approaches to “behavior modification,” that’s precisely what they try to bring about.
Essentially, each one of the approaches involves finding some way to pull an inap-
propriate behavior into working memory and think about it. Years ago, one of the
authors taught in a preschool where the classroom had the “thinking chair” – a
seat where students who made incorrect behavioral choices would sit to rethink and
come up with more appropriate alternatives. They had to articulate the alternative
and tell why it was a better choice. One colleague called it “the naughty chair.” This
can be very difficult to do with bad classroom behaviors since they can play out with-
out any conscious thought on the part of the perpetrator. In these cases, the strategies
that seem to work involve tying the inappropriate behavior to a consequence that
forces the behavior into working memory.
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Perhaps the best example of behavior modification following the principles of the
ULM comes from the Achievement Place Model8 (AKA Family – Teacher Model;
Boy’s Town Model). The Achievement Place Model has been used successfully in a
variety of settings including adolescent group homes and schools. It has been shown
to be effective in almost 800 trials.9 The Achievement Place Model uses a “token
economy” where students are reinforced and punished by earning or losing points
which are traded for tangible rewards or privileges to motivate behavior change.
But Achievement Place anchors this motivation within a “teaching interaction” that
draws on principles fully compatible with the ULM.

The teaching interaction is as follows:

Get the students’ attention.
Remove points (to motivate sustaining attention to what follows).
Describe the problem behavior the student was doing (focus student attention on

their behavior).
Have the student do the correct behavior (focused practice with guidance).
Reward the student by giving points (sustain motivation for practice).
Have the student repeat the behavior one or more times followed each time by

giving points (motivate deliberate practice).

The teaching interaction is successful because it doesn’t just punish for wrong
behavior, it provides learning opportunities to acquire appropriate behaviors. We
would argue that it is effective because it implements exactly the principles of
the ULM.

While the desired outcomes of improving expert performance and changing an
inappropriate behavior may at first seem poles apart, the reality is that much of each
requires the same mental process – engagement in working memory – for the same
reason; automated processes don’t normally get into working memory where we can
alter them. One of the things a psychological therapy often includes is maintaining
a diary in which someone tries to record the circumstances and feelings of an unto-
ward behavior. Perhaps, when a student has a problem area in which the teacher sees
that problem coming on, having the teacher ask the student to make a diary entry
could help. There would need to be some sort of sign for the teacher to make to
initiate this, rather than just speaking to the student in a way that all present can hear.

We stress this one idea. As much as you may try to promise yourself that you
will screen your speech for its social acceptability, an output – especially one that
was automatic in coming – might just unleash itself inappropriately. The harder
it is to come up with your response, the more likely the response is to “escape”
because the less likely it will be that your working memory has held on to the “think
before you speak” instruction. In accord with the ULM, to modify an automatic
behavior, the first thing we need to do is to somehow bring it into working memory.
If you are a habitual blurter who frequently suffers from foot-in-mouth disease,
learning to control yourself will be difficult. The ULM explains why it is much
easier to learn a new habit than to break an old one. It has to do with thinking
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about something rather than processing it automatically. When dealing with hard-
core behavior that is inappropriate, getting the perpetrators to think about it at the
time that their sensory inputs are most likely to initiate an automatic sequence that
accompanies those inputs is the teacher’s challenge.
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Chapter 14
Improving as a Teacher

Learning is about managing working memory. You can no more get into the heads
of your students than you can get into your own head. Helping students manage their
working memories as they learn, therefore, is a tricky task. Worse yet, if you have
twenty students in your class, then you have twenty different working memories to
help manage – each with its own prior knowledge, goals, chunks, and so forth.

Data on effective teachers is hard to come by.1 While some teachers are stand-
outs – both good and bad – it is hard to measure. In spite of this, it often is said that
having one excellent teacher during the elementary years is enough to keep a student
on a successful track for the rest of their careers. Highly successful students are those
with learning goals who work to achieve those goals. The most successful teachers
are those who get students to buy into learning goals such that, in the absence of
teacher input, they continue striving to achieve the learning goal.2 Conversely, hav-
ing two really bad teachers in a row is an experience from which few recover. A
friend once told this story about a flight back to California from a speaking engage-
ment in New York City. To pass the time midway into the flight, she started chatting
with the young man sitting next to her and found out that he was from a rough area
in the Bronx. She noticed that he had been reading the Jewish bible. Because she
thought this was an unlikely choice, she asked him what he was reading and why
he chose to read it on this flight. He stated that he was going to start his freshman
year at Stanford, and the book was required summer reading for the entire incoming
freshman class. As they continued the conversation she found out that he was the
first one in his family to even consider going to college. One question led to another
and he said that, when he was in elementary school, he had a teacher who turned
him on to reading. He’d become an avid reader since then. Such is the influence of
one good teacher!

While important data regarding this issue is hard to come by, there is one
consensus among researchers and the general public: teachers matter.

Despite the enigmatic nature of trying to determine what is “good teaching”, the
ULM is very clear about what good teaching is. To restate what we said in Chapter 7,
all good teaching is anchored in the three principles of the ULM. Effective teaching
facilitates and attempts to optimize students’ ability to allocate their working mem-
ory capacity to the things we want them to learn. Effective teaching meets students
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at their current level of prior knowledge and engages students’ knowledge produc-
tively for learning. Effective teaching supports and enhances students’ motivation
for learning and facilitates patterns of productive student motivated self-regulation.

The five rules of learning provide further guidance on what effect teaching
entails. Effective teaching must do the following:

1. Teachers must help students focus attention on relevant materials and avoid
distractions using the learning environment, instructional materials, and connec-
tion to students’ prior knowledge. This includes the types of classroom learning
goals, how instruction and materials are designed and presented, how classrooms
are managed, and how teachers facilitate students’ own self-regulation.

2. Teachers must provide opportunities for repetition of new information or learn-
ing processes. This includes providing multiple exposures to information through
different instructional activities and discussion, providing for effective assess-
ment, and giving appropriate feedback. For skills this includes opportunities for
practice.

3. Teachers must provide ways for students to connect what they are learning to
what they have previously learned in the class, what they have learned in other
classes, and their other prior knowledge. Teachers need to help students construct
meaningful connections between what they know and what they are learning.
This includes providing opportunities for problem solving and thinking in the
classroom.

4. Teachers need to provide support for maintaining students’ motivation through
the way information is designed and presented, use of engaging activities, oppor-
tunities for use of knowledge, and how feedback is delivered. Perhaps the single
most important thing teachers can do to motivate students is to be themselves
motivated by their subject matter and model that excitement and motivation to
their students.

5. Teachers need to remember that learning is learning. Directing attention, provid-
ing repetition, facilitating connections, and providing motivation are what good
teaching is about. Good teaching doesn’t follow fads or take short cuts.

From the perspective of the ULM, teachers who do these things will be “good
teachers” and their students will learn effectively.

Teachers’ Prior Knowledge

Many, if not most, things that we learn involve help from teachers. Even with respect
to such things as electronic games, experienced gamers often teach or give hints to
novice players, sometimes through elaborate Websites. Coaches and mentors usu-
ally play vital roles for experts; the importance of teachers becomes evident through
study of those at the very top of their fields, essentially all of who can identify their
mentors and/or coaches.3
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In teacher and school talk, pedagogical content knowledge is a description used
often. Early work in establishing this label is attributed to Schulman.4 It is some-
times said, “So-and-so really knows her stuff but, she just can’t teach.” What
teachers need to get across a body of content is not just the content but also some
know-how about teaching that content. The pedagogical content knowledge very
much depends upon the setting: the pedagogical content knowledge required for
teaching reading in pre-school is different from fifth grade mathematics or high
school chemistry or graduate instructional design. Knowing how to teach reading
in chemistry is even different from knowing how to teach reading in social studies!
Consuming and producing texts well in one discipline is quite different from doing
the same thing in another one. A P-12 pre-service teacher presumably can learn
about appropriate ways to do this in methods courses.

Several issues emerge immediately. Teacher content knowledge is one. It is gen-
erally conceded that knowledge of fractions is a stumbling block for many students.
Newton studied pre-service teachers’ knowledge of fractions in five areas includ-
ing computational skill, basic concepts, word problems, flexibility, and transfer. She
concluded that teacher knowledge at the end of a pre-service course, especially with
respect to flexibility and transfer, was “low.”5 Teacher mathematics content knowl-
edge based upon degrees in mathematics and certification are positively associated
with student learning in high school mathematics.6 Primary grade teachers’ mathe-
matics knowledge is correlated with student learning outcomes.7 Evidence for depth
of content knowledge in areas other than mathematics is less strong. One possible
explanation for the larger effects in mathematics is that this subject tends to be
largely learned in school and usually has only small outside-of-school inputs.8

Methods Courses Versus Professional Meetings

The methods course context almost never exactly fits the ultimate learner. There’s
fifth grade mathematics and then there’s fifth grade mathematics for an inner-city
parochial school whose students are mostly Hmong immigrants. Even then, the
students are individuals, each of whom will bring unique prior knowledge to the
classroom. So, tips about one student’s prior knowledge are unlikely to apply to all
students.

Still another issue about methods course approaches is that they rarely take
into account prior knowledge and motivation in a systematic way. So, fifth grade
math teachers may have some activities that seem to work for their students, and
chemistry teachers know of classroom chemical demonstrations that seem to create
situational interest (i.e., are motivating).

Applying the lens of the ULM to much of what is considered to be pedagogical
content knowledge taught in methods courses will lead to revisions of that content.9

An effective place for teachers to acquire pedagogical content knowledge seems
to be at professional meetings attended by experienced teachers with very simi-
lar teaching assignments. The specificity shared at these meetings seems to lead
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to pedagogical content knowledge transfer. Successful teachers become more
successful by learning from one another.

Video Clubs

Because all teachers do not have ready access to professional meetings, other modes
of professional development should be sought out to increase the levels of pedagogi-
cal content knowledge across content areas. Attendance at professional meeting can
present particular problems for teachers in rural schools where funds and substitute
teachers are not plentiful. One practical option for almost any size school is to form
“video clubs” within a school or district.10 Teachers within these groups use videos
of their teaching to stimulate discussions about teaching and learning in the content
areas. These discussions can be further enriched and informed through common
readings from journals published by content area professional organizations and
books based on current research in teaching.

Attention: New Learning Requires Working Memory

You do not always have to work on new learning; it can just happen. That’s what
episodic memory (autobiographical memory) is all about. While incidental learning
does happen, it’s really inefficient. Moreover, in the absence of some remarkably
dramatic event, episodic memory is both fragile and susceptible to modification.

If you want something to “stick,” it needs to be in semantic memory, and the tran-
sition from episodic to semantic memory requires effort. You must allocate working
memory to it. We attend to the top slot in working memory. To learn something you
need to pay attention to it; it’s got to make its way into working memory and become
the focus of attention while there. For example, the role of attentional control in
reading comprehension recently has been addressed.11

What kinds of things focus attention? For those students seeking grades, just
saying “This will be on the test,” usually is enough to garner attention. The draw-
back to this is in terms of focusing on performance (test scores matter) rather than
learning. One of us recalls an event from 50 years ago when a roommate who was
pre-med returned from a biology class during which the teacher had spent an entire
period discussing his research.12 After making several unflattering comments about
the lecture, he scrawled a single word in large letters over each of eight carefully
written single line pages of handwritten lecture notes: Forget. While this talk prob-
ably worked in terms of providing situational interest for a few students in the large
lecture class, it certainly did not work for all, and not for that roommate.

An attention-getter may need to do two things: capture attention by relating new
material to prior knowledge, and do it in a way that encourages later recall. The
best way to find attention getters is to talk about prior experience. Sometimes a
local happening or event in someone’s life provides a source of attention. Generally
speaking, the best way to find attention getters is to discover from other successful
teachers what works. We’ve already mentioned unusual zoo animals as examples.
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Repetition

Repetition is required for long-term memory. If something is going to go into
semantic memory, repetition is required. Repetition must also include retrieval and
an attention to the spacing of repetition.13 Research in vocabulary instruction has
shown that learners need about seven encounters with a word to place it firmly in
their memory and be able to retrieve it. Recall that Nuthall and Alton-Lee deter-
mined that students needed at least four repetitions of information in varied contexts
for it to be learned.14 Clearly, repeated exposure to the word seven times in one
lesson is not as effective as exposures over a few days and weeks. A somewhat
contemptuous description that has emerged in writing about school is “drill and
kill.” The drill part refers to repetition. The kill part usually implies “kill inter-
est.” Even today some societies consider learned persons to be those who have
memorized enormous amounts of content. When no connections are important –
as usually happens with rote memorization – the accepted strategy is rehearse,
rehearse, rehearse, repeat, repeat, repeat, drill, drill, drill. It works! Heaven knows,
it’s not a lot of fun – at least until after you have accomplished a difficult goal
such as being able to recite the Gettysburg Address from memory and can show
that off.

Unless the particular learning goal is rote memorization (as with The Pledge
of Allegiance, The Lord’s Prayer, etc.), a successful teacher tries to find ways for
students to repeat the same information that go beyond rote memorization. Earlier
we cited the work of Beck and McKeown from their Text Talk project that begins
with contextualizing a word by talking about its use in the story. (“In the story you
will hear about how the farmer trudged home after a long day of work.”)15 In that
example, the word used (trudge) was repeated in several different contexts, and each
repetition also afforded new opportunities for making connections.

Sometimes you really do need drill. Whenever some knowledge must be auto-
mated, then it will need to be practiced over and over. Think about Tiger Woods
practicing his putting – over and over and over. When an engineer is performing
some calculation, he really can’t afford to allocate resources to decide what five
times seven is. Much expert knowledge must be automated. Also, recall the dra-
matic result from retesting all Swahili words, not just those that the learner was
unsure of.16

Again, by talking with other teachers you’ll find ways in which repetition has
been included in games and other activities. It’s never a one-size-fits-all proposition
except when rote memorization is involved.

Connections

Learning is about connections. That’s something we consider crucial in the ULM.
Sometimes making connections is rather easy. For example, it is easy to see how
you would connect the notion of angles with the notion of triangles. Even the names
speak to the connections. And, of course, students know about connections. For
example, Fred knows that if he throws a spitball at Sally’s hair, John will break up
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laughing and the class soon will be in an uproar. We all learn about connections, big
and small.

Sometimes we just fail to encourage making connections. For example, in college
chemistry laboratory experiments where students are expected to discover, say, the
“molar mass of oxygen,” the students often gather data and then often leave to write
up a report. They never discuss the experiment or the results; they never are asked
overtly to connect the things they have just done in lab to other things they have
learned or are learning.

Sometimes we fail to connect the knowledge we have learned to those who dis-
covered that knowledge. Most people have heard about Newton and Einstein. Few
people have heard about Eric Kandel, the physician-scientist whose work provided
much of the basis of our understanding of how neurons work and without which this
book could not have been written.17

Connections to content often come in textbooks. We mention Kandel; to learn
about his work, check the reference and read his book. Imagine what it must be like
to sit in a Kandel seminar and hear about the ins and outs of his discoveries. Today,
Web searching has made the task of making connections quite a bit easier. Students
can be assigned the task of searching out connections.

Content connections are usually varied but often included in complete curricula.
They can be fun.

Effortless Versus Requiring Effort

The ULM asks that you think about your teaching in new ways. Of those new ways,
perhaps none is more important than the notion of effortless versus requiring effort.
Effortless knowledge, knowledge that comes from our autobiographical memory
system, is fragile and susceptible to alteration. It usually is not the goal of class-
room instruction. Although semantic memory requires effort, it usually is the kind
of knowledge we seek to impart in school. Not only does the content have to be
brought into working memory and attended to, but this has to happen more than
once. It’s harder still if that knowledge needs to be automated.

There are many activities that students look forward to. The first draft of this
section was written on Halloween. At that time, the chemistry education listserv
was filled with discussions about a chemical demonstration.18 One takes potassium
chlorate, a somewhat dangerous chemical, and heats it in a test tube until it melts.
Then one carefully drops a sugar candy – often a Gummi bear – into the melt.
The reaction is explosive.19 When you eat a Gummi bear, you also make carbon
dioxide – but you do it in a far less dramatic way. We have the classic case for
situational interest. It’s Halloween; kids know about Halloween candy and trick-or-
treat. We humans oxidize eaten candy, but just not in quite this spectacular way.
There are big flashes, loud noises; both fumes and excitement fill the air. Assuming
this is done safely (it is very dangerous when not done properly), a good time will be
had by all. At the dinner table, the student might say to her parents “Ms. Jones blew
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up a Gummi bear in chemistry today.” If something goes wrong, it may become the
talk of the school or even the local news.

Here’s the issue. In the absence of any other instruction, a month later the best
students will have only a vague recall of the details of what transpired. They may
remember the day for the rest of their lives, but the details of what they recall are
likely to be far removed from the reality of what was done. Is this a problem? Well,
it depends. If the goal was just to have a good time, then it is not a problem. If
the goal is to better understand oxidation reactions, then this activity needs much
more follow through. The facts need to be repeated. The explanations need to be
repeated. There might even be a student question or two that needs an appropriate
answer. Perhaps the students need to write a report, or write a sentence or two about
this on a test or in some homework.

School can be fun; it need not be burdensome. When you are a teacher, you
need to keep in mind that there is a balance between episodic memory (after all, it’s
all episodic when it comes in) and semantic memory where we are trying to store
information for later use. One goal you should have is to tie activities together so
that they involve repetition and connections.

Connections Are Connections

Learning is learning. In the sense that we are speaking about them, connections
are connections. We take the view that too much is made of innate ability. Further,
the literature does not really support the notions of either multiple intelligences or
learning styles. At the same time, it is clear that some people are (or at least think
they are) visual learners while others learn better from hearing and so on. We assert
that, if this is the case, it is because of what they have learned rather than what they
were born with.

Our “take” on modalities is different. You do have different sensory inputs. Sight,
sound, smell, and touch are different. Each has inputs; each has “buffers;” each can
come into working memory using one slot. You can “think” about each.

In Chapter 5, we described an experiment where students study and were tested
in the presence of odors (chocolate, camphor).20 Camphor-taught students tested
better in camphor, and chocolate-taught students tested better in chocolate. How
could this happen when odor had nothing to do with the content studied? As
before, the ULM explains this observation in terms of pattern matching that is
available for recall at testing. Having the same odor present gives just one more
thing for a pattern to match against, and so goes the explanation. If you don’t
share a neurobiological view of learning as espoused in the ULM, then it is very
difficult, if not impossible, to understand the result of this and similar experi-
ments. Pavio made a reputation developing the dual coding theory.21 Our view is
that we should think of an n-coding theory in which all senses may play a role.
Information from all senses can be stored, “played back,” and included in pattern
matching.
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The reason to teach using different sensory modalities and test using different
modalities is not really rooted in intrinsic differences among us humans; learning is
learning. What does matter, however, is that all of us benefit when the connections
we make involve as many inputs as possible. Connections in multiple modalities
make learning easier.

This also makes practical sense. Much of what we do in schools ends up being
measured by pencil-filled spots on papers of scanable response sheets. Virtually
no one makes a living filling out such sheets. Instead, we apply whatever we
have learned by writing or painting or talking or wielding a scalpel or whatever.
Connections in multiple modalities make learning more realistic and potentially
more useful. Internists must be familiar with issues of male prostate disease. In
addition, they need to be able to palpate a prostate as part of a screening to detect
such disease.

Closing Thoughts

When you are seeking ways to enhance your pedagogical content knowledge, try
to frame what you are learning according to the ULM. For example, how will this
new content comport with making connections? Does it afford you a good way to
offer repetition? Will it generate the kind of situational interest likely to bring it
into focus in working memory? If a suggestion looks like a good one for episodic
memory, how can you follow it up with something aimed at moving it into semantic
memory?

Ultimately, human learning works the same way for all of us. Yes, there are differ-
ences in working memory capacity, prior knowledge, and motivation. But, whatever
a learner’s current knowledge state, the three principles and five rules apply to new
learning.
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Chapter 15
Policy

You might think that it would be a bold, giant leap to translate the parameters that
the ULM ultimately places on learning into establishing policy. Actually, this is far
from the case. Most of the logical extensions of the ULM into policy have been
recommended, sometimes for years, and some have been studied.

Pre-school

Prior knowledge is the biggest factor in the ULM. Ability counts, but most peo-
ple have enough core working memory capacity to succeed at nearly anything.
Motivation counts, but is influenced strongly by one’s prior knowledge and expe-
rience. Any policy that is likely to enhance prior knowledge should have payoffs.
Preschool is an obvious policy. From the perspective of the ULM, preschool
helps build a basis of literacy and general knowledge that can help expand work-
ing memory capacity in elementary school. Preschool helps to level differences
in prior knowledge, especially in the areas of foundational vocabulary and con-
cept development.1 Preschool can also help develop positive motivations toward
learning. Finally, preschool can help establish basic behavior routines. Students
can transition smoothly to formal school settings with fewer distractions and less
extraneous load.

One of the best-known studies was conducted in Michigan with “at risk” children
in which the study paired participants with similar non-participants. (A discount rate
takes into account the cost of money, and is a way of helping to judge investments):

. . .The data show strong advantages for the treatment group in terms of higher lifetime
earnings and lower criminal activity. For the general public, gains in tax revenues, lower
expenditures on criminal justice, lower victim costs, and lower welfare payments easily
outweigh program costs. At a 3% discount rate the program repays $12.90 for every $1
invested from the perspective of the general public; with a 7% discount rate, the repayment
per dollar is $5.67. Returns are even higher if the total benefits—both public and private—
are counted. . . . 2

These results need considerable explication. A very large chunk of the economic
benefit comes from reduced expenses due to incarceration; as a consequence there
is significant gender difference.
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The Partnership for America’s Economic Success estimates that the ultimate pay-
back for investments in preschool is compounded at such a significant rate that
preschool is at the cornerstone of this group’s policy recommendations.3 Nobel
Laureate James Heckman has written a review that brings together much of what
is known about the impacts of health and early schooling.4

Schools

Modern schools in the United States are about many things, of which instruction
and learning are just two. Whatever the reasons for this may be, at least part of the
justification for this is rooted in the fact that instruction is regarded more as an art
than a science. If you buy the arguments made in this book, then much obfuscation
about learning goes away. Learning involves managing working memory. Teaching
involves helping learners to manage their working memories. How can we translate
such an abstract notion of a model into meaningful policy?

School: Discourage Words Suggesting Innate Abilities

The last principle of the ULM is “working memory allocation is directed by moti-
vation.” As we have indicated, motivation depends very much on our beliefs.
Everything we can do to support the notion that effort pays is likely to lead to
enhanced learning. Put differently, there won’t be anything more than episodic
memory-based learning without effort. We work in a college where one of the
most advocated slogans is “build talent into careers.” The policy should change and
move away from notions of “talent” and “smart” to those of effort. Talent inevitably
implies something from birth:

talent:5

(a) special – often athletic, creative, or artistic aptitude
(b) general – intelligence or mental power, natural aptitude or skill

As we have previously discussed, one notion that becomes quite clear from
detailed studies of experts and expertise is that talent really means skill, and that
skills come about as the result of hard work and effort more than something we
possess at birth. We’ve pointed out several references that essentially question the
importance of innate talent.6 Ross’ Scientific American article provides an especially
readable discussion of the development of talent.7

Children need to know and believe that learning is something they control
through their effort. They need feedback and reinforcement that they can succeed,
even if the going gets tough. In the ULM, the statement “all children can succeed”
is not just a slogan; it is a fundamental principle. A good school policy, therefore,
would be to avoid using words like talent, smart, and IQ when discussing student
learning. One might say that they place the emPHAsis on the wrong sylLABle.8
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The second principle of the ULM is that working memory’s capacity for allocation
is affected by prior knowledge. It is clear that a child arriving as a five-year-old at
kindergarten who reads and comes from a rich literacy environment and one who
arrives there with minimal reading from an environment with no books at all are not
likely to make the same gains. This likely has nothing to do with ability and little
to do with motivation. That is, both children can come from environments highly
supportive of the notion that school is where you go to learn how to read. From a
purely scientific viewpoint, expecting the same interventions for both children to
achieve the same final outcome is unrealistic. It won’t happen! It has nothing to do
with teachers or desires; it has to do with how humans learn. When we understand
learning from the perspective of the ULM, we can better clarify expectations for
schools and project more reasonable learning outcomes for children. Preschool has
come to be recognized for very large economic and social impacts.9 Why? Preschool
helps to level differences in prior knowledge. School year differences in rates of
learning seem small when compared with differences that emerge over summers,
especially with respect to reading.10

Currently schools are organized around calendar age. In the United States stu-
dents start school in kindergarten when they are about five years of age, and they
proceed through 12 grades. The physical organization of those schools varies, but
usually includes elementary school, middle school (or junior high school), and high
school. Some savvy parents tend to hold back those of their children who might just
make it into kindergarten for an extra year before they start. Indeed, this sometimes
makes a big difference in a child’s apparent success. Gladwell makes a point of
how many professional Canadian hockey players are born in the early months of the
year (January–March) and how this increases the likelihood that they will become
selected for development. One of us had this sort of experience with the game T-
ball11 where kids hit balls propped upon stands and then run bases akin to the game
baseball. One year “our” team lost every game but went on the next year to win
every game. As it happened, the kids during the second year were the same as they
were in the first; the team roster was nearly identical. So, the entire team was older,
more developed, and more experienced.

When children are sorted into groups in the current age-based structure, it more
often than not is done on the basis of ability than anything else – so-called ability
grouping. Ability is typically determined by some type of “intelligence” test. Ability
grouping is controversial and has a history of mixed success.12 There are a few
situations (cross-grade reading, mathematics) where success seems significant, but
across-the-board grouping (i.e., all subject areas) does not appear to be beneficial.

Rather than either age or intelligence/ability, it makes more sense from the
ULM’s learning perspective to group children according to what they know, and
to let them flow through this grouping based upon both what they know and come
to know. To make this work there would need to be several “out points,” where a
child could be described as “having finished” a curriculum. This used to be done in
a quite different way, where students sought different high school diplomas. Until
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recently, New York State was the only state with content-based exit requirements
in the early 1990s.13 Indeed, New York graduates did demonstrate higher levels
of content knowledge than those of other states. They also generally fared better
economically.

Any system of schooling essentially works to the advantage of those students
coming from homes that nurture and support learning. Conversely, schools do not
deal well with students from unsupportive home environments.

A system that allowed differentiated time periods to achieve learning goals could
work to the advantage of those otherwise disadvantaged learners. In essence, longer
times, extra time in school, and the attendant costs would minimize socioeconomic
differences. Allowing students to flow through based upon learning also would
accommodate differences in prior knowledge that arise from differences in advan-
tage. The reality of the differences between current school practices and what the
ULM tells us about learning is this: schools focus too much on what they call ability
meaning intelligence or some other entity type talent and not enough on effort. As
we stress in the ULM, in the end, ability really is prior knowledge, what one knows,
and that comes about through effort.

Over the last few decades, special advantages become apparent during summers
when school is not in session. Advantaged children can attend special programs for
athletics, music, debate, science, computing, drama, and an enormous range of sim-
ilar activities. These serve to magnify differences in knowledge based upon social
or economic status.

The notion of organizing schools along the lines of what learners know certainly
is not new. For example, B. S. Bloom recommended it in 1966:

. . . but it is evident that the sequence of learning tasks from grade to grade is not given the
same kind of attention that is now given to the sequence of learning tasks within a grade.
This undoubtedly is an organizational problem arising from the assembly line notion of
education in the graded system of education. Sequence in learning is not just the avoiding
of unnecessary repetition or overlap from grade to grade. It is the planned movement of
learning from one level of complexity or mastery to another. The development of sequence
in learning requires not only the planning of subject matter and materials over time; it also
requires the development of continuity in teacher-student relationships over time. . .14

While this type of individualized approach to school has been problematic to do
in practice, technology may provide ways to implement a truly individualized, self-
paced curriculum in the context of the formal school setting. We are likely not there
yet, but it is possible to envision a virtual school where classes are composed of
students drawn together from multiple physical locations, perhaps from around the
world, based on similar levels of prior knowledge. These free floating classes would
continuously recompose as students left or entered based on progress acquiring the
subject matter knowledge.

Gifted Students, Skipping Grades, and Advanced Placement

Many school systems offer gifted programs; these vary in many ways. A report on
such students sets forth its position in the title, A Nation Deceived: How Schools
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Hold Back America’s Brightest Students.15 This two-volume document reviews the
current national status with respect to gifted education. As you would expect, the
ULM supports anything done for these students so long as a few guidelines are fol-
lowed. First, the gifted label should be awarded based upon achievement with the
regular curriculum rather than some test of ability or intelligence. Next, if the cur-
riculum is a solid one, then the student should have an opportunity to move through
that curriculum. Finally, if resources are available for individual students, payoffs
are more likely to come from investing in the low performers rather than the high
performers. That is, invest in those for whom mastery is a challenge.

The report, one with substantial research support, splits out 20 “most important”
points. The first three are:

1. Acceleration is the most effective curriculum intervention for gifted children.
2. For bright students, acceleration has long-term beneficial effects, both academi-

cally and socially.
3. Acceleration is a virtually cost-free intervention.

One way to begin to identify those students likely to benefit from acceleration
is to look at achievement scores and think about what is best for those students at
the very top.16 Rather than use an ability or IQ measure to select those for acceler-
ation, however, it makes more sense to use a related-content test for older students.
The report provides a discussion about this issue. The economics of this are rather
clear. It probably costs $250–$500 to decide that a student should be accelerated.
If the student skips an entire year, that is one less year the student will be in the
district. Assuming that much of this one-year matriculation cost is recoverable, it
can be applied for those with problems achieving mastery. Districts probably could
have more of these resources if they paid the accelerating student. The risk here,
of course, is in engendering performance rather than learning goals by having the
students working for money instead of learning.

Twenty-five years ago, we offered placement tests in general chemistry. We used
a standardized test and insisted on something like two thirds of the items being cor-
rect. We administered the test prior to having students pay the official fee to take
the test. We risked abuse, but the test had a reputation such that no one with a poor
chance of passing took the test. If the student passed the test, they then would pay
their fee and be able to transfer the tuition to some other course (second semester
chemistry, first semester physics, etc.). On balance that system worked very well
for students, faculty, and the university – because most of those skipping “by
examination” were really good students and most chose to stay for a full program.

The Deceived report advocates Advanced Placement. Advanced Placement pro-
grams have become increasingly popular. Because we are in a mid-sized city,
many local advanced students prefer to take university courses. The young woman
mentioned earlier for her math skills graduated high school, having completed col-
lege calculus and one semester each of differential equations and linear algebra.
This gave her academic advantages she never lost. Though students like her were
rare, they were by no means unique; there were five to ten who made similar
accomplishments that graduated at the same time she did.
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The downside of Advanced Placement programs is that they can overly focus
on performance and task goals rather than learning. Too many AP courses epito-
mize “teaching to the test” consisting of little more than drill and practice for the
AP Exam. This is far different from an accelerated or advanced curriculum based
on more in-depth learning. Little in contemporary Advanced Placement programs
seems directed at developing a “life long desire” for learning the subject matter.
How much of the subject matter in Advanced Placement is remembered after the
AP test is over and the college credit is received? We suspect little.

From the perspective of the ULM, a “gifted” program should be about learning
more and in more depth. It should challenge students to acquire greater depth and
breadth of knowledge and facilitate creation of larger more complex knowledge
structures in memory. It shouldn’t be just about getting through faster. But if students
are able to learn in depth more quickly, the ULM would support opportunities for
them to accelerate their studies.

State, National: Large Pre- and Primary School Impacts

Any system of schooling essentially always works to the advantage of those stu-
dents coming from homes that nurture and support learning. Conversely, schools
do not deal well with students from unsupportive home environments. Oftentimes,
this ends up tracking socio-economic status. For example, SAT scores correlate with
mean family income.17 As a result of this, one way to assess the impact of any inter-
vention is to express it in terms of gain (or loss) in equivalent family income. That is,
intervention xyz has the mean effect of raising the family income by, say, $20,000.

Using such a yardstick, preschool, interventions with respect to mathematics
have been shown to have a powerful impact.18

Previous work with this sample had shown that the effect of 1 year of part-time preschool
was equivalent to increasing family income by more than £10,000 (£ = British Pound
Sterling) a year.19 We show that the effect of primary school was even more important
than preschool (0.39 versus 0.26 SD), but both were sufficiently large to be important for
any government wishing to maximize educational achievement. They are greater than the
effect for father’s education and similar to that for family income but less than that for
mother’s education (see figure, page 1161). Analyses for low and higher income groups
reveal that the effects for the HLE and preschool and school effectiveness are remarkably
similar for both income groups, which indicates their importance across the income spec-
trum. These effects are predictive, but we cannot assume causality. Observational studies,
such as this study, do not have random assignment, so it is always possible that results may
reflect selection bias and/or the operation of unmeasured variables.20

Early-Career Teacher Mentoring

A teacher may end up having a 30–45 year teaching career. Some students must
have that teacher during the teacher’s first year or two of teaching. Generally, those
years are not so good. While there is a theory to pedagogical content knowledge,
practice is quite different; we never know what to expect.
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After decades of teaching experience, one of us was with our Harvard-professor
daughter when she was awaiting papers to be turned in at the end of first semester.
She had two sections of eight students each, and was expecting a total of 48 papers.
Two days before her deadline, only ten or so papers had been turned in. We made a
small $20 wager in which “the experienced one” said that at least 10 papers would
not come in, thinking that would be a “sure thing.” All 48 papers were turned in on
time. A sure thing at one college may be a sure loser at another. Successful strategies
vary; expectations vary.

Moreover, when you begin, you’re just not very good compared to what you
are likely to become. As we noted before, it takes 10–15 years to become expert.
This applies to teaching just like any other profession. If you work at your teaching,
you’ll become better at it, just as you become better in the kitchen or better on the
golf course.

Every school would like to have a policy of never hiring new teachers but only
those “broken in” elsewhere. Where we live, this happens – with large, urban schools
often raiding rural schools for teachers once they’ve had some experience. In large
urban areas, the reverse is often true. Large inner city schools often get the new
teachers as the experience ones flee to the suburbs, which of course accounts for
part of the problems inner city schools have.

While teachers of sophomore organic chemistry often complained about what
was going on in freshman general chemistry – just one year of teaching freshmen
almost always had them return to sophomores with a better appreciation of both
sophomores and freshman chemistry instructors.

To make the system work better, policy should support mentoring of teachers
early in their careers. Teachers identify many resources as being important during
their early years, including mentors. Mentoring probably should extend to experi-
enced teachers during their first year in a new setting. This of course implies that
all schools have a mix of experienced and new teachers, with experienced teachers
in the majority. This may also be the reasoning behind why one East Coast private
school – The Benchmark School – requires their new teachers to apprentice with
a master teacher for up to two years, then co-teach with a master teacher for one
additional year before being designated a master teacher and assigned a classroom
of their own.21

Policy Summary

The three core principles of the ULM are:

1. Learning is a product of working memory allocation.
2. Working memory’s capacity for allocation is affected by prior knowledge.
3. Working memory allocation is directed by motivation.

When policies are developed for schools, they need to take these into account.
Schools are places where students allocate working memory. That is, they are places
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where students pay attention to things society expects them to know about: reading,
arithmetic, appropriate behavior, democracy, and so forth. True enough, states in the
United States have their own curricula, but they end up being similar to one another
in most ways.

Schools are places where students acquire knowledge. A child’s environment
outside of school before and during the school years has a tremendous impact on
what knowledge that child is likely to acquire in school. Policy needs to take that
into account.

Perhaps most important, schools and school boards like “smart” kids. But, the
science behind the ULM shows that effort matters more – much more. And the
“smart” kids most often are smart because of what they know – the results of their
prior efforts at learning, not because they possess some special ability. Policy needs
to take that into account – right down to the ways in which schools and governments
speak about learning.
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Chapter 16
Frontiers

A model such as the ULM opens up new ways of thinking about the kinds of activ-
ities that have been going on in classrooms, schools, training centers, museums,
homes and nearly everywhere – since learning is an everyday happening. Here we
let ourselves wander far afield from our original purposes.

Declarative Versus Procedural

A couple of us have gone around and around on the seeming distinction between
procedural and declarative memory. Rather than go down this path, perhaps we can
try the following: Some memories result from sensory inputs and/or processing.
That is, a person sees or hears something, or she thinks about it and stores the result
of the thinking. Someone else, however, can only know that the person has stored
this by asking him to do something. That means as teachers we only know students
have learned something when they can “output” this to us by telling us, writing
it down, demonstrating it, doing a behavior, or what-have-you. This implies that
declarative memory/knowledge is not especially meaningful until it can be con-
nected to some type of procedural output. We have discussed this in Chapter 4
as proceduralization that involves paring declarative knowledge to motor or cogni-
tive outputs. Procedural memory involves outputs and declarative memory can only
be output through a procedure. As a result, the end point of any instruction, even
that involving only declarative learning of facts or concepts, is the establishment
of appropriate procedures for expression of the learned knowledge. As we delve
into the declarative and procedural distinction at the neurological level, it would
seem that declarative memory can exist entirely in the cerebrum but that procedu-
ral memory probably always has a neural path that includes the cerebellum which
coordinates motor outputs.
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Where Is Working Memory?

We have been vague about where working memory is located. When working mem-
ory works, that tissue always is connected to something else that also is working,
such as a sensory input or some stored prior knowledge. When experiments are per-
formed to detect working memory while it is working, multiple regions are involved.
Over a decade ago, one region started to become implicated systematically in work-
ing memory function. The frontopolar cortex, located in the frontal lobes behind
the top of the forehead, is a region of great interest.1 This region is implicated in
analogical reasoning2 and subgoal processing.3 Some workers recently claimed:
“The frontopolar cortex (FPC), the most anterior part of the frontal lobes, forms
the apex of the executive system underlying decision-making.”4 There are reports
trying to connect IQ with brain volume in which the volume of this area is positively
correlated with IQ.5

Parental Involvement; Rote Memorization

To many people, memory means what cognitivists think of as rote memory. That is,
the term memory often is thought about in a very narrow way. We need to worry
about this terminology, since we use the term in a very different and far broader
way. It probably is worth thinking about rote memorization.

Rote memory has one learning strategy – rehearse, rehearse, rehearse. It’s an easy
strategy to learn even if it is very difficult to enact. For example, it is alleged that
many young Muslims memorize the Koran (77,801 words).6 It is asserted that this
process takes youngsters 2–3 years. Similarly, Asian immigrant and Asian American
students generally outperform traditional classmates, an outcome ascribed to greater
parental involvement and emphasis on education. In these cultures, there is great
emphasis on rote learning. Rote learning counts in many quarters, however. Recall
the “learning success” described for the child who learned how to recite the names
of the U. S. Presidents.

When parents who themselves are not especially well-educated set educational
goals for their children and become involved in the schooling process, it is likely
that there is an emphasis (overemphasis) on rote memorization. The process is
reasonably understood; involvement means checking out the learner’s rehearsal.

Laboratory Teaching

There are many issues in contemporary K-12 education in the United States (and
elsewhere) that might benefit from a view through the ULM lens. The U. S. National
Academy of Sciences released a report in 2006 concerning the status of K-12
laboratory teaching.7 This report drew several conclusions including:
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Conclusion 2: Four principles of instructional design can help laboratory experiences
achieve their intended learning goals if: (1) they are designed with clear learning outcomes
in mind, (2) they are thoughtfully sequenced into the flow of classroom science instruc-
tion, (3) they are designed to integrate learning of science content with learning about the
processes of science, and (4) they incorporate ongoing student reflection and discussion.

In the lens of the ULM, having clear outcomes (1) fits with the notion of hav-
ing appropriate goals. Ongoing reflection and discussion (4) really means thinking
about the work, and tying that new learning to prior learning. Thoughtful sequencing
(2) amounts to appropriately accommodating prior knowledge. Integrating science
content and process (3) amounts to the outcome of reflection and discussion. At
a surface level, there is no difference between the ULM and this conclusion. One
could have started with the ULM and come up with this.

We see a serious complicating factor, however. The fourth ULM rule is that
learning is either effortless or requires effort. Effortless learning is that coming into
episodic (autobiographical) memory. The nature of classroom laboratory activity is
such that it is rich with views of oneself. More than three decades ago, we found
remarkable differences in the way students viewed themselves in lecture and labo-
ratory settings. Students use first person pronouns (I, me, we) in their descriptions
of laboratory work much, much more than in their descriptions of lecture.8 At the
time we were interested in explaining anomalies in the teaching evaluation pro-
cess. It never dawned on us to consider this as a study in the difference between
episodic and semantic memory, or, expressed in the terms of the fourth learning
rule, effortless learning versus learning requiring effort.

As already noted, everything learned starts off as episodic memory.9

Furthermore, when it comes right down to it, there are no processes of science as
such. Instead, there are processes of microscale synthetic organic chemistry, pro-
cesses of forensic crime scene investigation, etc. Let’s assume that we can somehow
arrive at suitable content for teaching laboratories. Early on, it might be good to
have learners decide, “I can learn how to do this work,” and later, “I can do this
work.” In other words, since laboratory work already seems to be so inherently
autobiographical, perhaps establishing explicit goals in the “I can learn/I can” cat-
egory is appropriate. These could help boost self-efficacy as they focus students on
the process of learning prior to focusing on the product.

The Science Demonstration

An often-used science classroom activity is the demonstration (lecture demonstra-
tion). In such an activity, the lecturer performs or manipulates materials or devices,
and speaks of some principal of science. In chemistry, liquids turn colors or explo-
sions occur or light is emitted – with whatever the phenomenon being demonstrated
almost always being aptly described as “novel.” Ramette went so far as to pub-
lish several papers describing “exocharmic” reactions, those that seemingly exuded
charm.10 Chemistry teachers can develop a significant following based upon their
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skills as demonstrators. Hubert Alyea was often regarded as the highpoint of the
class reunions at Princeton, for example, based on the alumni’s recollections of his
demonstrations and the promise of an interesting show.11

While reports of demonstrations abound, and large science departments often
employ a full-time professional “demonstrator,” studies of learning from demon-
strations are few and far between. Roadruck’s discussion of learning from chemical
demonstrations includes the following exaltation:

The demonstration, in so far as it is performed by the teacher and not the student, is at
best a vicarious experience for the student. A demonstration cannot simply be presented. To
achieve its purposes in developing an understanding of the content, a demonstration must be
part of a lesson that gets students actively involved with the event and the content it seeks to
impart. The demonstrator must involve the students in the experience through questioning,
predicting, redesigning, the offering of explanations and the testing of those explanations.12

This paragraph calls for what the ULM considers to be conscious allocation of
working memory resources. Here’s the problem: Because of the novelty, and espe-
cially with very exocharmic demonstrations, episodic memory is almost certainly
going to store parts of the learner’s experience during the demonstration. The big-
ger question about instruction relates to what this will be stored with. Successful
storage of the conceptual material with that seen and/or heard and/or smelled from
the chemical demonstration is likely to require significant processing, repetition,
connections with other material, and so forth.

Because episodic memory is quite subject to distortion, it is not surprising that
aspects of demonstrations remembered long into one’s life past the initial event are,
in fact, heavily modified – and some would say, incorrect. It is not at all surprising,
then, that chemistry teachers are chagrined when they hear first a former student’s
recollection of some classroom demonstration, and then have that followed by a
seriously erroneous description of the demonstration.

The moral of the story for teachers is that when something that is effortless (like
a demonstration) is paired with something that requires effort (such as the underpin-
ning conceptual explanation), you need to pay more attention to that which requires
effort – if teaching for semantic memory is your goal.

Informal Education

What about learning outside of school? We learn from television and radio, newspa-
pers, and from just living life. One place that many societies pay attention to is the
museum. According to The International Council of Museums:

A museum is a non-profit, permanent institution in the service of society and its develop-
ment, open to the public, which acquires, conserves, researches, communicates and exhibits
the tangible and intangible heritage of humanity and its environment for the purposes of
education, study and enjoyment.13
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What might the ULM say about informal education in a place such as a museum?
We look at this from the vantage point of classroom learning. How do museums fit
into what we expect from classroom learning?

First, except for the scholars who come to utilize collections for advanced study,
most museum learning is effortless. That is, it depends upon episodic rather than
semantic learning. So, as with similar settings, one would expect an outcome from
museum exhibits to involve changes in motivation. That is, one goal outcome ought
to be a change in affect toward some aspect of the collection.

Another way to view museums is to consider them as starting points for further
study. In that case, we should expect museums to ensure that some sort of follow-up
to a visit is possible, one that supports the development of deeper learning.

These ought to be the kinds of performance measures that museums gather. That
is, change in attitude and follow-up learning based upon visits.

Evaluating Teachers

The movement to evaluate K-12 teachers and reward them based upon performance
is gaining momentum. College teachers have been evaluated for decades, and these
evaluations have had some impact on the college faculty reward structure. When a
student goes to school, many outcomes are expected. One of these is learning. That
is, how do we evaluate teachers based upon learning?

College Teacher Evaluation

College teachers are evaluated mostly if not exclusively on the basis of student
evaluations. Generally speaking, these are well accepted. However, student evalua-
tions clearly depend on student episodic memory. College learning goals, generally,
are based on semantic memory. A system of evaluation of learning that makes
sense probably should include measures of learning gains. This is a tricky busi-
ness. Students who are not motivated toward learning or performance are unlikely
to learn. Episodic memory probably is a good way to measure student motivation
through self-reporting. On the other hand, there are situations where students’ feel-
ings are positive but the amount of or quality of material learned is not very great.
Based upon the ULM, attempts at measuring learning would be an improvement if
included in the teacher evaluation process.

K-12 Teacher Evaluation

We’ve referred in this book about the “common wisdom” about spontaneous learn-
ing in autistic savants, a folklore wisdom that almost stopped our efforts. There is
another folklore wisdom that most of these authors hold about teachers. If a child
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has one really good teacher in primary school, that child is set for life. One year is
long enough to embed and sustain habits of mind that can serve one for a lifetime.
On the other hand, having two really bad teachers back to back causes a loss from
which essentially no child recovers. We concede that the data upon which we base
these judgments is highly flawed.14

The last decade has seen tremendous emphasis on test performance and achiev-
ing high test scores. The good news is that, for the most part, the performances are
not normed but based on achievement. The bad news is that the scores measure end-
of-term knowledge rather than learning gains. Generally speaking, students in those
schools located in upper-middle socioeconomic status neighborhoods outperform
those from less advantaged areas. This often is translated to reflect good teaching.
Is this fair? We’ve already noted the work of Alexander et al. who studied semester
gains in learning where the differences in summer gains between students from dif-
ferent SES groups were dramatic.15 Again, the ULM accounts for these differences
in terms of prior learning. Gladwell would account for these in terms of differences
in opportunity and legacy.16 The point is that teachers have little to do with the
out-of-school differences, and it is unfair to hold them accountable for these.

On the other hand, anyone who has visited schools and watched a variety of
teachers work will tell you that there are vast differences between classrooms in
terms of engagement, quantity, and quality of student work. We do advocate main-
taining measurements of learning that inform us about how students are achieving
relative to absolute learning standards. For teacher evaluation, however, we advo-
cate measuring learning gains against population-specific expectations of learning
gains. Do not take this as advocacy for warehousing low-performing students. As
we indicated in our policy positions, to the extent that the mission of schools is
to impart students knowledge, that is what we need to be measuring. We can deal
with this either by offering different levels of graduation achievement (differently
labeled degrees), accept the fact that some students will take longer than others to
accomplish designated learning levels, or some combination of these two. While we
never can have a system that flawlessly provides and measures learning, we can do
much better than we now do in terms of focusing on, accomplishing, evaluating, and
rewarding learning.

Quantitative Modeling

Unlike many educational learning “theories” that have been put forth, because the
ULM is based on mechanisms that have been identified at the neural level and on
computational cognitive models similar to Newell’s SOAR mentioned in Chapter 6,
the ULM ultimately could be developed into a fully realized unified theory of
cognition. While this task is beyond the scope of this book, it remains a future
endeavor.
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Chapter 17
Epilogue

We opened our discussion of the ULM with the question: What is learning? In this
book, we have presented an answer: a theoretical model of learning that we call “the
Unified Learning Model” (ULM). Learning in the ULM is a relatively permanent
change in a person’s knowledge. This knowledge at its most basic biological level
is the relatively permanent change in a neuron or group of neurons. Understanding
that learning is the change in a neuron complex in the brain allows us to understand
that learning is a product of those things that change neurons. These are attention,
repetition, and connection. Attention, repetition, and connection occur primarily in
working memory. Thus, the first principle of the ULM anchors learning in work-
ing memory; specifically how limited working memory capacity is being allocated.
Working memory capacity however is not static. It is changed by knowledge. As the
second principle of the ULM notes, the more knowledge we have, the more working
memory capacity we have. Learning begets more learning and begets more complex
knowledge as the capacity of working memory expands to allow integration of more
and more knowledge in larger interconnected chunks and networks. Finally, accord-
ing to the third principle of the ULM, we allocate our potential working memory
capacity according to how we are motivated.

The principles of the ULM define what can be thought of as mental contiguity.
This notion of the ULM as mental contiguity takes a statement such as “hands-on;
minds-on” from a platitude to something potentially meaningful. The ULM defines
what it means to have your “mind” on something.

When we say that a student needs to allocate their working memory to the learn-
ing task, what we mean, in one sense, is that students need to be “in contact” or
contiguity with what we want them to learn. Contiguity is the basic principle in
both the classical conditioning of Pavlov and the operant conditioning of Skinner,
as well as fundamental to the association rule of working memory.1

Contiguity is also behind some of the more prevalent findings from the “process-
product” research in the 1960s and 1970s on the relation between teacher behaviors
and student outcomes. These studies found that time on task and amount of cur-
riculum covered during the school year were the major determinants of student
outcomes.2 Students can’t learn something if they never come in contact (contiguity)
with it, whether in school or elsewhere.
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What the ULM does is refine the notion of contiguity from a purely physical
presence (the student is in the same place as what is to be learned) to a mental
presence (the student needs to have their “mind” in the same place as what is to be
learned).

Essentially, students who do not engage with their learning according to the prin-
ciples of the ULM might as well not be there. They may be in the classroom or
performing an activity, but if their minds are not attending to information, doing
repetitions, and making connections, they might just as well be somewhere else.
Physical contiguity is necessary in school learning. That is, the student has to show
up in school for anything to happen. That is not sufficient, however. Learning only
happens when students have mental contiguity through the principles of the ULM.
It is this mental contiguity that we are trying to motivate students to engage in. It is
this mental contiguity that teachers are trying to facilitate through their instructional
methods, materials, media, and activities.

The ULM espouses three principles of learning:

1. Learning is a product of working memory allocation.
2. Working memory’s capacity for allocation is affected by prior knowledge.
3. Working memory allocation is directed by motivation.

These three principles are enacted through five rules of learning that provide
specific guidance for realizing them in teaching:

1. Direct student attention to the desired knowledge to be learned. Help stu-
dents focus attention on relevant materials and avoid distractions through the
learning environment, instructional materials, and connection to students’ prior
knowledge.

2. Provide necessary repetition. Provide multiple exposures to the knowledge to be
learned and opportunities for recall and practice.

3. Facilitate connections. Provide ways for students to connect what they are
learning to what they have previously learned in the class, what they have
learned in other classes, and their other prior knowledge. Help them to construct
meaningful connections between what they know and what they are learning.

4. Provide motivation to facilitate effort. Recognize that learning can be difficult
and provide support for maintaining students’ motivation.

5. Remember that learning is learning. Directing attention, providing repetition,
facilitating connections, and providing motivation are the parts of good instruc-
tion. There are no short cuts; good teaching and instruction do not follow
fads.

Teachers and other educators who follow the ULM can ensure that their stu-
dents have their “minds on” their learning, whether they have their hands on or not.
This mental contiguity will maximize student engagement and ultimately student
learning and achievement.
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